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Read all the sources carefully and answer all the questions that follow.

Sources in this paper have been edited: word additions or explanations are shown in square brackets [ ]; 
substantive deletions of text are indicated by ellipses … ; minor changes are not indicated.

These sources and questions relate to Gorbachev and his aims/policies (glasnost and perestroika) and 
consequences for the Soviet state.

Source A Peter Kenez, a professor of History specializing in Russian history, writing in an 
academic history book, A History of the Soviet Union from the Beginning to the 
End (2006).

Perestroika means rebuilding or restructuring.  The concept came to be used to describe all the changes 
taking place in the Gorbachev period.  Gorbachev and his associates were vague: on the one hand, they 
understood the seriousness of the problems faced by society and therefore the inevitability [certainty] 
of change.  But, on the other hand, they continued to have faith in their political and social system.  As 
a consequence, they were looking for a middle way: they wanted to retain a planned, state-owned 
economy but include the advantages of the market; they wanted to improve public life by allowing people 
to speak the truth, but only from the point of view of communist convictions; they wanted to restructure 
politics by “democratizing” it but at the same time maintain the “guiding” role of the party.

Source B Mikhail Gorbachev, the Soviet leader, in a speech to the 18th Congress of the 
Trade Unions of the USSR (1987). 

The process of restructuring affects more and more areas of society and the interests of all social 
groups.  And as with all truly revolutionary changes, restructuring gives new energy to some, while others 
simply do not like the changes that are taking place.  These changes are particularly resented [opposed] 
by those who have got used to working without much effort.  These changes are also resented by those 
who until now have been running the affairs of an enterprise, district, city or laboratory as if it were their 
own private domain, without the slightest regard for the opinion of the working people …  Restructuring 
should reveal Socialism’s potential and strengthen Socialism.
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Source C	 Martin	Sixsmith,	a	foreign	journalist	in	Moscow	during	the	final	years	of	the	USSR,	
writing in the book accompanying his British radio series Russia, broadcast in 2011.

Having lived through the Gorbachev years in Russia, it seems to me that Gorbachev was obliged to 
embark on a policy of change because of the Soviet Union’s collapsing economy, but that he intended 
this to be only within the existing system, revitalizing the one-party state by unleashing a measure of 
initiative and energy.  He was unwilling even to use the word “reform”, referring instead to perestroika.

When his policies met resistance from the party elites he appealed over their heads to public opinion:  
his policy of glasnost [openness] was intended to give the Soviet people access to the information they 
needed, to see that what he was proposing was a good thing, and to denounce those who opposed 
perestroika.  His aim was to mobilize society’s support for his measures of economic modernization; but, 
contrary to Gorbachev’s intentions, the people used their new empowerment to demand more radical 
and more rapid reform than he had contemplated.

From this point onwards, Gorbachev was no longer leading the process of change; he was being 
dragged along behind the speeding locomotive of public opinion, which he himself had fuelled.

Source D Peter Boettke, a professor of Economics and Philosophy, writing in an academic 
book, Why Perestroika Failed: The Politics and Economics of Socialist 
Transformation (1993).

Perestroika was a vague and ever-changing policy without a goal or even direction.  Moreover, 
Gorbachev had failed to establish any political base for perestroika.  After an initial two-year period of 
success with glasnost – freedom for most prisoners of conscience, changes in emigration and travel  
policy and the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan – the ambiguities [unclearness] of 
perestroika began to undermine efforts at transformation of the Soviet system …

The original program of perestroika did not represent a coherent agenda for economic transformation …  
Moreover, perestroika possessed no strategic plan to take power from the old regime.

…  From the beginning to the end, Gorbachev was quite clear that what he intended to accomplish was 
to modify, not fundamentally change, the Soviet system of state socialism …  As a result, perestroika did 
nothing to inspire trust in the population.  Fundamental economic change, however, required that trust be 
established.
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Source E Nicholas Garland, a political cartoonist, depicts Gorbachev (sat behind the 
banner with the hammer and sickle emblem) watching his policies of glasnost 
and perestroika in the public arena, in a cartoon in the British newspaper  
The Independent (1988).

[Source: © Nicholas Garland. Used with permission.]
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1. (a) What, according to Source A, were the aims of Gorbachev and his associates?

 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source E?

[3]

[2]

2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources C and D about Gorbachev’s  
domestic policies. [6]

3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source A and 
Source B for historians studying Gorbachev’s domestic policies. [6]

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, examine the reasons why Gorbachev’s 
domestic reforms had not achieved their aims by the end of 1989. [8]

Acknowledgments: Boettke, P. 1993. Why Perestroika Failed: The Politics and Economics of Socialist Transformation. London. Routledge; Gorbachev, M. 1989. Restructuring – a Vital 
Concern of the People. Oxford. Pergamon Press; Kenez, P. 2006. A History of the Soviet Union from the Beginning to the End (2nd edition). New York. Cambridge University Press;  
Sixsmith, M. 2011. Russia: A 1,000-Year Chronicle of the Wild East. London. BBC Books.  Online: www.cartoons.ac.uk (accessed 14 February 2014)
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Read all the sources carefully and answer all the questions that follow.

Sources in this paper have been edited: word additions or explanations are shown in square brackets [ ]; 
substantive deletions of text are indicated by ellipses … ; minor changes are not indicated.

These sources and questions relate to the Paris Peace Treaties: Versailles (June 1919).

Source A Count von Brockdorff-Rantzau, the leader of the German Peace Delegation,  
in a letter to the president of the Paris Conference, Georges Clemenceau, on the 
subject of peace terms (May 1919).

We came to Versailles in the expectation of receiving a peace proposal based on the agreed principles.  
We were firmly resolved to do everything in our power with a view of fulfilling the grave obligations which 
we had undertaken.  We hoped for the peace of justice which had been promised to us.

We were aghast [horrified] when we read in documents the demands made upon us.  The more deeply 
we examined the spirit of this treaty, the more convinced we became of the impossibility of carrying it out.  
The demands of this treaty are more than the German people can bear …  Germany, thus cut in pieces 
and weakened, must declare herself ready in principle to bear all the war expenses of her enemies, 
which would exceed many times over the total amount of German State and private assets.

Source B Alan Sharp, a professor of International History, writing in the article “The Big 
Four: Peacemaking in Paris in 1919” in the British journal History Review (2009).

One of the strange features of the settlement was that it left defeated Germany no longer hemmed in 
[encircled] by great powers as it had been in 1914 and hence, potentially, in a stronger position.  Whilst 
Germany in 1919 might be temporarily weakened by its losses and the terms of the treaty, the only great 
power with whom it now shared a common border was France, which had been weakened by spending 
a much greater proportion of its young men to gain victory.  Whereas German industry was untouched 
and its debts internal, France faced the immense expense of restoring the devastated battlefields of 
the Western Front and repaying loans to America and Britain.  In place of Austria-Hungary and Russia, 
Germany now found itself surrounded by weaker states.
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Source C Margaret MacMillan, a professor of History, in a lecture entitled “The Uses and 
Abuses of History, 1919 to Present” (2004).

The Germans hated the Treaty of Versailles.  It became known as the “diktat”, the treaty that was signed 
at the point of a gun …  The Germans did not believe they had lost and they did not think, therefore, 
that any terms that involved Germany paying a penalty would be fair.  They came to fix on one thing in 
particular in the Treaty of Versailles and that was the clauses that bound them to pay …  The one that 
became the infamous one is Article 231, which says that Germany accepts responsibility for the war; the 
second clause, Article 232, says that what Germany pays will be based on Germany’s capacity to pay.  
The German Foreign Ministry made a conscious decision to attack Article 231 and throughout the 1920s 
devoted itself to pouring out propaganda about the Treaty of Versailles: about how unfair it was, about 
how unjust it was.

Source D LS Srivastava and VP Joshi, professors of Political Science, writing in the 
academic book International Relations (2005).

Under Article 231 of the Treaty, Germany was held responsible for the loss and damage caused by  
the war.  Article 232 imposed upon Germany the consequent liability for payment of reparations …   
The Treaty of Versailles, according to the Germans, was a dictated peace imposed upon them by the 
victors, not negotiated …  Germans also complained that the Treaty of Versailles was unjust and the 
terms of the treaty were unfair.  Germany was asked to pay reparations beyond her capacity.  She was 
forced to surrender her overseas possessions and other territories.  In fact, Germany was deprived of 
everything and the Treaty of Versailles aimed at extracting the last drop of blood …  The accusation that 
the Treaty of Versailles was unjust loses force because many provisions of the Treaty were substantially 
reduced when it was implemented.
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Source E Harold Wahl, a newspaper cartoonist, depicts Germany being presented with 
the Allied ultimatum, in the cartoon “Germany surrenders or else” in the US 
newspaper The Sacramento Bee (1920).

The letter on the bayonet reads: “We give you until Monday March 7 to decide on our terms
P.S.  Please remember that we won the war!”

Removed for copyright reasons
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1. (a) What, according to Source B, were the consequences of the Treaty of Versailles  
for Germany?

 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source E?

[3]

[2]

2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources C and D about the terms of the Treaty 
of Versailles. [6]

3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source A and 
Source B for historians studying the Treaty of Versailles. [6]

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent were the Germans justified in 
claiming that the terms of the Treaty of Versailles were unfair? [8]

Acknowledgments:  Brezina, C. 2006. The Treaty of Versailles, 1919: A Primary Source Examination of the Treaty That Ended World War I.  New York. The Rosen Publishing Group Inc.; 
Srivastava, L & Joshi, V. 2005. International Relations (9th edition). Meerut: Krishna Prakashan Media (P) Ltd.  Articles: Sharp, A. 2009.  “The Big Four: Peacemaking in Paris in 1919”. 
History Review. Issue 65.  Online: www.sites.stfx.ca (accessed 28 April 2015); www.liveauctioneers.com (accessed 28 April 2015).
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For the attention of all examiners: if you are uncertain about the content/accuracy of a 
candidate’s work please contact your team leader. 
 
1. (a) What, according to Source B, were the consequences of the Treaty of Versailles for 

Germany? [3] 
 

• Germany was no longer hemmed in by great powers as it had been in 1914 and was 
in a potentially stronger position; 

• Germany was now surrounded by weaker states and/or the only great power that 
Germany now shared a border with was a weakened France; 

• In 1919 Germany was temporarily weakened by its losses and the terms of the Treaty 
of Versailles; 

• German industry was unaffected and/or German debts were internal. 
 

 Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [3]. 
 
 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source E? [2] 
 

• The victorious Allies have issued the peace terms and the rifle and bayonet imply 
that these will be enforced by military action; 

• The Allies want the peace treaty to be on their terms; 
• Germany shows surprise and/or alarm at the Allies’ demands; 
• The appearance of the figure representing Germany suggests that the country 

had not been weakened economically or militarily defeated. 
 
 Award [1] for each valid point up to a maximum of [2]. 
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2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources C and D about the terms of the 
Treaty of Versailles. [6] 

 
 For “compare” 

• Both sources indicate that the Germans thought the Treaty of Versailles to be unfair; 
• Both sources indicate that the Treaty was dictated by the Allies; 
• Both sources highlight Articles 231 and 232 as being mainly responsible for German 

dissatisfaction at the Treaty of Versailles. 
 

 For “contrast” 
• Source C states that the terms were harsh, whereas Source D states that as they were 

not all implemented the terms were not unduly harsh. 
• Source C states that the reparations would be based on Germany’s capacity to pay, 

whereas source D states that reparations payments were beyond Germany’s capacity to 
pay; 

• Source C is more critical of the Treaty, whereas Source D indicates that there was some 
flexibility in its implementation. 

 
Do not demand all of the above.  If only one source is discussed award a maximum  
of [2].  If the two sources are discussed separately award [3] or with excellent linkage  
[4–5].  For maximum [6] expect a detailed running comparison/contrast. 
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3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source A and 
Source B for historians studying the Treaty of Versailles. [6] 

 
Source A  
Origin: A letter from the leader of the German Peace Delegation Count von 

Brockdorff-Rantzau to the Paris Peace Conference President Georges 
Clemenceau on the Subject of Peace Terms, May 1919. 

 
Purpose: To express the German government’s reaction to the terms of the peace 

settlement.  To try to persuade the Allies to be more lenient. 
 
Value: It is from a member of the German government.  It expresses the negative 

reaction of Germany to the peace terms.  It is a letter directly to the French 
President. 

 
Limitations: It will be one sided and only limited to the German perspective.  The tone is 

emotional and overstates German reaction in order to attempt to achieve a 
more reasonable settlement.  As the letter was written before the Treaty was 
made public, it does not offer information about its implementation. 

 
Source B 
Origin: An article by Alan Sharp, “The Big Four: Peacemaking in Paris in 1919” in 

History Review 2009.  Alan Sharp is a Professor of International History. 
 
Purpose: To analyse the role of the Big Four in Paris in 1919 from a contemporary 

perspective. 
 
Value:  It is an academic viewpoint.  It has the benefit of hindsight.   
  
Limitations: The title suggests a focus on the process of peacemaking rather than a 

detailed study of the Treaty of Versailles. 
 
Do not expect all of the above.  Ideally there will be a balance between the two sources,  
and each one can be marked out of [3], but allow a [4/2] split.  If only one source is 
assessed, mark out of [4].  For a maximum of [6] candidates must refer to both origin and 
purpose, and value and limitations. 
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4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent were the Germans justified in 
claiming that the terms of the Treaty of Versailles were unfair? [8] 

 
Source material 
Source A Sees the terms as very harsh and that it will be impossible for Germany to 

meet their demands.  The terms will bankrupt Germany and were not what 
Germany expected. 

 
Source B Argues that Germany was not damaged as much as traditional historical 

analysis has shown and that Germany actually emerged stronger than it had 
been in 1914 as it was only temporarily weakened.  German industry was 
untouched whereas France faced the costs of rebuilding her infrastructure 
and the repayment of external loans after the war.  

 
Source C States that Germany saw the Treaty as being unjust as it was dictated, 

enforced at the point of a gun and that it unfairly attributed war guilt in Article 
231.  MacMillan comments that Article 232 was based on Germany’s 
capacity to pay, indicating that it was not unjust. 

 
Source D Germany saw the terms as unjust but, as they were modified when 

implemented, it could also be seen that the terms were not harsh. 
 
Source E The expression on the face of the figure representing Germany shows a 

surprised and/or alarmed reaction to the terms, which were imposed at the 
point of a bayonet.  Germany’s appearance indicates that it had the capacity 
to meet the Allied demands. 

 
Own knowledge 
In support of the statement candidates are also likely to make reference to Wilson’s Fourteen 
Points and Germany’s withdrawal from the First World War on the basis of signing the 
armistice.  They could include details about the various terms of the Versailles settlement 
including territorial readjustments, mandated territories and disarmament.  The prohibition of 
the Anschluss with Austria was a contentious point.  The amount of reparations could also be 
included by many candidates; however please note that this was later determined by the 
Reparations Commission in 1921 and not in the Treaty of Versailles itself.  In effect, 
Germany signed a “blank cheque” in relation to the amount to be paid that was considered to 
be unjust when the actual amount was made public.  Candidates could mention that the 
terms of the Treaty of Versailles were not as harsh as those imposed by Germany on Russia 
at Brest-Litovsk in March 1918.  Candidates could also argue that the Treaty of Versailles 
was not unfair on Germany by making reference to her responsibility in the events leading up 
to the outbreak of the First World War. 
 
Do not expect all of the above, and accept other relevant material.  If only source material or 
only own knowledge is used, the maximum mark that can be obtained is [5].  For maximum 
[8] expect argument, synthesis of source material and own knowledge, as well as references 
to the sources used. 
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Read all the sources carefully and answer all the questions that follow.

Sources in this paper have been edited: word additions or explanations are shown in square brackets [ ]; 
substantive deletions of text are indicated by ellipses … ; minor changes are not indicated.

These sources and questions relate to the October War of 1973: consequences (up to and  
including 1979).

Source A Anwar Sadat, President of Egypt, in a speech to the Egyptian National Assembly 
(9 November 1977).

When we go to Geneva, Israel cannot prevent me from claiming the territories occupied in 1967: [they are] 
Arab territories.  Neither Israel nor any other power can prevent me from demanding the legitimate 
right of the Palestinians – the right to their own state.  This is what Israel is trying to avoid, by raising 
unimportant issues, by adding a word or deleting another, releasing an announcement meant to provoke 
the Arab world and [meant to] shatter our nerves to the extent that we will announce our refusal to go  
to Geneva.

I am ready to go to Geneva – and I do not conceal this from you who are the representatives of the 
people and I say it in the hearing of our people and of the Arab nation.  You heard me saying that I am 
prepared to go to the ends of this earth if my doing so will prevent any of my officers or men being killed 
or wounded …  Israel will be amazed to hear me say that we do not refuse – I am prepared to go to their 
very home, to the Knesset [Israeli Parliament] itself and discuss things with them. 

Source B Colin Shindler, a professor of Israeli Studies, writing in the academic book The 
Land Beyond Promise: Israel, Likud* and the Zionist Dream (1995).

Ariel Sharon viewed the occupation of the West Bank as a continuation of the settlement drive which  
had been a feature of Zionist activity before the State of Israel was established.  Sharon regarded the 
River Jordan as Israel’s eastern border, and as early as 1974 he stated that Judea and Samaria  
[the West Bank] were “an inseparable part of Israel and from the security point of view there is no chance 
of giving them up …  If we want a strong independent state we must give up settling just on the coastal 
strip, and move elsewhere.  Otherwise Israel would consist of a mass of concrete from Ashkelon to 
Nehariya [towns on Israel’s coast] – all within range of Arab guns.”

* Likud: an Israeli political party that wanted to expand Israel’s territory 
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Source C Michael Cummings, a political cartoonist, depicts the outcome of President 
Carter’s mediation between Egypt and Israel in the cartoon “Professor! My 
triumph’s more amazing than your Relativity Theory – I’VE passed a camel 
through the eye of a needle!”, from the British newspaper the Daily Express (1979).

[Source: Michael Cummings/Express Newspapers/N&S Syndication]

The fi gure holding the “camel’s” rein is US President Carter, the “camel” is Egyptian President Sadat, 
and the “needle” is the Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin.  The inscription on the pyramid is: “THE 
GREAT PYRAMID OF DOLLARS FOR SADAT & BEGIN: 10 MILES HIGH”.  Note: Einstein’s Theory of 
Relativity is widely regarded as one of the great achievements of the 20th century.

Source D Kirsten Schulze, a university lecturer in International History, writing in a book for 
students, The Arab–Israeli Confl ict (1999).

Both Begin and Sadat had diffi culties convincing the public that the concessions made were justifi ed.  
Sadat had cut Egypt off from the rest of the Arab world, while Begin was faced with the emergence of a 
radical opposition … that was determined to fi ght against Camp David.  Despite these obstacles, 
Sadat and Begin were able to achieve legitimacy [validity] in the eyes of most Egyptians and most 
Israelis respectively.

On 26 March 1979 the Egyptian–Israeli peace treaty was signed, Israel returned the Sinai Peninsula 
to Egypt in return for peace, full diplomatic relations, and shipping through the Suez Canal and Gulf 
of Aqaba.  In the months following the treaty, it became clear that Begin had no intention of giving up 
Israeli control over the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.  The continuation and indeed increase of Israeli 
settlement activity confi rmed this.  It is thus not surprising that the negotiations on the setting up of a 
Palestinian self-governing authority only continued for a short period and were suspended by the end 
of 1979.  The Carter administration was unable to put pressure on Israel, because it became caught up 
in other international issues and upcoming presidential elections.
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Source E Alan Dowty, a professor of Middle Eastern Studies, writing in an academic book, 
Israel/Palestine (2005).

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) radicals opposed the support for the establishment of a 
Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza on the grounds that it would be regarded by the world  
as a permanent solution to the conflict, thus ending the Palestinian struggle for total liberation.   
PLO moderates, however, saw the idea as a way of getting the Israeli army out of the West Bank and 
Gaza – the major concern of residents in those areas – and establishing the principle of Palestinian  
self-determination, even in a small area.

In a compromise reached by the Palestine National Council in June 1974, the PLO reaffirmed … its 
commitment to armed struggle, and its goal of liberating the whole of Palestine.  But at the same time, 
“the PLO will consider any step toward liberation as the first stage in their aim to establish a Palestinian 
state”.

1. (a) What, according to Source B, was the attitude of Ariel Sharon towards Israel’s 
boundaries?

 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source C?

[3]

[2]

2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources A and D about Arab–Israeli relations 
in the period after the end of the October War of 1973. [6]

3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source A and 
Source E for historians studying Arab–Israeli relations in the period 1973 to 1979. [6]

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent do you think that there had been 
progress in resolving the Arab–Israeli conflict between 1973 and 1979? [8]

Acknowledgments: Dowty, A. 2005. Israel/Palestine. Cambridge. Polity; Schulze, K. 1999. The Arab–Israeli Conflict. London. Longman; Shindler, C. 1995. The Land Beyond Promise: Israel, Likud 
and the Zionist Dream. London. Tauris Books.  Online: www.cartoons.ac.uk (accessed 6 July 2015); www.sadat.umd.edu/archives/speeches.htm (accessed 6 July 2015)
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For the attention of all examiners: if you are uncertain about the content/accuracy of a 
candidate’s work please contact your team leader. 
 
1. (a) What, according to Source B, was the attitude of Ariel Sharon towards Israel’s 

boundaries? [3] 
 

• The West Bank should be within Israel’s boundaries, with the River Jordan as 
Israel’s eastern border; 

• The number of Jewish settlements within Israel’s boundaries should be 
increased; 

• Israel’s security requires the retention of land beyond the coastal strip – 
otherwise Israel would be a mere strip of concrete within range of Arab guns. 

• Israelis had the right to settle on the West Bank (Judea and Samaria were an 
inseparable part of Israel); 

• Sharon regards occupation of the West Bank as a continuation of the long-
standing Zionist settlement drive. 

 
 Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [3]. 
 
 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source C? [2] 
 

• President Carter’s jubilation, as shown by his huge grin, at having achieved a 
tremendously difficult task; 

• The role of the US in bringing Sadat and Begin together, by reference either to 
the dollar pyramid or to the rein attached to the camel; 

• The disapproval of the hovering Arab birds, which could be referred to as hawks.  
Some might refer to the birds as vultures lying in wait.  This would demonstrate 
that the agreement is doomed to failure; 

• The agreement between the Arabs and Israelis was a huge and improbable 
achievement, as shown by the nearly impossible procedure involved in pushing a 
camel through a needle; 

• Carter’s exclamation to the statue of Einstein shows that he (Carter) considered 
his achievement to be a greater triumph than Einstein’s development of the 
Relativity theory. 

 
 Award [1] for each valid point up to a maximum of [2]. 
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2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources A and D about Arab-Israeli 
relations in the period after the end of the October War of 1973. [6] 

 
 For “compare” 

• Both sources indicate that the issue of Israel’s control of the territories occupied since 
1967 and the question of the establishment of a self-governing Palestinian state were a 
source of contention; 

• Both sources show Israel’s unwillingness to concede everything that Egypt wanted – 
Israel was a less willing participant in the peacemaking process; 

• Both sources agree that Egypt was concerned to regain territory that had been lost to 
Israel; 

• Both sources take the view that efforts were made to improve relations between Egypt 
and Israel; 

• Both sources express ideas about autonomy for the Palestinians. 
 

 For “contrast” 
• Source D takes a longer-term view of Arab-Israeli relations whereas Source A deals 

only with Egypt’s aspiration in 1977; 
• Source D shows that both sides were prepared to make concessions whereas  

Source A only indicates that Egypt was prepared to participate in a discussion without 
any indication that concessions would be made; 

• Source D assigns some significance to the role of the US in achieving reconciliation 
whereas Source A places virtually exclusive emphasis upon the contributions of Egypt 
and Israel; 

• Despite the negative nature of Source D's final paragraph, the Source paints a rosier 
picture of Arab-Israeli relations, in contrast to the more combative nature of Sadat's 
comments in Source A; 

• The sources disagree in their view of Israel’s control of Arab territory.  Source A states 
that “Israel cannot prevent me from claiming …”, whereas Source D states that “Begin 
had no intention …”. 

 
Do not demand all of the above.  If only one source is discussed award a maximum of [2].  
If the two sources are discussed separately award [3] or with excellent linkage [4–5].   
For maximum [6] expect a detailed running comparison/contrast. 
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3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source A 
and Source E for historians studying Arab-Israeli relations in the period 1973 to 
1979.   [6] 

 
Source A 
Origin: Extract from Egyptian President Sadat’s speech to the Egyptian National 

Assembly, 9 November 1977. 
 
Purpose: To indicate and justify his intention to negotiate with Israel. 
 
Value:  Sadat is giving a clear indication of official Egyptian policy.  The source’s 

immediacy – it gives a direct insight into the Egyptian attitude at that time. 
  
Limitations: The speech is for public consumption, so it may not be an accurate indication 

of Sadat’s real motives.  The source’s immediacy means that it cannot explain 
what happened subsequently.  The source’s origin means that it can only give 
a one-sided picture of Arab-Israeli relations.  

 
Source E 
Origin: A professor of Middle Eastern Studies writing in an academic book in 2005. 
 
Purpose: To outline and analyse relations between Israel and Palestine and to present 

the author's findings to an academic audience. 
 
Value: An academic viewpoint from a specialist in Middle Eastern Studies.  Hindsight 

– the date of the book’s publication (2005), 26 years after the period being 
considered, makes it likely that the author had access to materials that were 
not available at the time. 

 
Limitations: The book’s title suggests that it deals mainly with the relationship between 

Israel and Palestine, rather than Israel’s dealings with the broader Arab world.  
Also the title suggests that it is considering the relationship across decades, 
and therefore it is unlikely to go into depth on the precise period 1973 to 1979. 

 
Do not expect all of the above.  Ideally there will be a balance between the two sources,  
and each one can be marked out of [3], but allow a [4/2] split.  If only one source is 
assessed, mark out of [4].  For a maximum of [6] candidates must refer to both origin and 
purpose, and value and limitations. 
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4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent do you think that there had been 
progress in resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict between 1973 and 1979? [8] 

 
Source material 
Source A This source demonstrates Sadat’s determination to have peace talks with 

Israel, rather than risking more bloodshed.  It also suggests that the 
prospects for peace were bleak – not only is Israel shown as having an 
obstructive approach but also Egypt appears to be insisting upon massive 
concessions from Israel. 

 
Source B This source explains Sharon’s argument that Israeli retention of the West 

Bank was essential for Israel’s security, and that the pace of settlement 
establishment should be stepped up. 

 
Source C The cartoon suggests that Carter believed he had achieved the impossible 

by getting agreement between Sadat and Begin.  It also shows a bounteous 
application of the US dollar to both sides in order to encourage the peace 
process.  However, the Arab hawks look angry and disapproving.  Or – if the 
birds are vultures – it suggests that the prospects for peace are not good.   

 
Source D This source shows that both Sadat and Begin met with opposition to the 

concessions agreed in Camp David and the Peace Treaty.  On the other 
hand, most Egyptians and most Israelis were content.  One source of 
contention – Israeli access to the Suez Canal and to the Gulf of Aqaba – was 
removed.  But Begin was not prepared to give up the Gaza Strip or the  
West Bank.  Increased Israeli settlement activity meant that talks regarding 
the establishment of Palestinian self-government were suspended.  Also the 
US had preoccupations elsewhere in the world. 

 
Source E This source indicates that the PLO hardliners rejected the setting up of a 

Palestinian state on the West Bank – they believed that this would become 
permanent, ending any chance of recovering all Palestine.  The moderates 
were prepared to support such a state as a means of getting the Israeli army 
out of the West Bank and Gaza – this, they believed, would establish the 
principle of Palestinian autonomy.  In 1974 the Palestine National Council 
adopted a compromise between these two positions. 

 
Own knowledge 
The October 1973 War marked yet another low point in the Arab–Israeli conflict.  In January 
1974 Egypt and Israel agreed on a disengagement of forces, likewise Syria and Israel in May 
1974.  November 1974 – the Arab states, in a summit meeting, agreed to recognize the PLO 
as the “sole legitimate representative of the Palestinian people”.  Also the PLO was granted 
UN observer status.  In September 1975 Israel withdrew from Sinai, and in November 1977 
Sadat went to Israel and spoke before the Israeli Knesset.  In March 1978 Israel launched an 
invasion of Lebanon as far as the Litani River in order to destroy PLO infrastructure in south 
Lebanon.  In September 1978 President Carter mediated an Egyptian-Israeli agreement on a 
framework for peace, and this led to the Egyptian-Israeli bilateral peace treaty, signed on 26 
March 1979.  Five days later Egypt was expelled from the Arab League because of the 
unpopularity of its settlement with Israel .Reference could be made to the Cold War context. 

 
Do not expect all of the above, and accept other relevant material.  If only source material  
or only own knowledge is used, the maximum mark that can be obtained is [5].   
For maximum [8] expect argument, synthesis of source material and own knowledge, as well 
as references to the sources used. 
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Topic 1 Causes, practices and effects of wars

1. Discuss the impact of foreign involvement on the outbreak and the course of two civil wars,  
each chosen from a different region.

2. To what extent was the failure to maintain collective security after 1930 the most significant cause 
of the Second World War?

3. With reference to one war, compare and contrast its social and economic impact on two countries.

4. Examine the role played by political and economic factors in the origins of either the Algerian War 
(1954–1962) or the Nicaraguan Revolution (1976–1979).

5. To what extent did religion contribute to the outbreak of the Iran–Iraq War (1980–1988)?

6. With reference to two wars, each chosen from a different region, examine the importance of air 
warfare on the outcome of those wars.
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Topic 2 Democratic states — challenges and responses

7. To what extent were the rights of ethnic and religious minorities protected in two 20th-century 
democratic states?

8. “Failure to deal with political extremism after 1919 led to the collapse of democracy in Germany.”  
To what extent do you agree with this statement?

9. Discuss the success of one democratic state in implementing its health and education policies.

10. Evaluate the extent to which either the United States (between 1953 and 1973) or Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland (between 1967 and 1990) addressed inequitable [unequal] distribution of 
wealth.

11. Discuss the reasons why the implementation of democracy was successful in Japan (1945–1952).

12. With reference to two democratic states, each chosen from a different region, evaluate the impact 
of pressure groups on social policy-making.
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Topic 3 Origins and development of authoritarian and single-party states

13. Evaluate the importance of ideology, popular support and the weakness of the existing government 
in aiding the rise to power of either Mao or Peron.

14. To what extent were existing social and economic problems the most significant factor in the rise to 
power of two authoritarian/single-party leaders?

15. To what extent was Hitler’s Germany a totalitarian state?

16. Compare and contrast the impact on the arts of two authoritarian/single-party states.

17. With reference to Castro or Nasser or Stalin, to what extent did his domestic policies contribute to 
his maintenance of power?

18. Discuss the methods used to maintain political control by two authoritarian/single-party leaders, 
each chosen from a different region.
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Topic 4  Nationalist and independence movements in Africa and Asia and post-1945 Central 
and Eastern European states

19. To what extent were the political aims and methods of Jinnah responsible for the partition of India?

20. To what extent was the legacy of colonialism in Ghana (Gold Coast) more positive than negative?

21. Examine the impact of the Cold War on one African and one Asian independence movement.

22. With reference to one Central/Eastern European state, to what extent did domestic economic 
problems lead to the collapse of Soviet control?

23. Evaluate the impact of challenges to Soviet control in either Hungary or Czechoslovakia after 1945.

24. “The successful formation of a state relied on the political experience of its leader.”  With reference 
to post-colonial and/or new states in Central/Eastern Europe, to what extent do you agree with this 
statement?
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Topic 5 The Cold War

25. To what extent were Soviet policies responsible for worsening relations among the wartime allies in 
the period up to 1950?

26. With reference to two of the following: Korea (1950–1953); Congo (1960–1964);  
Cuba (1959–1963), evaluate their impact on the development of the Cold War.

27. Discuss the social and cultural impact of the global spread of the Cold War on two countries 
(excluding the US and the USSR), each chosen from a different region.

28. Examine the significance of the Cold War on events in the Middle East from 1956 to 1973.

29. Compare and contrast US relations with China and the USSR during detente.

30. To what extent was the break-up of the Soviet Union in 1991 due to external pressures?
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Paper 2 markbands:  The following bands provide a précis of the full markbands for paper 2 published in 
the History guide (2008) on pages 71–74.  They are intended to assist marking but must be used in 
conjunction with the full markbands found in the guide.  For the attention of all examiners: if you are 
uncertain about the content/accuracy of a candidate’s work please contact your team leader. 
 

16–20: Answers are clearly structured and focused, have full awareness of the demands of the 
question, and, if appropriate, may challenge it.  Detailed specific knowledge is used as 
evidence to support assertions and arguments.  Historical processes such as comparison 
and contrast, placing events in context and evaluating different interpretations are used 
appropriately and effectively. 

13–15: Answers are clearly focused on the demands of the question.  Specific knowledge is applied 
as evidence, and analysis or critical commentary are used appropriately to produce a specific 
argument.  Events are placed in context and there is sound understanding of historical 
processes and comparison and contrast.  Evaluation of different approaches may be used to 
substantiate arguments presented.   

10–12: Answers indicate that the question is understood but not all implications considered.  
Knowledge is largely accurate.  Critical commentary may be present.  Events are generally 
placed in context and understanding of historical processes, such as comparison and 
contrast are present.  There may be awareness of different approaches and interpretations 
but they are not based on relevant historical knowledge.  There is a clear attempt at a 
structured approach.   

8–9:   The demands of the question are generally understood.  Historical knowledge is present but 
is not fully or accurately detailed.  Knowledge is narrative or descriptive in nature.  There may 
be limited argument that requires further substantiation.  Critical commentary may be present.  
There is an attempt to place events in historical context and show an understanding of 
historical processes.  An attempt at a structured approach, either chronological or thematic 
has been made.   

6–7: Answers indicate some understanding of the question but historical knowledge is limited in 
quality and quantity.  Historical context may be present as will understanding of historical 
processes but underdeveloped.  The question is only partially addressed. 

4–5: There is little understanding of the question.  Historical details are present but are mainly 
inaccurate and/or of marginal relevance.  Historical context or processes are barely 
understood and there is minimal focus on the task. 

1–3: Answers do not meet the demands of the question and show little or no evidence of 
appropriate structure.  There are no more than vague, unsupported assertions.  

0: Answers not meeting the requirements of descriptors should be awarded no marks.   

 

Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so.  If an answer indicates that the demands of the question are understood and addressed but 
that not all implications are considered (eg, compare or contrast; reasons or significance; 
methods or success), then examiners should not be afraid of using the full range of marks allowed 
for by the markscheme: ie, responses that offer good coverage of some of the criteria should be 
rewarded accordingly. 
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Topic 1 Causes, practices and effects of wars 

 
1. Discuss the impact of foreign involvement on the outbreak and the course of two civil wars,  

each chosen from a different region. 
 

The focus of this question is the contribution of foreign influences on the outbreak and course of 
two civil wars in the candidates’ exemplar countries.  Candidates may choose to adopt a 
comparative approach, or they may wish to discuss the issue in the context of other contributory 
factors.  Candidates should consider the ways in which foreign involvement (through, for example, 
financial or military aid) or even the lack of foreign involvement affected the events and outcome of 
their chosen conflicts. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Outbreak of the war: 

 Foreign powers may have given assurances of aid in the form of troops, equipment, money 
and/or transportation. 

 There could have been support and/or opposition in the form of propaganda or pressure from 
international organizations such as the League of Nations or the UN. 

 There may have been support for an ideology that may have inspired foreign volunteers to 
participate in the build-up of a conflict. 

 The presence of foreign troops in a country could have provoked opposition and led to war. 
 
Course of the war: 

 Foreign aid or perhaps even assurances of aid given in the form of troops, equipment, money or 
transportation may have given a clear advantage to one side, as would the withholding of 
support to one side or the other. 

 There may have been pressure from foreign powers for mediation or for a negotiated peace. 

 There could have been support and/or opposition in the form of propaganda or pressure from 
international organizations such as the League of Nations or the UN. 

 The availability of superior technology may have benefitted one side or the other. 

 Economic aid in the form of loans may have facilitated the continuation of a conflict. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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2. To what extent was the failure to maintain collective security after 1930 the most significant cause 
of the Second World War? 
 
Candidates must consider the merits or otherwise of the assertion that the failure of collective 
security after 1930 was the most important cause of the Second World War.  This is not solely a 
question on the weakness of the League of Nations and as such, the focus should be on 
international relations during the 1930s. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Failure of collective security: 

 The League of Nations was weak and unable to prevent aggression, specifically in Manchuria 
and Ethiopia. 

 Countries formed treaties and agreements, for example the Franco-Italian Pact, the Stresa 
Front, the Rome-Berlin Axis, the Nazi-Soviet Pact and the Anti-Comintern Pact. 

 The Franco-British policy of appeasement undermined collective security. 

 The US was reluctant to abandon its policy of neutrality. 
 
Other factors: 

 Economic problems weakened resolve on the one hand and, on the other hand, encouraged 
aggression. 

 There were unresolved issues regarding territorial boundaries such as the Polish Corridor and 
Manchuria (Manchukuo). 

 The failure of democracy during the 1930s (or earlier) in many of the successor states may 
have had an impact. 

 Japan, Germany, Italy and the USSR adopted aggressive foreign policies. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses. 
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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3. With reference to one war, compare and contrast its social and economic impact on two countries. 
 
Candidates should consider an appropriate war and give an account of the similarities and 
differences in that war’s social and economic impact on two countries, referring to both of the 
countries throughout. 
 
Note: Some candidates may focus on the impact of the chosen war, whereas others may 
legitimately focus on impact in the post-war period. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Social impact: 

 Changes to family structure may have occurred, for example an increased likelihood of 
widowhood or spinsterhood. 

 There may have been changes to fashion due to social or economic reasons. 

 The wartime experience of women may have had a long-term impact on their status both at 
home and at work. 

 Demobilized soldiers may have found it difficult to adjust to peacetime conditions. 

 Soldiers and others who took part in the war effort may have experienced, for the first time, 
travel and experiences outside their own locality. 

 
Economic impact: 

 War may have led to government intervention in economic and industrial activity during the war. 

 Employment opportunities changed although, for many, these changes lasted only for the 
duration of the war and there were post-war implications for those who were then unemployed. 

 Women were more likely to become breadwinners and this may have influenced their role in the 
family or had an impact upon post-war adjustment. 

 Greater economic independence, if this was evident, would have led to changes in the 
promotion and/or production of consumer goods aimed at women. 

 There could have been loss of capital through the destruction of property, loss of civilian 
workers in bombing raids and the accumulation of debt due to the cost of waging war. 

 Defeated countries may have had treaties imposed upon them that included punitive economic 
measures. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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4. Examine the role played by political and economic factors in the origins of either the Algerian War 
(1954–1962) or the Nicaraguan Revolution (1976–1979). 
 
Candidates should examine a range of factors that led to the outbreak of their chosen conflict and 
they should make a judgment as to the significance of political and economic factors in causing 
that conflict. 
 
Indicative content 
 
The Algerian War: 

 The Manifesto of the Algerian People drawn up by Fehrat Abbas, followed by the implied 
promises of independence at the Brazzaville Conference of 1944, raised hopes of 
decolonization and led to the “era of broken promises”. 

 The Setif Massacre of 1945 radicalized popular opinion. 

 The fraudulent municipal elections of 1947 followed by further corrupt practices in the 1948 
Assembly elections may be said to have weakened hopes for democratic reform. 

 Revolutionary groups emerged, for example the Revolutionary Committee for Unity and Action 
(Comité Révolutionnaire d'Unité et d'Action, CRUA), which later led to the development of the 
National Liberation Front (Front de Libération Nationale, FLN). 

 There were disparities of wealth between the Pieds-Noirs and the indigenous population. 

 Low levels of literacy exacerbated the high levels of unemployment among the local population. 
 
The Nicaraguan Revolution: 

 The authoritarian rule of the Somoza dynasty and the lack of democracy may have encouraged 
the use of violence as a way to achieve change. 

 The Sandinista National Liberation Front (Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional, FSLN), the 
revolutionary ideology and legacy of Augusto Sandino, and Marxist beliefs influenced some 
sections of the revolutionary movement. 

 The events of 1978 and the assassination of Chamorro radicalized the middle classes. 

 The enormous inequality in the distribution of wealth provided fertile ground for the support of a 
revolution. 

 The theft, by the regime, of aid given to help victims of the Managua earthquake weakened 
support for the state. 

 The withdrawal of US economic support significantly weakened the Somoza regime. 
 

The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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5. To what extent did religion contribute to the outbreak of the Iran–Iraq War (1980–1988)? 
 
Candidates should consider the extent, or otherwise, of religious motivation in the outbreak of the 
Iran–Iraq War.  Opinions and conclusions should be presented clearly and supported with 
appropriate evidence and sound argument. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 The Sunni/Shia Muslim divide was of considerable significance as it fuelled Saddam Hussein’s 
suspicions that Iran would spread its influence among the Shia population. 

 The expulsion of Ayatollah Khomeini from Iraq in 1978 and the Iranian Revolution of 1979 
transformed the Iran into a theocracy and worsened already poor relations between Khomeini 
and Saddam Hussein. 

 Other factors also played a role including, for example, a long-running dispute over control of 
the Shatt al-Arab waterway. 

 There was dispute over the oil-rich regions of Khuzestan close to the border of the two 
countries. 

 Saddam Hussein was encouraged to risk war as he suspected that Iran was not militarily 
prepared and so a quick victory was likely for Iraq. 

 There was an ethnic division between the Arab and Persian populations within Iran that 
Saddam Hussein hoped to exploit. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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6. With reference to two wars, each chosen from a different region, examine the importance of air 
warfare on the outcome of those wars. 
 
Candidates should consider two applicable wars and consider the significance of aerial warfare to 
the outcome of those wars in the context of a range of other contributory factors.  The other factors 
will vary significantly in terms of the conflicts chosen and so will the conclusions reached; however, 
there will need to be a reasoned and supported judgment. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 There may be discussion on the nature of the technology available; this would have determined 
the type – and capability - of aircraft used. 

 There may be debate on the effective use of aircraft in aerial combat or in attacking military 
and/or civilian targets. 

 The use of aircraft for chemical warfare may have been significant. 

 Candidates may judge the use of aerial warfare in countries where the population was mostly 
rural and where there was limited infrastructure as having been less important. 

 The support of superpowers (during the Cold War) may have been a significant factor in the 
supply and maintenance of aircraft. 

 In some wars, the establishment of air superiority proved decisive. 

 Reference to other factors could include the role played by ground troops or sea power although 
candidates may also argue that aerial warfare supported both of these forces. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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Topic 2 Democratic states — challenges and responses 

 
7. To what extent were the rights of ethnic and religious minorities protected in two 20th-century 

democratic states? 
 
Candidates should focus on the position of ethnic and religious minorities in their exemplar states.  
Responses may identify key rights and consider how far the law protected these rights.  They may 
also identify changes in the levels of protection over the course of the 20th century. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Ethnic minorities: 

 Candidates may discuss the existence and amount of discrimination in the political system and 
question whether the relevant groups had voting rights.  They may also assess the number of 
ethnic minorities in the higher levels of government.  References could be made to minority 
rights that were enshrined (or not) in the constitution. 

 A discussion of social issues may refer to accessibility to and equality in education, the 
availability of housing and/or the prevalence of ghettoization. 

 A discussion of economic issues may refer to the access to decent jobs and to subsequent 
promotion. 

 There may be reference to legislation regarding affirmative action and an assessment of how 
successful this was. 

 In some cases, perceived state support for ethnic minorities may have increased discrimination 
from the majority population. 

 
Religious minorities: 

 Reference may be made to  the freedom of religious expression and whether or not this was 
protected by the constitution; 

 In terms of education, there may be assessment of the existence, and perhaps encouragement, 
of faith-based schools. 

 There may be discussion of the issue of discrimination against religious minorities in housing, 
employment and public education. 

 Furthermore, candidates may discuss the extent to which (if at all) religious minorities 
challenged the state and, where appropriate, the reaction of the state. 

 An increasingly secularized society may be judged to have influenced attitudes towards 
religious minorities, either positive or negative. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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8. “Failure to deal with political extremism after 1919 led to the collapse of democracy in Germany.”  
To what extent do you agree with this statement? 
 
Candidates should focus on the set period and emphasize the threat to German democracy of 
political extremism from both the left and the right.  They may argue that at different stages this 
was a significant threat and that at other periods, for example during the mid-1920s, political 
extremism posed little to no threat to German democracy. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 There may be analysis of the effectiveness of the Weimar authorities’ reaction to threats from 
extremism, particularly in the period 1919 to 1923 and after 1928.  Evidence could include the 
threats from the Spartacists or from Communists in Bavaria.  There may also be discussion of 
how and how effectively these threats were suppressed. 

 Evidence of extremism could also include threats from the Right, for example the Kapp and 
Munich Putsches, and how - and how effectively - they were extinguished. 

 Further analysis may focus on the performance in elections of extreme parties, such as the 
Communist Party of Germany (KPD) or the Nazi Party (NSDAP). 

 The rapid rise of the Nazis after 1929 may be a factor for discussion as it may be inferred that 
this eventually led to the breakdown of democracy. 

 Overall, the question requires the weighing of political extremism against other factors that may 
have caused the demise of democracy.  These could include the economic crises of 1923 and 
1929, political instability, abuse of the constitution, Hitler’s leadership qualities and the attitudes 
of the army and conservative elites. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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9. Discuss the success of one democratic state in implementing its health and education policies. 
 
In order to discuss the issue of success, candidates should identify the aims of their chosen state 
in implementing health and education policies. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 There may be discussion of the extent to which there was access to education, (including 
school/college and university) at the beginning of the period and the efforts made by the state in 
developing that access. 

 There may be a focus on equality of access, for example, in terms of gender and/or race. 

 In terms of health, candidates may choose to focus on specific issues such as access (free or 
otherwise) to healthcare. 

 There may also be consideration of attitudes to sexual health and/or birth control and abortion. 
 

The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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10. Evaluate the extent to which either the United States (between 1953 and 1973) or Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland (between 1967 and 1990) addressed inequitable [unequal] distribution of 
wealth. 
 
Candidates must select a state from the choices provided and make an appraisal of the strengths 
and limitations of that state’s attempts to deal with inequitable distribution of wealth. 
 
Indicative content 
 
United States: 

 There was a fundamental view that government involvement in people’s lives should be as 
limited as possible.  Conservative opinion for instance would not have placed addressing 
inequality at the top of the agenda. 

 A safety net of sorts had been created during the Great Depression although its provisions for 
welfare were not extensive. 

 Candidates may focus on John F Kennedy’s New Frontier and/or Lyndon B Johnson’s Great 
Society, the latter being an ambitious and wide-ranging attack on poverty. 

 The creation of an Office of Economic Opportunity could be discussed, as could urban 
redevelopment, community action programmes and the provision of assistance to schools with 
a high proportion of low-income families. 

 There may be discussion of Medicare and Medicaid, increased social security benefits such as 
the Food Stamp Act and the cost implications of programmes such as these. 

 Furthermore, candidates may point to the persistence of poverty among all racial groups, 
although this was most noticeable in the Black community, which erupted in violent protest in 
the 1970s. 

 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland: 

 Candidates may contrast the approach of the Labour governments up to 1979 with the 
Thatcherite revolution that followed. 

 Labour inherited a welfare state that had been largely established by the Attlee government 
immediately after the Second World War.  As such, compared to many countries, the United 
Kingdom provided reasonable unemployment benefit and state-funded pensions. 

 The Thatcherite approach, which was adopted following the Conservative Party’s 1979 election 
victory, determined to balance the budget, meaning that growth in government expenditure was 
reined in.  The fundamental philosophy was that if economic prosperity was achieved then 
everyone would benefit and inequitable distribution of wealth was not targeted. 

 In the short term, as support for nationalized industries was withdrawn, unemployment soared. 

 Whilst the burden of direct tax was lifted in order to re-incentivize British workers, the result was 
to produce further inequality. 

 Unemployment remained stubbornly high, although Thatcher did win substantial working class 
support, perhaps in part due to the sale of state-owned housing to its occupiers. 

 Union power was significantly diminished and so the pressure on government to address 
inequitable distribution of wealth lessened. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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11. Discuss the reasons why the implementation of democracy was successful in Japan (1945–1952). 
 
Answers may set a context that identifies some of the problems faced by Japan and then consider 
the methods chosen to establish democracy.  The key focus should be how the problems were 
overcome. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 In October 1945, freedoms of speech, assembly and the press and the right to organize trade 
unions were granted.  Further, civil and political rights were extended to women. 

 The new constitution was implemented and the Emperor was no longer an absolute monarch 
but instead a “symbol of the state”.  Fundamental human rights were guaranteed (such as 
freedom of religion, speech and assembly) as were social rights to education and minimum 
standards of living were provided.  There was also a right to work and to collectively bargain. 

 Discrimination on grounds of gender, race, religion, social status and family origin was 
outlawed.  Further, Communist Party members were released from jail and censorship was 
outlawed. 

 Complete freedom was not allowed, for example, support for militarism was prevented; 

 Democratic reforms were hugely popular and provided a long-term framework for the Japanese 
political system. 

 A Party System was developed around re-founded versions of pre-war parties and new parties 
such as the Japanese Socialist Party were established.  Others, such as the Communist Party 
were legalized. 

 In April 1946, free elections were held, as were further elections under the new constitution in 
1947 and 1949.  Old parties resumed their hold on power after 1947, but left-wing parties 
provided vigorous opposition. 

 However, the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers (SCAP) reversed some of these 
democratic gains in a process known as the “reverse course”.  In addition to this, strikes by 
public workers were outlawed, and there was a “Red Purge” against Communists.  Candidates 
may discuss whether this was an important step towards stabilizing Japan, or an unnecessary 
limiting of true democracy. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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12. With reference to two democratic states, each chosen from a different region, evaluate the impact 
of pressure groups on social policy-making. 
 
Candidates must identify specific pressure groups and make an appraisal of their impact on their 
chosen states.  They must weigh-up their groups’ impact on the policy-making of their chosen 
states.  Note: Political parties are not acceptable examples of pressure groups. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 There may be references to groups that campaigned to secure women’s rights, human rights, 
healthcare or a wide range of other social policy issues. 

 Methods by which such groups attempted to influence policy may be discussed, for example 
reference could be made to their status as “insider” or “outsider” groups and the strategies and 
tactics they used to put across their message(s). 

 There could also be a discussion of how various democratic governments responded to these 
groups and whether or not political parties had any affiliations with certain pressure groups. 

 Some candidates may choose to discuss the impact of supranational groups and compare their 
impact in two states, or they may wish to analyse how the methods of certain groups worked in 
some democratic states but not in others. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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Topic 3 Origins and development of authoritarian and single-party states 

 
13. Evaluate the importance of ideology, popular support and the weakness of the existing government 

in aiding the rise to power of either Mao or Peron. 
 
The focus is the rise to power of the chosen leader and candidates should set their analysis of 
ideology and popular support within the context of the previous regimes and identify problems that 
contributed to the rise to power of either leader. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Mao: 

 Mao’s focus upon the peasantry as the vanguard of the revolution, the promise of land reform 
and his appeal to nationalism during the Second Sino-Japanese War may have encouraged 
support. 

 Mao positioned himself as the “true” heir to the principles of Sun Yixian (Sun Yat Sen). 

 Peasant support during the Long March (and later, during periods of guerrilla warfare) was 
important for survival as was the support of middle class nationalists during the Second  
Sino-Japanese War.  This latter factor gave Mao and his followers some respectability. 

 In terms of foreign recognition, the US was seen as supportive because of the  
Dixie Mission and Edgar Snow. 

 The failure of Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek) and the Guomindang, GMD (Kuomintang, KMT)  
to address land reform also assisted Mao’s cause, as did the economic problems faced by the 
GMD. 

 The failure of the GMD, as defenders of China, to retain the support of the people during the 
Second Sino-Japanese War was also a significant factor. 

 Factors other than those mentioned in the question also played a role.  These include 
inequalities in wealth, comparative weakness to Japan and the Western governments and a 
need to “catch up”. 

 
Peron: 

 The Grupo de Oficiales Unidos (GOU) and its ideology of nationalism and economic reform, 
neutrality, anti-communism and Catholicism evolved into Peronism. 

 There was popular support for Peron as Secretary of Labour, especially from the working 
classes. 

 Similarly, due to his role as Minister for War, Peron was also able to rely on support from the 
army. 

 There was popular opposition to Peron’s arrest in 1945. 

 Peron also benefitted from the “Infamous Decade”, when there were few workers’ rights, but 
much corruption and nepotism. 

 There had also been a concentration of economic development in the cities and neglect of the 
provinces. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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14. To what extent were existing social and economic problems the most significant factor in the rise to 
power of two authoritarian/single-party leaders? 
 
Candidates must consider the merits or otherwise of the argument that popular desire for social 
and economic prosperity was the most significant factor in the rise to power of their chosen 
leaders. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 In times of economic uncertainty, promises of employment and/or economic recovery may have 
attracted support. 

 A fear of radical economic programmes, such as land seizure or confiscation of assets may 
have increased support for parties and/or leaders that would oppose such policies.  
Alternatively, radical ideologies that promised a redistribution of wealth might have appealed. 

 Promises of social conservatism may have appealed to more conservative segments of society, 
and, perhaps, implied a return to more familiar mores and values. 

 The promise to create a more homogenous society and the use of minorities as scapegoats 
might have appealed to some sections of society. 

 Non socio-economic factors may include the use of force (actual or latent), the weakness of 
existing governments that were unable to deal with problems, and there may have been a fear 
of radicalism on behalf of opposing parties, for example, fear of a Communist revolution or 
uprising. 

 The skilful use of propaganda and/or good organizational skills in the rallying of political support 
could also be considered significant factors. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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15. To what extent was Hitler’s Germany a totalitarian state? 
 
Answers should identify key factors that define a totalitarian state (for example, one with a 
dominant political leader, with one political party, or with an economy controlled by the state) and 
they should ascertain the extent to which some or all of those factors were in place in Nazi 
Germany.  Analysis should reach a judgment as to the extent of the regime’s dominance and some 
may argue that levels of totalitarian control increased when Nazi Germany was faced by the 
demands of total war. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 Candidates may state that Nazi Germany appeared to fit most standard definitions of a 
totalitarian state; one-party-rule, cult of leader, use of terror and/or arbitrary force internally by 
the party and its leaders, an internal “enemy”, promise of a bright future based upon overcoming 
a recent, corrupt past, and heavy reliance on secret police and propaganda. 

 When considering the dominant role of Hitler, candidates may consider the debates that 
question whether or not he was a “weak dictator” against the notion that the whole state and 
party apparatus was “working towards the Führer”, and the impact that this may have had on 
the effectiveness of the regime. 

 The levels of control established by education and youth propaganda policies may also be 
examined. 

 There could be analysis of whether or not there were alternative centres of influence, such as 
the Catholic and Protestant Churches, or there could be a suggestion that these, for the most 
part, supported the regime. 

 Levels of coercion and/or collusion may also be considered.  Fear of the Gestapo and 
knowledge of concentration camps acted as a means of controlling the population.  However, 
recent scholarship has indicated a high level of collusion with and therefore, implicit support for 
the regime. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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16. Compare and contrast the impact on the arts of two authoritarian/single-party states. 
 
Candidates should give an account of the similarities and differences between their chosen two 
states’ impact on the arts, referring to both of them throughout. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Comparisons: 

 The establishment of government and/or party organizations that oversee the work of,  
for example, artists and writers. 

 The widespread use of censorship to control what is to be seen or heard by the public. 

 The impact of ideology, for example the production or creation of works of art with artists seen 
to be, in Stalin’s view for example, “engineers of the soul”. 

 
Contrasts: 

 The ban on certain types of music and art that were associated either with minorities or external 
influences, for example in Nazi Germany or the “bourgeois” class in China and the Soviet 
Union. 

 Types of artistic expression may have been of particular interest in some authoritarian states.  
For example, modern art may have been abhorred in some authoritarian states but allowed  
in others. 

 In some states, the arts were given considerable scope to flourish as evidenced by Fascist Italy 
and its emphasis on film, or the Soviet Union and its music.  In others, however, creativity was 
stifled. 

 Contrasts may be also be drawn between the modernist Le Corbusier-influenced designs of 
Soviet architecture and the Greco-Roman styles of Nazi and Fascist buildings. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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17. With reference to Castro or Nasser or Stalin, to what extent did his domestic policies contribute to 
his maintenance of power? 
 
The question requires candidates to consider the merits or otherwise of the suggestion that the 
domestic policies of their chosen leader contributed to the maintenance of his power.  Did the 
policies enhance popular support or extend the control of the regime? 
 
Indicative content 
 
Castro: 

 Economic policies such as the land reform policy that re-distributed land among the peasants 
and the nationalization of foreign companies proved popular.  Candidates may also argue that 
economic policies were not so successful and so may have made the maintenance of power 
more difficult; 

 Social policies were issued to increase levels of education, for example the literacy campaigns.  
Women were also given an enhanced role within society; 

 Health policies were passed and these attempted to make basic healthcare more widely 
available; 

 Nevertheless, other factors helped Castro maintain power, including the suppression of 
opponents of the regime, censorship, the “enemy without” (the US), aid from the USSR, 
propaganda and cult of personality. 

 
Nasser: 

 The nationalization of the Suez Canal greatly enhanced Nasser’s reputation at home and 
elsewhere in the Middle East and Africa. 

 The social measures carried out by the National Assembly to improve working conditions, 
provide basic health care and compulsory primary education were popular with most sections of 
society. 

 Women’s rights were, in theory, advanced with the vote given to women. 

 Economic growth was targeted although levels of growth proved disappointing. 

 The embrace of socialist policies appealed to some sections of society and was linked to the 
rejection of imperialism. 

 The suppression of the Muslim Brotherhood, as well as the Communist Party, served to silence 
opponents. 

 Nevertheless, other factors helped Nasser maintain power, including the use of force to silence 
opponents (as mentioned above), the constant presence of the army, and the tightening of the 
reins of a single-party state. 

 
Stalin: 

 Economic policies including the Collectivization of agriculture and the Five Year Plans not only 
extended state control over resources but also over the population. 

 Social policies increased literacy and made youth groups such as the Young Pioneers and 
Komsomol more central to the party structure.  In addition, social mobility became more evident 
as large numbers moved from the countryside to the cities. 

 Nevertheless, other factors helped Stalin maintain power, including the widespread use of terror 
(both within the Party and society-at-large), the suppression of any criticism of the Party, and 
the “enemy without” (sometimes the “West” and sometimes Germany and Japan during the 
1930s). 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so.  
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18. Discuss the methods used to maintain political control by two authoritarian/single-party leaders, 
each chosen from a different region. 
 
Candidates must demonstrate a clear understanding of the requirements of the question and 
effectively deploy knowledge of the key issue raised by the question.  Candidates must offer a 
considered and balanced review of the methods used by their chosen states in order to maintain 
political control. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 The imprisonment or execution of political opponents, the use of show-trials or the use of secret 
police could be discussed. 

 Further inferences could be made about the presence of internal security to deter opposition or 
the limitations placed on the free movement of the population. 

 The censorship of newspapers or other art forms that may have expressed opposition is 
another valid area for discussion. 

 The use of referenda to monitor public opinion and to demonstrate “support” for policies could 
be discussed as could the use of incentives to reward supporters or the use of propaganda to 
quell possible discontent. 

 There could be reference to the maintenance of a political structure such as a parliament and/or 
a cabinet of ministers and the extent to which these were dominated. 

 Furthermore, with some authoritarian leaders, there may have been elections that gave a 
semblance of the people having elected and re-elected their leader and thus legitimizing the 
regime. 

 The development of an ideology that promised a bright future achieved by overcoming a recent 
weak or corrupt past. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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Topic 4 Nationalist and independence movements in Africa and Asia and post-1945 Central 
and Eastern European states 

 
19. To what extent were the political aims and methods of Jinnah responsible for the partition of India? 

 
The focus of the question is whether Jinnah wished for a separate Muslim state and adopted 
policies and actions to achieve this goal.  Answers should consider the actions of other groups 
and/or politicians such as the Indian National Congress and Nehru and Gandhi and how these 
contributed to the situation where the partition of India seemed to be the only solution. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 The context of the debate is that Muslims were in a minority in India and there was a long 
history of communal tensions as many Muslims feared Hindu domination. 

 Jinnah was initially a member of the Muslim League and Congress and accepted the Lucknow 
Compromise (1916), which gave some protection to Muslims. 

 In the late 1920s, Jinnah continued to make compromise suggestions that would offer some 
protection to Muslims in a united India.  Congress rejected these suggestions. 

 In 1936 after several years in the United Kingdom, Jinnah returned to India to become president 
of the Muslim League, which did badly in that year’s provincial elections; his suggestion of 
power sharing in some areas was rejected. 

 Between 1936 and 1939, provincial governments seemed to favour Hindus and during this 
period, Jinnah turned the Muslim League into a mass party that supported the notion of 
separate Muslim areas. 

 Jinnah and the Muslim League cooperated with the British during the war whereas Congress 
was inactive because of the “Quit India Campaign” and therefore Jinnah’s credibility as a 
politician was increased. 

 In 1940 the League adopted the Lahore resolution that seemed to advocate a “two-state” 
solution, but was unclear as to whether this should be within a federal India. 

 In 1946 Jinnah and the League accepted the British Cabinet Mission proposals for separate 
areas based on religion; however, Nehru made a speech that indicated his view that this would 
only be a temporary solution.  Jinnah’s reaction was to call for a “Direct Action Day” in August 
1946 by which time he seemed clearly committed to partition. 

 The extensive violence that ensued convinced Mountbatten that the only way to stop a civil war 
was partition and he convinced Nehru of this. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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20. To what extent was the legacy of colonialism in Ghana (Gold Coast) more positive than negative? 
 

Candidates must demonstrate a clear understanding of the requirements of the question and 
effectively deploy knowledge of the key issue raised by the question.  Candidates will need to 
consider the merits or otherwise of the argument that, in Ghana, colonialism had a predominantly 
positive legacy. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 Responses may discuss the political legacy, for example the existence of democratic systems 
or administrative structures. 

 There may also be reference to an ethnic legacy; did arbitrary colonial boundaries deepen 
ethnic divides leading to conflict? 

 The economic legacy of colonialism may also be referred to and consideration given to whether 
all wealth was in colonial hands or whether investment had been made allowing a solid 
infrastructure, for example, to be left in place. 

 There may also be references to any legal and education-related legacies, for example in terms 
of institutions established and opportunities provided. 

 Consideration may also be given to the nature in which the handover of power was carried out 
and the impact this may have had on the fledgling state. 

 In the longer term, there may also be consideration of how stable and economically successful 
Ghana has been, with links made to its colonial past 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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21. Examine the impact of the Cold War on one African and one Asian independence movement. 
 
Candidates must demonstrate a clear understanding of the requirements of the question and 
effectively deploy knowledge of the key issue raised by the question.  There should be a 
consideration of the Cold War’s toll (be it positive or negative) on the candidates’ chosen African 
and Asian independence movements. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 Responses may highlight that some independence struggles became proxy Cold War conflicts, 
for example in Angola, Vietnam and Namibia. 

 Furthermore, there could be discussion of the involvement of the USSR, the US and China in 
exploiting the decline of colonial powers.  This could be developed through an analysis of how 
those larger states sought to protect or enlarge their spheres of influence through encouraging 
ideologically linked independence movements. 

 Such influences can be weighed up against other factors, for example, after 1945 the concept of 
empire became increasingly outdated and colonial powers were often quite willing to assist in a 
smooth transition to independence. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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22. With reference to one Central/Eastern European state, to what extent did domestic economic 
problems lead to the collapse of Soviet control? 
 
Candidates will need to consider the merits or otherwise of the inference that domestic economic 
problems led to the collapse of Soviet control in their chosen state.  Some candidates may argue 
that economic problems led to the collapse of Soviet-backed regimes, but the end of Soviet control 
was a consequence of Gorbachev’s policies. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 An examination of the economic performance of one state may mention low productivity, 
excessive focus on antiquated heavy industry and a lack of investment in modern machinery, a 
lack of material incentive for workers, cumbersome central planning, poor distribution systems, 
and/or a locking-in to the economic structure of the USSR with a possible reference to 
COMECON. 

 Candidates may argue that had Eastern European states not needed so much subsidy from the 
USSR, then the economic pressure to abandon them would have been less. 

 Other factors may be considered, and these might include the impact of prominent individuals,  
such as Walesa, Havel, and Pope John Paul II. 

 There may be mention of the economic problems in the USSR, especially due to the cost of the 
Afghan War and the arms race that was given an impetus following the election of Ronald 
Reagan. 

 Furthermore, internal protests in many of the Eastern European states challenged the political 
legitimacy of the ruling party and called for its removal from power. 

 The impact of Gorbachev’s diplomatic revolution and his reforms in the USSR, such as glasnost 
and perestroika, could also be seen as a watershed, as many populations wanted their 
governments to emulate these. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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23. Evaluate the impact of challenges to Soviet control in either Hungary or Czechoslovakia  
after 1945. 
 
Candidates should appraise the challenges to Soviet control in their chosen state and weigh-up the 
strengths and limitations of those challenges.  They may consider the extent of the challenge, 
levels of popular support and possibly levels of external support. 
 
Note: the material below focuses on events in Hungary in 1959 and in Czechoslovakia in 1968; 
however any other relevant period(s) of challenge within either state will be accepted. 
 
Hungary: 

 The repressive policies of Rakosi, such as purges, the imprisonment and killing of opponents 
and the attack on Catholic Church may be considered. 

 There could be discussion of the country’s poor economic performance, the impact of 
reparations and Russian exploitation of Hungarian resources as well as analysis of Hungary’s 
stagnant (or perhaps even worsening) standard of living by the 1980s. 

 The death of Stalin raised hopes, for example in Nagy’s reformist government. 

 The protests in Poland provided inspiration and further impetus came with the resignation of 
Rakosi. 

 Nevertheless, there were significant difficulties experienced at this time.  These included the 
deaths in Budapest, huge numbers of refugees who fled the country and the execution of Nagy 
and other reformers who had taken part in the revolution. 

 With regard to impact, in the short term Kadar clamped down on opponents, but it became clear 
in the early 1960s that the regime would not be as severe as some of its predecessors had 
been.  An amnesty was declared in the early 1960s and the activities of the secret police were 
curbed.  The New Economic Mechanism (1966) permitted the emergence of a relatively liberal 
regime. 

 
Czechoslovakia: 

 De-Stalinisation had progressed only slowly, as evidenced by writers who began to express 
their dissatisfaction. 

 An economic downturn in the 1960s led to the introduction of the New Economic Model, with 
elements for a free market and political reform. 

 In 1968, the appointment of Alexander Dubcek, with Brezhnev’s approval, suggested that there 
would be “socialism with a human face”, which introduced basic freedoms. 

 With regard to impact, Husak soon replaced Dubcek, the policy of “normalization” was 
introduced (which meant a return to repression and a command economy) and Czechoslovakia 
once again became economically dependent on the USSR and the Eastern Bloc. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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24. “The successful formation of a state relied on the political experience of its leader.”  With reference 
to post-colonial and/or new states in Central/Eastern Europe, to what extent do you agree with this 
statement? 

 
The focus of the question is the difficulties faced by the post-colonial/post-Soviet states in 
establishing and maintaining a successful state structure when freed from external controls.  The 
number of states that can be chosen by candidates is optional; however, there needs to be a full 
analysis of those that are selected. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 Candidates will need to show knowledge of the leadership qualities of key figures such as 
Havel, Walesa, Nemeth, or others.  “Post-colonial states” could include any state formerly under 
control of the USSR, and any “new states” could include the Czech Republic, Slovakia, former 
Soviet Socialist Republics or any state from the former Yugoslavia. 

 In their responses, candidates may consider a number of factors, for example whether or not 
the leader was experienced in the art of government or if they were largely unprepared for  
their new role.  They may also consider what the consequence(s) of this unpreparedness may 
have been. 

 There may also be discussion of the leaders’ other qualities (if they possessed any). 

 A focus on the effectiveness of new governments in creating new political structures may be 
considered, as may analysis of conflict with neighbours or economic, social, and/or religious 
issues. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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Topic 5 The Cold War 

 
25. To what extent were Soviet policies responsible for worsening relations among the wartime allies in 

the period up to 1950? 
 
There will need to be a consideration of the merits or otherwise of the argument that Soviet policies 
were responsible for the breakdown in allied relations in the given period.  Balanced answers 
should also consider the policies of the Allied powers and their contribution to worsening relations.  
 
Indicative content 
 

 There may be a contrast of the Yalta (Roosevelt) and Potsdam (Truman) Conferences of 1945 
and an assessment of whether or not these demonstrated motives for worsening relations. 

 On the one side, there could be discussion of the use of nuclear arms by the US (Truman) in 
Japan, whilst on the other there could be debate on the “occupation/liberation” of Central and 
Eastern Europe by the Red Army with the social and political changes that resulted from this 
(Stalin). 

 Other issues could include the slow-paced withdrawal of the Red Army from Iran (Stalin),  
the adoption of “containment” as a US foreign policy and its implementation (Truman), the 
resurrection of Comintern as Cominform (Stalin), or the Marshall Plan (Truman) and the Soviet 
response (Stalin). 

 Conflicting policies over the future of Germany, which led to the Berlin Blockade (Stalin and 
Truman), are other legitimate areas of focus as is the creation of NATO (Truman), the 
implementation of COMECON (Stalin) and the division of Germany (Truman and Stalin). 

 Additionally, the outbreak of the war in Korea and the US response (Truman and Stalin) could 
be referenced. 

 Candidates may, quite legitimately, refer to the orthodox interpretation of the origins of the Cold 
War as being indicated by the question, but do not expect a detailed account of historiography. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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26. With reference to two of the following: Korea (1950–1953); Congo (1960–1964);  
Cuba (1959–1963), evaluate their impact on the development of the Cold War. 

 
Candidates will need to make an appraisal of the impact of their chosen states on the development 
of the Cold War, by weighing up their significance as causative factors.  Candidates should 
consider both the positive and negative impact where relevant.  In all cases, evidence presented 
should be clearly linked to the heightening or lessening of Cold War tensions. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Korea (1950–1953): 

 There were suspicions on the part of the US that the invasion of South Korea had been 
prompted by the USSR. 

 The war in Korea could be argued to have been a proxy conflict with the US supporting South 
Korea and the USSR supporting North Korea. 

 The UN involvement was directed by the US, suggesting that it was acting in Western interests, 
whereas the Chinese intervention demonstrated its commitment to supporting Communist 
states in East Asia. 

 The US refrained from using nuclear weapons, thus establishing a pattern for future Cold War 
conflicts. 

 The San Francisco Peace Treaty ended the US occupation of Japan and led to its 
establishment as a bulwark against communism in the Far East, further defining the US sphere 
of influence. 
 

 
Congo (1960–1964): 

 The end of Belgian colonial rule descended quickly into civil war with the breakaway state of 
Katanga.  A number of international powers took sides, for example, Britain and France (and 
thus the US) supported Tshombe and Katanga, whilst the USSR would later support Lumumba 
and the Congolese. 

 The involvement of the UN and the implications of this for the Cold War were, according to 
Khrushchev, biased and he roundly condemned the UN’s actions as well as suggesting reforms 
to the structure of the UN. 

 There was a brief intervention by Cuba (Guevara) in 1965 but this was short-lived. 

 Mobutu became President in 1965 and the Congo then became a client state of the US. 
 
Cuba (1959–1963): 

 Prior to 1959, Cuba was largely in the sphere of influence of the US. 

 The removal of Batista and the emergence of Castro led to worsening relations with the US 
during the period 1959 to 1960 and presented the Soviet regime with an opportunity for 
involvement. 

 The Bay of Pigs “fiasco” meant that Kennedy was ill prepared for the Vienna Summit with 
Khrushchev in June 1961 and the ensuing Cuban Missile Crisis took the world to the edge of 
nuclear war. 

 The immediate aftermath of the event led to improved relations, for example the hotline and the 
Test Ban Treaty. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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27. Discuss the social and cultural impact of the global spread of the Cold War on two countries 
(excluding the US and the USSR), each chosen from a different region. 

 
Candidates are required to offer a considered and balanced review of the social and cultural 
impact of the global spread of the Cold War on their chosen two countries. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Social impact: 

 In countries from certain regions (Latin America/Central/Eastern Europe), the limitations on 
freedom imposed by their governments could be a focus of discussion. 

 There may also be discussion of the ideological impact on education or religious freedom  
(or lack of). 

 Furthermore, reference could be made to the opportunities for travel being enhanced or 
curtailed. 

 
Cultural impact: 

 In countries from certain regions, film, literature, art may have been influenced by the political 
ideology of the state. 

 The adoption of certain values or mores, may have been influenced by the desire to appear 
more or less liberal. 

 The Cold War in the East may have made access to “high culture” more egalitarian as a way of 
spreading ideology and to emphasize the perceived lowbrow nature of Western popular culture. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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28. Examine the significance of the Cold War on events in the Middle East from 1956 to 1973. 
 

Candidates should consider the significance of the Cold War on events in the Middle East during 
the given period.  Some may argue that events were largely driven by regional tensions and that 
the Cold War had limited impact. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 In 1956, the Cold War meant that when Nasser was refused arms by the US, he requested 
them from the USSR.  This led to the US refusal to fund the Aswan Dam, Nasser’s 
nationalization of the Suez Canal and the Sinai War. 

 The result of this war was an enhanced Soviet presence in the Middle East and the subsequent 
announcement by the US of the Eisenhower Doctrine. 

 The spread of socialist ideology via the Ba’athist parties in Iraq and Syria may also be seen as 
being indicative of the influence of the USSR, specifically, the coups in Iraq in 1958 and 1963. 

 The Six Day War of 1967 drew in both superpowers and intensified links between the USSR 
and Egypt and the US and Israel.  The USSR was instrumental in alleging that Israel was 
massing troops on the border with Syria prior to the Six Day War. 

 The tepid US response to the attack on the USS Liberty may be seen as the US giving 
prominence to a strong relationship with Israel, in part, because of the impact of the Cold War 
on the Middle East. 

 During the October War of 1973, despite detente, both superpowers provided arms to opposing 
sides and, towards the end of the conflict, the risk of a nuclear exchange appeared to be 
increased with US going on DEFCON 3, if only for 24 hours. 

 The result of the October War was a reduced Soviet presence in the Middle East and the 
“shuttle diplomacy” of Kissinger, which made the US the prime mediator. 

 Soviet involvement in the Horn of Africa may (briefly) be cited as a consequence of its reduced 
role in the Middle East. 

 There could be mention of Yemen also.  The People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen was 
established in 1967 at the end of a civil war with Aden as its strategically important capital, the 
People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen was supported by the USSR. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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29. Compare and contrast US relations with China and the USSR during detente. 
 

Candidates should give an account of the similarities and differences between the relations of the 
US and China and the relations of US and the USSR, referring to both relationships throughout. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Comparisons: 

 The US did not realize the full extent of the Sino-Soviet split and, initially maintained distant 
relations with both China and the USSR. 

 The US required the assistance of both China and the USSR to facilitate its withdrawal from the 
Vietnam War. 

 The US improved relations with both superpowers by 1970. 

 President Nixon visited both Moscow and Beijing in 1972. 
 
Contrasts: 

 The US reached arms agreements with the USSR but did not discuss these with China. 

 Brezhnev visited the US in 1972, but Mao was not invited. 

 Relations with the USSR worsened after 1976 but improved with China, especially when Deng 
Xiaoping (Teng Hsiao-p’ing) became the new leader; he would later visit the US. 

 The relations with the USSR were concerned with global issues in regions such as the Middle 
East and Africa but were limited to East Asia with China. 

 

The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 

Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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30. To what extent was the break-up of the Soviet Union in 1991 due to external pressures? 
 

Candidates should consider the merits or otherwise the argument that the break-up of the Soviet 
Union in 1991 was largely caused by external pressures. 
 
Indicative content 
 

 In their response, candidates may well discuss a range of external pressures, including the 
arms race, which was intensified by the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) and the Soviets’ 
efforts to keep up with increased US arms spending. 

 There may also be reference to the failure of Gorbachev to secure foreign loans to address the 
economic crisis in the USSR. 

 The Soviet–Afghan War and its impact upon the Soviet economy and society is another factor, 
as is the “loss” of the satellite states of Central/Eastern Europe and the impact this had upon 
demands for the break-up of the Soviet Union. 

 In addition to these external pressures, other factors may include the failure of perestroika to 
reform the economy. 

 The impact of glasnost could also be discussed as it gave impetus the growing criticism of the 
regime. 

 The emergence of a multi-party system that brought nationalists rather than reformists into the 
parliamentary system was another internal factor, as was opposition from the “hardliners” in the 
Kremlin, which led to the August coup.  This gave Boris Yeltsin his opportunity and led to the 
formation of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). 

 

The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 

Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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The kingdom of Sicily 1130–1302

Read all the sources carefully and answer all the questions that follow.

Sources in this paper have been edited: word additions or explanations are shown in square brackets [ ]; 
substantive deletions of text are indicated by ellipses … ; minor changes are not indicated.

These sources and questions relate to the rule of William I of Sicily (1154–1166).

Source A Hiroshi Takayama, a professor of history, writing in an academic history book that 
utilizes the royal charters and official records produced by the king, his ministers, 
and by the churches and abbeys of the kingdom, The Administration of the 
Norman Kingdom of Sicily (1993).

Simon the seneschal [royal representative] was entrusted [by William I] with the government of the 
principalities of Apulia and Capua.  It should be noted that he was the first person whose title was 
defined by a regional name.  This suggests that the office of master captain [military commander] 
responsible for the principalities of Apulia and Capua was institutionally established.  In a document 
of January of 1158 he appeared [with this title] ... He held the office until the assassination of Maio in 
November 1160.
During this period Simon the seneschal had a colleague, Admiral Stephen, brother of Maio … who was 
in command of the army in Apulia in those days and remained in office until the assassination of Maio …
Thus a new system of two master captains was established under the headship of Maio.  It is clear that 
during the crisis of the kingdom at the beginning of his reign the king needed a representative who could 
act quickly.

Source B Graham Loud, a professor of medieval history, writing in the article “History 
Writing in the Twelfth-Century Kingdom of Sicily” in the collection of academic 
essays Chronicling History: Chroniclers and Historians in Medieval and 
Renaissance Italy (2007).

The supreme villain in the History of the Tyrants of Sicily is Maio of Bari … whom [the chronicler] Hugo 
Falcandus loathed: “a beast more repellent could not be found, none more effective in achieving the 
destruction and overthrow of the realm”.  Maio, we are told, was intelligent but utterly unscrupulous,  
able to “pretend and dissemble [conceal] whatever he pleased … yet he managed to hide the tempest 
[storm] within his seething mind behind a calm appearance”.  All this, repeated and elaborated at length, 
is a damning indictment [severe criticism].  Yet what other evidence we have suggests that Maio was 
neither quite the upstart [one who rises to power quickly] portrayed by Hugo, nor the villain; indeed he 
appears to have been a man of some piety.
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Source C John Julius Norwich, an author of popular history books, writing in a general 
introduction to Sicilian history, Sicily:  A Short History from the Ancient Greeks to 
Cosa Nostra (2015).

On 7 May 1166, William died at the age of forty-six.  He had not been a good king.  To be sure, Roger II 
was a hard act to follow, and it is perhaps hardly surprising that William should have tried to conceal his 
natural insecurity behind that fearsome exterior, and to pass off his shortcomings as an administrator 
with elaborate demonstrations of indifference.  In one respect, however, he excelled; he was a far better 
soldier than his father had ever been and he knew it.  When he was besieged in his own palace, bereft 
of friends or counsellors, he revealed himself as what he so often was – a hesitatant, frightened man; but 
once he was in the field, his army behind him, he was transformed.  And when the crisis came, it was his 
courage and military skill that saved his kingdom.
This very contrast, however, is typical of him.  Throughout his life he remained unsteady and mercurial – 
perhaps, indeed, what we might nowadays describe as bipolar.  Long periods of the profoundest lethargy 
would be interrupted by bursts of frantic almost hysterical activity.  He could at one moment be cruel to 
the point of savagery, almost unbelievably merciful the next.

Source D Donald Matthew, a professor of history, writing in an academic history book,  
The Norman Kingdom of Sicily (1992).

With the treaty agreed at Benevento in 1156, the kingdom devised by [Pope] Anacletus II in 1130 had 
finally won recognition from the papacy and, thereby, recognition in the eyes of western Christendom … 
William’s victory was therefore more than a personal demonstration of his ability to defend his father’s 
creation: it proved that the kingdom itself was more than one man’s adventure.  The kingdom turned out 
to make better sense than anyone outside it had been prepared to imagine.  
William’s striking military successes, in Sicily, against the Greeks and against the pope, almost 
immediately restored tranquillity to most of the kingdom.  As the finality of the new settlement gradually 
sank in, the rebels gave up their resistance, one by one …
The kingdom [of Sicily] offered southern Italy a formal framework for its development, the lack of which in 
an earlier period had done the region much harm … Recognised by the Papacy but not much beholden 
[controlled] by it, freed from fear of German emperors, and released from Greek and Muslim shackles, 
the kingdom was at last given the chance to make its own destiny.
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Source E Silver penny of William I, minted at Messina in Sicily in 1155.  The inscription 
on the coin, which is written in Arabic, is: King William, guided [al-hâdi] by the 
command of God [Allah].

[Source: Silver penny of King William I, c. 1066. Musée des Antiquités de Rouen]

1. (a) What, according to Source D, were William I’s achievements?

 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source E?

[3]

[2]

2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources C and D about William I’s reign as 
king of Sicily. [6]

3. With reference to their origins and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source A and 
Source B for historians studying the reign of William I of Sicily. [6]

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, evaluate the statement in Source C that  
William I “had not been a good king”. [8]

Acknowledgments: Dale, S, Williams Lewin, A and Osheim, D (eds).  2007.  Chronicling History:  Chroniclers and historians in Medieval and Renaissance Italy.  Pennsylvania.   
The Pennsylvania University Press;  Matthew, D.  1992.  The Norman Kingdom of Sicily.  Cambridge: Cambridge University Press; Norwich, JJ.  2015.  Sicily: A Short History, from the Ancient 
Greeks to Cosa Nostra.  London.  John Murray;  Takayama, H.  1993.  The Administration of the Kingdom of Sicily.  Leiden.  EJ Brill.  Online: www.mondes-normands.caen.fr [accessed 5 
February 2015].
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For the attention of all examiners: if you are uncertain about the content/accuracy of a candidate’s work 
please contact your team leader. 
 
 The kingdom of Sicily 1130–1302 
 
1. (a) What, according to Source D, were William I’s achievements? [3] 

 
• He gained recognition from the papacy in 1156 and, therefore, western Christendom. 
• He proved the kingdom could survive after his father’s death. 
• He was successful in war against the Greeks and the pope and/or he defeated the rebels 

in his own kingdom. 
• The new kingdom was now strong enough to influence the rest of southern Italy. 
• He made Sicily independent of outside influences: the papacy, Greeks, Muslims and the 

German emperor. 
 

Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [3]. 
 

(b) What is the message conveyed by Source E? [2] 
 

• William I proclaimed his kingship and/or authority by minting coins from early in his reign. 
• William I claimed that he was commanded by God. 
• William accepted and recognized the importance of the Muslim element of Sicily’s identity. 

 
Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [2]. 
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2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources C and D about William I’s reign as king  
of Sicily. [6] 
 
For “compare” 
• Both sources refer to William’s strong military acumen. 
• Both sources indicate that William was able to defeat external enemies. 
• Both sources indicate that the Kingdom of Sicily was saved due to William’s actions. 
 
For “contrast” 
• Source C refers to William as having been a bad king whereas Source D provides a more 

positive view of William and his achievements. 
• Source C mentions that he was a more able commander than his father Roger II, whereas 

Source D also mentions Roger II, but only as the founder of the kingdom. 
• Source C shows positive and negative aspects of his character whereas Source D shows only 

his positive qualities. 
 
Do not demand all of the above.  If only one source is discussed award a maximum of  
[2].  If the two sources are discussed separately award [3] or with excellent linkage [4–5].   
For maximum [6] expect a detailed running comparison/contrast. 
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3. With reference to their origins and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source A and 
Source B for historians studying the reign of William I of Sicily. [6] 
 
Source A 
Origins:  An academic study of how Sicily was governed published in 1993.  It is by a 

professor of history who has used official records. 
 
Purpose:  To examine, reach conclusions and evaluate how the kingdom was ruled for an 

academic and informed audience. 
 
Value:  It is a detailed academic study partly based on official crown records from the period 

of William I. 
 
Limitations:  The approach is limited to one main category of sources, official records, and 

therefore may not be able to give a full picture of the reign.  Also, the reader is 
reliant on the historian’s selection and interpretation of the sources. 

 
Source B 
Origins:  An academic study of chroniclers in medieval Italy and Sicily published in 2007.   

It is by a professor of medieval history. 
 
Purpose:  To examine and understand and explain to an audience how chroniclers  

wrote history. 
 
Value:  It is an analysis of original texts written by chroniclers undertaken by a specialist of 

the period. 
 
Limitations:  The approach is limited to one main category of evidence, chronicles, and therefore 

may be a relatively narrow field of research.  Also, the reader is reliant on the 
historian’s selection and interpretation of the sources. 

 
Do not expect all of the above.  Ideally there will be a balance between the two sources,  
and each one can be marked out of [3], but allow a [4/2] split.  If only one source is assessed, 
mark out of [4].  For a maximum of [6] candidates must refer to both origin and purpose, and value 
and limitations. 
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4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, evaluate the statement in Source C that William I  
“had not been a good king”. [8] 
 
Source material 
Source A Shows how William I was able to delegate the defence and rule of his kingdom to 

appointed deputies.  It also shows how these offices became permanent and 
therefore, perhaps, that they were successful.  It also shows the importance of Maio 
of Bari in the royal administration. 

 
Source B Focuses on explaining how Maio, the chief minister until his murder in 1160, was 

portrayed very negatively by the chronicler Falcandus.  However, it suggests that 
Maio was, in fact, not a monster but a man of faith, therefore suggesting that William 
I’s judgment was not so poor in relying on him. 

 
Source C Notes that William relied excessively on others to rule for him.  Concludes that 

William I was a bad king, but that this was partly because he had not expected to 
succeed his father Roger II, and so had not been trained for the role.  This source is 
also critical of the King’s personality—vengeful, cruel, unpredictable, uncertain and 
inconsistent.  However, it also comments on some of his strengths, such as 
determination and personal courage. 

 
Source D Emphasizes William I’s successes in war and diplomacy, and sets his reign in the 

broader context of the security of the kingdom through victories over the Greeks and 
Muslims.  This source highlights the significance of the Treaty of Benevento of 1156.  
It also comments on the institutional development of the kingdom, and the 
pacification of internal enemies. 

 
Source E Shows that William I was confident in projecting himself as ruler, claiming divine 

guidance.  The Arabic inscription on the coin suggests that William acknowledged 
and accepted the Muslim element in Sicily’s identity. 

 
Own knowledge 
William I was the fourth son of Roger II, and his succession to the throne in 1154 had not been 
planned.  During the early years of his reign William appears to have entrusted much of his power 
to Maio of Bari and his relatives, leading to strong criticism of both men in the writings of 
Falcandus. 
 
The early revolts against William I between 1155 and 1156 may have been partly caused by 
discontent among the barons against Maio, but could also be the result of their longer-term 
resentment against the power of the crown since the days of Roger II.  William certainly did appoint 
royal servants connected to Maio to key positions, he also entrusted members of the nobility with 
the office of Justiciar, which was essential for security and defence. 
 
External factors, including the arrival in Italy of Emperor Frederick Barbarossa and the Byzantine 
invasion of Apulia in 1155, threatened his rule and inspired revolt among his enemies.  William I’s 
defeat of the Byzantines, and later of his own rebel barons, showed that he was a commander of 
courage and skill. 
 
William’s continuing reliance on Maio led to a further revolt in 1160 that included the latter’s 
overthrow and murder.  Some of William’s subjects exploited this chaos to massacre the Muslims 
of Palermo.  Around this time, Sicily also lost its African colonies of Tripoli (1158) and Mahdia 
(1160) to the Almohads. 
 
From 1161, William’s kingdom was generally stable.  In the later years his leading ministers were 
officials such as Matthew of Salerno, Richard Palmer and Caid Peter, although leading barons 
continued to envy their power. 
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At the time of William I’s death in 1166, Sicily’s enemies were still plotting invasions, but William 
had defeated or contained all internal and external threats and his son succeeded him as  
William II. 
 
Do not expect all the above and accept other relevant material.  If only source material or own 
knowledge is used the maximum mark that can be obtained is [5].  For maximum [8] expect 
argument, synthesis of source material and own knowledge, as well as references to the sources 
used. 
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Topic 1 Dynasties and rulers

1. Discuss the reasons why either the Umayyads or the Carolingians were able to sustain their rule.

2. Evaluate the successes and failures of one Muslim ruler.

3. “Female rulers in medieval Europe were largely unsuccessful.”  With reference to two of the 
following rulers: Matilda (1102–1167), Eleanor of Aquitaine (1137–1204), Blanche of Castile 
(Regent of France 1226–1234), to what extent do you agree with this statement?

4. Discuss the reasons for the increase in the power of the Capetian dynasty.

5. To what extent do you agree with the argument that Frederick I (Barbarossa) (1155–1190) found 
the Holy Roman Empire nearly impossible to rule?

6. To what extent could Fatimid rule be called progressive?

Topic 2 Society and economy

7. Examine the economic impact of the changes in farming in medieval Europe.

8. Discuss the reasons for the development and expansion of trade in the Islamic world.

9. Discuss the reasons for the growth of urban areas in the Islamic world.

10. “The economy of medieval Europe relied on religious institutions for its growth and development.” 
To what extent do you agree with this statement?

11. Examine the contribution of one organization to the political and social structure of urban areas.

12. Discuss the reasons for change in medieval European serfdom.
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Topic 3 Wars and warfare

13.	 “Political	change	was	the	most	significant	result	of	medieval	battles.”		With	reference	to	two of the 
following battles: Hastings (1066), Manzikert (1071), Hattin (1187), Bouvines (1214),  
Poitiers (1356), to what extent do you agree with this statement?

14.	 Evaluate	the	religious	and	political	significance	to	the	Islamic	world	of	the	civil	wars	(fitan) of  
656–661 and 683–685.

15. Examine the political and economic effects of the outcome of one war in either medieval Europe 
or the Islamic world.

16. With reference to either medieval Europe or the Islamic world, to what extent do you agree with 
the argument that competition for resources was the major cause of war?

17. Examine the impact of weaponry on the outcome of two battles.

18. Discuss the reasons why the French were able to defeat the English by 1204.

Topic 4 Intellectual, cultural and artistic developments

19. Evaluate the long- and short-term impact of the University of Paris on intellectual development.

20. Discuss the reasons for wider developments in science and medicine in medieval Europe.

21. Evaluate the impact on medieval European culture of either Dante Alighieri (1265–1321) or 
Geoffrey Chaucer (c1340–1400).

22. To what extent was either Christian or	Islamic	culture	influenced	by	non-religious	factors?

23. “The greatest contribution to the intellectual development of the Islamic world was the translation 
of classical works from Latin and Greek into Arabic.”  To what extent do you agree with this 
statement?

24. Examine the importance of the great mosques to the intellectual and cultural development of the 
Islamic world.
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Topic 5 Religion and the state

25. Discuss the reasons for, and the results of, heresy in medieval Europe.

26. Discuss the reasons for the establishment of Sunni Orthodoxy.

27. “Religious orders had a positive rather than a negative impact on the medieval European world.”  
To what extent do you agree with this statement?

28. Evaluate the results of disputes between rulers and religious leaders in the Islamic world.

29.	 Discuss	the	reasons	for	support	of	the	Sufi	Orders	by	the	caliphate.

30.	 To	what	extent	do	you	agree	with	the	argument	that	the	power	and	influence	of	Henry	II	was	
substantially reduced as a result of his dispute with Thomas Becket?
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Read all the sources carefully and answer all the questions that follow.

Sources in this paper have been edited: word additions or explanations are shown in square brackets [ ]; 
substantive deletions of text are indicated by ellipses … ; minor changes are not indicated.

These sources and questions relate to China under Deng Xiaoping [Teng Hsiao-p’ing]: political changes, 
and their limits, culminating in Tiananmen Square (1989).

Source A David Goodman, a British professor of Chinese politics, writing in an academic 
book, Deng Xiaoping and the Chinese Revolution: A Political Biography (1994).

For the most part those who joined in Democracy Movement activities [in 1978] considered themselves 
loyal to the party but thought they had approval to call for democracy, since that was indeed a key word 
at the 3rd plenum [meeting of the Central Committee].  There were, however, one or two demonstrators 
and wall-posters that challenged the CCP’s [Chinese Communist Party’s] monopoly of political power, 
and even Deng Xiaoping [Teng Hsiao-p’ing] himself.

Deng’s reaction was swift in defining the new “socialist democracy”.  At the party’s conference at the end 
of March 1979 Deng outlined the “Four cardinal principles” …  Anything which challenged any of these 
four would immediately be regarded as beyond the permitted boundaries.

Source B Chen Yizi [Ch’en I-tzu], a former political advisor to the Chinese government, 
writing in an academic article, “The Decision Process Behind the 1986–1989 
Political Reforms” (1995).

Through 1986, discussion of political reform took place only internally and was not allowed to develop 
into a broad public discussion.  People who heard that the effort was under way became discontented 
that these reforms did not proceed more quickly and democratization did not progress further.  Students 
… became increasingly vocal in expressing their discontent with the many problems accompanying the 
reform programme, such as inflation and continuing lack of freedom of speech and of the press.  At the 
end of the year, the students took to the streets … the movement was soon suppressed.

During this period, reformist leaders such as Hu Yaobang [Hu Yao-pang] and Zhao Ziyang  
[Chao Tzu-yang] were attacked by the conservatives for their tolerant attitude towards the student 
demonstrations.  Hu was removed from his post as Party General Secretary.
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Source C Peter Calvocoressi, a history author, writing in a general book on world history, 
World Politics, 1945–2000 (2009)

In 1989 Hu Yaobang [Hu Yao-pang] died.  His funeral was made the occasion for massive 
demonstrations in which students from Beijing’s universities were especially prominent, voicing protests 
against the slow pace of change, economic failure and persistent corruption.  They were joined by 
discontented intellectuals and by workers, and suddenly they were making a big impact not only in 
the capital but also in some 80 other cities all over China.  They posed a threat, not necessarily to the 
Communist Party, but to its elderly ruling clique [elite].  To Deng [Teng], however, and to others of his 
generation these two threats were indistinguishable and amounted also to a threat to China itself.  Deng 
equated the Party with the revolution it had made, and the revolution with China.  Anybody who opposed 
the Party was therefore a traitor to his country.  Zhao Ziyang [Chao Tzu-yang] … took a sympathetic and 
apologetic line but behind the scenes his more conservative adversaries [rivals] persuaded Deng to their 
side.

Source D An article entitled “We must unequivocally [decisively] oppose unrest”, published 
in an official Chinese newspaper, People’s Daily (26 April 1989).

In the mourning activities commemorating the death of Hu Yaobang [Hu Yao-pang], vast numbers of … 
workers, peasants, intellectuals, People’s Liberation Army soldiers and young students expressed their 
grief in many forms …  The Party and the government adopted a tolerant and restrained attitude toward 
some of the inappropriate words and deeds of those young students who acted in moments of emotional 
distress …  But a tiny handful of people continued to take advantage of the grief of the students …

This tiny handful of people are not really engaged in mourning Comrade Hu Yaobang.  Their goal is not 
to promote socialist democracy in China nor are they simply complaining because they are dissatisfied.  
They are waving the flag of democracy to destroy democracy and law and order … 

Therefore the Party and the people should unite and oppose this turmoil in order to defend our hard-
earned political harmony and unity, to protect the constitution, and to defend socialist democracy and law 
and order.

Source E Chai Ling, a student leader of the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests, makes a 
speech to the assembled crowds at Tiananmen Square.
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1. (a) What, according to Source B, were the limits of political reform in Deng Xiaoping’s 
[Teng Hsiao-p’ing’s] China?

 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source E?

[3]

[2]

2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Source C and Source D about the nature of, 
and the Party’s response to, the demonstrations of 1989. [6]

3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source A and 
Source D for historians studying political change in Deng Xiaoping’s [Teng Hsiao-p’ing’s] 
China. [6]

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, examine the extent of political change in the 
People’s Republic of China between 1978 and 1989. [8]

Acknowledgments: Calvocoressi, P. 2009.  World Politics, 1945–2000. (Ninth Edition).  Abingdon.  Taylor & Francis; Chen, J. Cheng, P and Lestz, M (eds) with Spence, J.  2013.
The Search for Modern China: A Documentary Collection (Third Edition).  New York.  WW Norton & Company, Inc.; Goodman, D. 1994.  Deng Xiaoping and the Chinese Revolution: A Political 
Biography.  London.  Routledge; Hamrin, C and Zhao, S (eds).  1995.  Decision-Making in China: Perspectives from Insiders.  Armonk.  ME Sharpe.  Online: www.gettyimages.co.uk [accessed 
18 February 2015].
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For the attention of all examiners: if you are uncertain about the content/accuracy of a 
candidate’s work please contact your team leader. 
 
1. (a) What, according to Source B, were the limits of political reform in Deng Xiaoping’s  

[Teng Hsiao-p’ing’s] China?  [3] 
 

 Discussion of political reform was internal and not permitted publicly. 

 The pace of change was slow and/or there was a lack of progress. 

 Lack of freedom of speech and/or the press. 

 Movements, and/or students who took to the street, were suppressed. 

 Reformist leaders were attacked by conservatives. 
 

Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [3]. 
 
 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source E?  [2] 

 

 The demonstration is peaceful and/or there is some leadership of the demonstration 
and/or the protest is organized. 

 There are large numbers participating, indicating support for political reform. 

 Support and/or pressure for political reform comes from the younger generation. 

 The location, Tiananmen Square, has a symbolic significance as it is the centre of 
Party authority.  

 
Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [2]. 
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2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Source C and Source D about the nature of, 
and the Party’s response to, the demonstrations of 1989.  [6] 
 
For “compare” 

 Both sources refer to the death of Hu as a trigger for demonstrations. 

 Both sources suggest that there was involvement by significant numbers of students, 
workers and intellectuals. 

 Both sources suggest that the Party/government saw the demonstrations as a threat to 
stability in China. 

 Both sources suggest the government was initially “tolerant” or some Party members 
sympathetic. 

 Both sources imply some lack of unity in the government/Party response. 
 
For “contrast” 

 Source D suggests that a small group were aimless and merely wanted to destroy 
democracy and law and order whereas Source C identifies specific demands against the 
slow pace of change and corruption. 

 Source D argues that only a “tiny handful” continued to protest whereas Source C 
suggests there were 80 cities involved. 

 Source D suggests the demonstrations were a threat to China itself whereas Source C 
suggests they were a threat to the ruling elites. 

 Source D refers to the attitude of the Party and government as a whole whereas Source C 
details the conflict between leaders regarding how to respond to the demonstrations. 

 
Do not demand all of the above. If only one source is discussed award a maximum of [2]. If 
the two sources are discussed separately award [3] or with excellent linkage [4–5].  For 
maximum [6] expect a detailed running comparison/contrast. Award up to [5] if two sources 
are linked/integrated in either a running comparison or contrast.  
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3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the value and limitations of  
Source A and Source D for historians studying political change in Deng Xiaoping’s  
[Teng Hsiao-p’ing’s] China.  [6] 
 
Source A 
Origin: David Goodman, Deng Xiaoping and the Chinese Revolution: A Political 

Biography published in 1994.  Goodman is a British professor of Chinese 
politics. 

 
Purpose: To provide an academic analysis of Deng Xiaoping’s reforms in a political 

biography. 
 
Value: The author is an academic and an expert in Chinese politics writing in 1994 

with the benefit of hindsight on Deng Xiaoping’s political reforms.  The title 
suggests another value as it is focused on Deng Xiaoping’s period in power.  It 
may offer a perspective free from political pressure as it was published in the 
West. 

 
Limitations: The title suggests the focus of the book is Deng Xiaoping and therefore it may 

not develop the roles played by other leaders.  The analysis of Deng is from a 
Western perspective and it is unlikely that the biographer had direct access to 
official Chinese government sources.  As a political study of the leader it may 
not consider other factors such as social forces. 

 
Source D 
Origin: “We must unequivocally oppose unrest.”  People’s Daily.  People’s Republic of 

China.  26 April 1989. 
 
Purpose: To give the official government response to the demonstrations in 1989 and to 

attempt to influence public opinion. 
 
Value: It is from the People’s Daily, which would give the official government view of 

events at the time of the initial demonstrations.  It offers an insight into how the 
government wanted the events to be portrayed to the Chinese people. 

 
Limitations: This is the official and censored view of the government at the time.  It could 

be viewed as propaganda. As it was published during the early stages of the 
demonstrations, the government and Party position may have changed as 
events unfolded.  The title suggests it is focused on condemning the 
demonstrations rather than offering a balanced analysis. 

 
Do not expect all of the above.  Ideally there will be a balance between the two sources, and 
each one can be marked out of [3], but allow a [4/2] split.  If only one source is assessed, 
mark out of [4].  For a maximum of [6] candidates must refer to both origin and purpose, and 
value and limitations in their assessment.  
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4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, examine the extent of political change in the 
People’s Republic of China between 1978 and 1989.   
   [8] 
 
Source material 
Source A There is some sense that the Party was opening up to limited democratic 

principles.  However, this was limited as Deng announced “Four Cardinal 
Principles”, which defined the parameters of political reform in China. 

 

Source B Suggests that there was some discussion regarding political reform in 1986 
internally but this was not allowed to develop into a public discussion.  Student 
demonstrations were put down.  The leaders that favoured more reform were 
attacked by conservatives within the Party.  Hu was removed from his 
position.  Therefore, political changed was limited. 

 

Source C Zhao had some sympathy for the demands of the students in 1989.  However, 
Deng and the conservatives viewed the calls for more political freedoms as a 
threat not only to the Party but also to China itself.  The ruling elite felt 
threatened, which was a reason for limiting political reform. 

 

Source D Demonstrations in 1989 went beyond what the Party would tolerate and were 
condemned as an attempt to destroy democracy and law and order.  It shows 
the government used the press to limit demands for reform. 

 

Source E A mass protest was held in the symbolically significant Tiananmen Square and 
the protestors were peaceful.  The fact the protestors were able to 
demonstrate suggests a degree of political change.  The image may suggest 
that the people hoped the government would listen to their demands. 

 

Own knowledge 
Some candidates may discuss the impact of Deng’s economic reforms leading to an increase 
in demands for greater political reforms.   
 

“Political change” could include the fact that in 1978 there was a policy of sending students to 
study at foreign universities.  There could also be reference to the rehabilitation of victims 
after the Cultural Revolution, the establishment of Democracy Wall in November 1978 and 
the Party leadership’s initial tolerance of this.  In June 1981, the Party leadership  
re-evaluated the role of the CCP and criticized Mao, for example, Mao was “right 70 per cent 
of the time”.  The Party introduced limited political reforms, there was some departure from 
the Maoist past (led by Zhao Ziyang and Hu Yaobang) and limited terms of office were 
introduced.  The Party initially tolerated the December 1986 to January 1987 student 
demonstrations and Zhao had favoured concessions to the demonstrators in May 1989. 
 

“Limits of political change” could include Deng’s toleration of Democracy Wall only while it 
helped his own leadership struggle.  There may also be further details regarding the Four 
Cardinal Principles.  Deng cracked down after some posters criticized the communist system 
and demanded the “5th modernization.  Dissidents were arrested in March 1979 and, in June 
1981, the Party reasserted the importance of Mao Zedong thought.  Hardliners in the Party 
cracked down on student demonstrations in January 1987.  There may be more details on 
the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests and events of 3–4 June 1989 when the PLA occupied 
central Beijing, opening fire on demonstrators. 
 

Do not expect all the above and accept any other relevant material. If only source material or 
own knowledge is used, the maximum mark that can be obtained is [5].  For maximum [8] 
expect argument, synthesis of source material and own knowledge, as well as references to 
the sources used. 
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Read all the sources carefully and answer all the questions that follow.

Sources in this paper have been edited: word additions or explanations are shown in square brackets [ ]; 
substantive deletions of text are indicated by ellipses … ; minor changes are not indicated.

These sources and questions relate to threats to international peace and collective security: Abyssinia 
(1935–1936).

Source A FP Walters, a member of the League of Nations Secretariat (1919–1940), writing 
in an academic book, A History of the League of Nations (1952).

The first consequence of the invasion of Abyssinia had been an unexpected rally of the members of the 
League.  It was their declared purpose to bring such pressure on Italy as would force her to make peace 
with Abyssinia on terms consistent with the Covenant (the charter of the League of Nations).  If they 
succeeded in that aim the Covenant would have become the effective guarantee of world peace …   
But the Hoare-Laval Pact, which broke the unity and confidence of the League action was, for the Nazis, 
a signal that the way was clear for further advance.  It [the pact] marked the weakness and division 
of France and Britain …  During January and February 1936 there were many indications of growing 
sympathy between Germany and Italy.  Meanwhile, the German press was filled with attacks on the 
Franco-Russian Treaty and the rumour grew that Hitler’s next objective was to get rid of the demilitarized 
zone in the Rhineland.

Source B Anthony Eden, who had been the British Foreign Secretary during the Abyssinian 
Crisis, writing in his autobiography The Eden Memoirs: Facing the Dictators 
(1962).

The Abyssinian conflict had highlighted the working [operations], scope and limitations of the League of 
Nations.  From its earliest days there had been two views of the League’s purpose.  Some considered 
that its function was to merely provide opportunities for statesmen to meet and resolve their differences 
by discussion, as best they might.  Others, including myself, believed that the League, if it were to be a 
force in the world’s politics, must take decisive action against law-breakers.  The British Government had 
moved between conciliation and firmness in their dealings with Mussolini in 1935.  Now it was clear that 
firmness was more likely to bring results, the League was so physically and morally sick that its strength 
would have to be rebuilt before it could be used, if ever it could be used at all.

Source C Christopher Culpin, a history teacher and author, and Ruth Henig, an academic 
historian, writing in a book for students, Modern Europe 1870–1945 (1997).

Neither France nor Britain was willing to engage in military hostilities with Italy on behalf of the League 
of Nations.  France wanted Italian support for an anti-German alliance.  Britain was facing the prospect 
of Japanese hostility in the Far East and the threat of an aggressive Germany in Europe …  While the 
government in Britain pledged itself [promised] to uphold the authority of the League in the general 
election of 1935, it then tried to negotiate a compromise deal with Mussolini, which would have given him 
much of the Abyssinian territory he wanted, through the Hoare-Laval Pact.  However, a public protest 
in Britain against the Pact forced the British and French to abandon it …  Thus the Abyssinian dispute 
revealed, as had the Manchurian crisis earlier, that the leading League powers were not prepared 
to enforce the Covenant against another major League power who was not directly threatening their 
own interests …  Thus ironically the only outcome of the League’s limited attempts to combat Italian 
aggression over Abyssinia was to drive Mussolini into the arms of Hitler.
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Source D John Bernard Partridge, an illustrator, depicts from left to right, the Abyssinian 
emperor Haile Selassie with Laval, Hoare and Mussolini, in the cartoon  
“The Sweets [rewards] of Aggression”, from the British satirical magazine Punch 
(18 December 1935).

Haile Selassie. “HAVE I GOT THIS RIGHT?—HE’S TAKEN NEARLY HALF OF WHAT I HAD AND
 NOW YOU GENTLEMEN WANT TO DISCUSS WHETHER HE SHOULD TAKE ANY MORE!”

Source E Brian McKercher, a professor of history, writing in the academic essay “The 
Foreign Office, 1930–1939: Strategy, Permanent Interests and National Security” 
for the journal Contemporary British History (2004).

In the twelve months following May 1935, Italian relations with Britain and France worsened, partly as 
a result of the conclusion of the Franco-Soviet Pact and, in the next month, with the conclusion of the 
Anglo-German naval agreement.  More significantly, in October 1935, Italian forces invaded Abyssinia, 
and there developed a major crisis so that, when the war ended, Italy had become separated from its 
Stresa partners.  Britain wanted a settlement between Mussolini and Haile Selassie, the Abyssinian 
emperor, whilst safeguarding firm Anglo-Italian ties.  When the crisis erupted, the British Foreign Office 
understood that bloodshed in Abyssinia could negatively affect the European, Mediterranean and Far 
Eastern balances of power.
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1. (a) What, according to Source E, was the significance of the invasion of Abyssinia for 
Britain?

 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source D?

[3]

[2]

2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources A and C about the importance of the 
invasion of Abyssinia. [6]

3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the values and limitations of Source B and 
Source C for historians studying the Italian invasion of Abyssinia. [6]

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, examine the significance of the Italian invasion 
of Abyssinia for the League of Nations and international relations (up to December 1936). [8]

Acknowledgments: Eden, A. 1962.  The Eden Memoirs: Facing the Dictators.  Boston.  Cassell & Co.; Culpin, C & Henig, R. 1997.  Modern Europe: 1870–1945.  London.  Longman; Walters, 
F. 1952.  A History of the League of Nations.  Oxford.  University Press.  Article: McKercher, B.  2004.  “The Foreign Office, 1930–1939: Strategy, Permanent Interests and National Security”.  
Contemporary British History, 18 (2004).  Online: http://punch.photoshelter.com (accessed 14 March 2015).
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For the attention of all examiners: if you are uncertain about the content/accuracy of a 
candidate’s work please contact your team leader. 
 
1. (a) What, according to Source E, was the significance of the invasion of Abyssinia for 

Britain?  [3] 
 

 Relations between Italy and Britain and France worsened. 

 The Stresa Front, with Britain as a member, collapsed. 

 Britain wished to maintain its links with Italy and/or felt that Mussolini and Haile 
Selassie needed to reach terms. 

 A war in Abyssinia would affect British interests in the balances of power in Europe, 
the Mediterranean and the Far East. 
 

Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [3]. 
 
 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source D?  [2] 
 

 The Abyssinian emperor feels he is being treated unfairly by Britain and France. 

 France and Britain, the policemen of the League, are appeasing Mussolini directly. 

 Mussolini, dressed as a robber, is using the threat of force to achieve his goals. 
 

Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [2]. 
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2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources A and C about the importance of the 
invasion of Abyssinia.  [6] 

 
For “compare” 

 Both sources indicate that Britain was initially committed to uphold the League of Nations. 

 Both sources claim that the failure of the Hoare-Laval Pact damaged the League of 
Nations. 

 Both sources show that relations between Germany and Italy improved.  

 Both sources indicate that Germany would be more aggressive in the future. 
 
For “contrast” 

 Source A indicates that its members would support the League of Nations and the 
Covenant whereas Source C states that members were not prepared to enforce the 
Covenant. 

 Source A suggests that there was a division between France and Britain whereas Source 
C sees them as working cooperatively in trying to resolve the Abyssinian crisis. 

 Source A suggests that the Hoare-Laval Pact was responsible for the League’s failure in 
Abyssinia whereas Source C suggests that the League failed because France and Britain 
had other foreign policy priorities. 

 
Do not demand all of the above. If only one source is discussed award a maximum of [2].   
If the two sources are discussed separately award [3] or with excellent linkage [4–5].  For 
maximum [6] expect a detailed running comparison/contrast.  Award up to [5] if two sources 
are linked/integrated in either a running comparison or contrast.  
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3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the values and limitations of Source B and 
Source C for historians studying the Italian invasion of Abyssinia.  [6] 
 
Source B 
Origin: Anthony Eden, former Foreign Secretary of Britain, in his autobiography 

published in 1962. 
 
Purpose: The book expresses Eden’s view on interwar British foreign policy. 
   
Value: Eden was Foreign Secretary at the time and a key critic of the Hoare-Laval 

negotiations.  It has the benefit of hindsight. 
 
Limitations: The memoirs were written over 25 years after the event.  Eden might be 

attempting to portray his actions in a more favourable light. 
 
Source C 
Origin: Christopher Culpin, a history teacher and author, and Ruth Henig, an 

academic historian, in a book for students published in 1997. 
 
Purpose: To provide a general overview of European History up to 1945. 
 
Value: Published in 1997 it will have hindsight; it will be well-researched with possible 

access to declassified documents.  Henig is renowned in the field. 
 
Limitations: It is a book for students and therefore may not have depth of analysis.  It 

covers 75 years of European History and may not provide much information 
on the Abyssinian invasion. 

 
Do not expect all of the above.  Ideally there will be a balance between the two sources, and 
each one can be marked out of [3], but allow a [4/2] split.  If only one source is assessed, 
mark out of [4].  For a maximum of [6] candidates must refer to both origin and purpose, and 
value and limitations in their assessment.  
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4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, examine the significance of the Italian invasion 
of Abyssinia for the League of Nations and international relations (up to December 1936).  [8] 
 
Source material 
Source A Shows initially that the Abyssinian Crisis led to a unified response to 

Mussolini’s aggression.  This unity was short-lived as the Hoare-Laval Pact 
demonstrated.  The crisis also led to better relations between Germany and 
Italy.  The crisis contributed to further divisions between Britain and France. 

 
Source B  The invasion showed the limitations of the League of Nations, which was so 

weakened that it was unlikely that collective security as a means of 
maintaining peace would ever work again in the future. 

 
Source C  The Abyssinian invasion showed that the leading League powers were not 

prepared to enforce the Covenant against another major League power who 
was not directly threatening their own interests.  The major outcome of the 
League’s attempts to stop Italian aggression was to bring Mussolini and Hitler 
closer together. 

 
Source D  Indicates that the League was ineffective when a member threatened force.   

It also shows that Mussolini’s actions were likely to be rewarded with 
Abyssinian territory. 

 
Source E  Italy became separated from its Stresa partners.  The invasion would affect 

the European, Mediterranean and Far Eastern balances of power.  Britain 
wanted a settlement between Italy and Haile Selassie. 

 
Own knowledge 
Could include the weaknesses of the League in the application of sanctions and greater 
depth of analysis of the actual event.  The importance of Italy moving towards Germany will 
have a significant effect on the guarantees made at Locarno in 1925.  The French ratification 
of the Franco-Soviet pact is used by Hitler as the main pretext for abandoning Locarno.  
Candidates may also make reference to Hitler’s occupation of the Rhineland in March 1936, 
the support of Italy and Germany to Franco in the Spanish Civil War and the signing of the 
Rome-Berlin Axis in October 1936.  The above events have to be explicitly linked to them 
being a consequence of the Abyssinian Crisis. 
 
Candidates could argue that the Italian invasion of Abyssinia was not the most significant 
factor in weakening the League of Nations and international relations.  Events prior to the 
Abyssinian Crisis had already damaged the credibility of the League.  This could be 
supported by reference to the nature of the Covenant, the invasion of Manchuria among 
other factors. 
 
Do not expect all the above and accept any other relevant material.  If only source material or 
own knowledge is used, the maximum mark that can be obtained is [5].  For maximum [8] 
expect argument, synthesis of source material and own knowledge, as well as references to 
the sources used. 
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Read all the sources carefully and answer all the questions that follow.

Sources in this paper have been edited: word additions or explanations are shown in square brackets [ ]; 
substantive deletions of text are indicated by ellipses … ; minor changes are not indicated.

These sources and questions relate to the role of the United States and the USSR.

Source A Alan Dowty, a professor of Middle Eastern studies, writing in an academic book, 
Israel/Palestine (2012).

Important changes were taking place in international politics [during the 1950s and 1960s]: the rise of 
the Third World, as Asian and African states threw off colonial rule and formed a bloc of “non-aligned” 
states tied to neither side in the Cold War …  In the intensifying Cold War competition between East and 
West, the fi ght against imperialism and colonialism gave the Soviets tremendous leverage in the “battle 
for hearts and minds” throughout the Third World.  By supporting “struggles for national liberation”, the 
Soviets could leapfrog over [bypass] encircling Western alliances and strike directly at Western infl uence 
in key areas.  The Middle East, with its strategic location and its oil reserves, was a priority target.  In 
September 1955 the Soviet Union entered the Middle East arena [political scene] dramatically with the 
announcement of a major arms deal between Nasser’s Egypt and Czechoslovakia (the Czechs being 
a front [acting on behalf] of the Soviets).  This broke the Western monopoly over arms supplies to the 
region, threatening to upset the military balance and put Israel in jeopardy [danger].

Source B Michael Cummings, a newspaper cartoonist, depicts the situation in the Middle 
East in a cartoon published in the British newspaper The Daily Express (24 April 
1963).  Nasser is commenting on the impact of the Cold War on the Arab states 
of Syria and Iraq.  Kennedy and Khrushchev are offering gifts to Nasser.

 Note: “bulwark” means “barrier”.

“… and now, my darlings, the toast of the day!  To the cold war between East and West!”

TONASSER,BULWARKAGAINST COMMUNISM!!!

TO
NASSER,

BULWARK

AGAINST 

   CAPITALISM
!!!

IraqSyria

[Source: Cummings/Express Newspapers/N&S Syndication]
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Source C Shlomo Ben-Ami, an Israeli historian and politician, writing in an academic book, 
Scars of War, Wounds of Peace: The Israeli-Arab Tragedy (2006).

(In the summer of 1967) Israel was surrounded by an all-Arab coalition aggressively supported by the 
Soviet Union, without being able to rely on an alliance with, or security guarantees from, a Western 
superpower …

De Gaulle was now about to formulate a new policy for France in an attempt to heal the wounds of the 
war in Algeria and build bridges with the Arab world, and he would not let the “arrogant” and trigger-
happy [willing to fight] Israelis spoil his strategic shift.  The British waited for America’s leadership.  And 
America wavered.  She was not ready to provide any guarantees or commitments.  Israel’s almost 
hysterical appeal to the United States, to declare that any attack on Israel was equivalent to an attack 
on the US, was refused by US President Johnson who was distracted by his mounting troubles in the 
Vietnam War.

Source D John Mearsheimer, a professor of Political Science, and Stephen Walt,  
a professor of International Affairs, writing in an academic book, The Israel Lobby 
and US Foreign Policy (2008).

It was the Kennedy administration that made the first tangible [real] US commitment to Israel’s military 
security …  Kennedy authorized the first major sale of US weaponry to Israel in 1963.  This reflected 
a number of strategic considerations—such as the desire to balance Soviet arms sales to Egypt and 
encourage Israel’s leaders to respond favourably to US peace initiatives—but Kennedy’s understandable 
desire to maintain support from Jewish voters and donors played a role in his decision as well.  The sale 
opened the door to several additional weapons deals.  In an attempt to disguise American involvement 
and thereby limit repercussions [consequences] in the Arab world, weapons were shipped to Israel by 
West Germany, which in turn received replacements from the United States.

Source E The Khartoum Resolutions, signed by eight Arab heads of state on 1 September 
1967, at the end of the third Arab Summit.  The Resolutions were released to the 
press.

Clause 3:  The Arab heads of state have agreed to unite their political efforts at the international and 
diplomatic level to eliminate the effects of the aggression and to ensure the withdrawal of the aggressive 
Israeli forces from the Arab lands which have been occupied since the aggression of 5 June.  This will 
be done within the framework of the main principles by which the Arab states abide, namely, no peace 
with Israel, no recognition of Israel, no negotiations with it, and insistence on the rights of the Palestinian 
people in their own country.

Clause 6:  The participants have agreed on the need to adopt the necessary measures to strengthen 
military preparation to face all eventualities.

N16/3/HISTX/BP1/ENG/TZ0/S2 – 4 –

1. (a) What, according to Source A, were the Soviet Union’s motives for getting involved in 
Middle Eastern affairs?

 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source B?

[3]

[2]

2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources C and D about the attitudes of 
outside powers towards the Middle East. [6]

3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source C and 
Source E for historians studying the conflict in the Middle East during the period from 1955  
to 1975. [6]

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, examine the involvement of outside powers in 
the escalation of tension in the Middle East during the period from 1953 to 1967. [8]

Acknowledgments: Ben-Ami, S.  2006.  Scars of War, Wounds of Peace: The Israeli-Arab Tragedy.  New York.  Oxford University Press; Dowty, A.  2012.  Israel/Palestine (Third Edition).  
Cambridge.  Polity Press; Mearsheimer, J, Walt, S.  2008.  The Israel Lobby and US Foreign Policy.  London.  Penguin.  Online: www.cartoons.ac.uk [accessed 21 January 2016];  
www.mfa.gov.il [accessed 21 January 2016].
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For the attention of all examiners: if you are uncertain about the content/accuracy of a 
candidate’s work please contact your team leader. 
 
1. (a) What, according to Source A, were the Soviet Union’s motives for getting involved in 

Middle Eastern affairs?  [3] 
 

 The Soviet Union sought to gain an advantage in the Cold War by striking at 
Western influence in the region and thus winning the support of Third World states. 

 The Soviet Union wanted to break the Western monopoly in the supply of arms to 
the Middle East. 

 The Soviet Union recognized the Middle East’s strategic position. 

 The Soviet Union was interested in the Middle East’s oil reserves. 
 

Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [3]. 
 
 (b) What is the message conveyed by Source B?  [2] 

 

 Nasser is benefiting from the Cold War and/or Nasser is rejoicing at the Cold War. 
 Nasser is co-operating closely with Syria and Iraq and/or Nasser was pivotal in the 

Arab world. 
 Both the US and Russia are rushing to provide support for Nasser in order to 

counter communism and capitalism respectively. 
 The Middle East is a focal point of US/USSR rivalry. 
 

Award [1] for each relevant point up to a maximum of [2]. 
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2. Compare and contrast the views expressed in Sources C and D about the attitudes of 
outside powers towards the Middle East.  [6] 
 
For “compare” 

 Both sources refer to the Soviet Union’s sympathetic attitude to the Arab world. 

 Both sources suggest that the attitude of the US Government regarding the extent of its 
activity in the Middle East was influenced by its concern with other issues. 

 Both sources indicate the readiness of some foreign powers to get involved in the Middle 
East. 

 Both sources show that the US government displayed some hesitancy and caution with 
regard to the Middle East. 

 
For “contrast” 

 Source C shows that the US refused to intervene in the Middle East whereas Source D’s 
reference to the US engagement in peace initiatives and/or readiness to supply arms to 
Israel indicates a more assertive attitude on the part of the US. 

 Source C suggests that the US was indifferent to Israel’s security whereas Source D 
shows US support for Israel’s military needs (by arranging arms shipments). 

 The sources illustrate the contrasting attitudes of France and Germany towards the Middle 
East.  Source C highlights the sympathetic policy of France towards the Arab world 
whereas Source D shows West Germany adopting a friendly attitude to Israel by taking an 
active part in the supply of arms to that country. 

 
Do not demand all of the above.  If only one source is discussed award a maximum of [2].   
If two sources are discussed separately award [3] or with excellent linkage [4–5].  For 
maximum [6] expect a detailed running comparison/contrast.  Award up to [5] if two sources 
are linked/integrated in either a running comparison or contrast. 
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3. With reference to their origin and purpose, assess the value and limitations of Source C and 
Source E for historians studying the conflict in the Middle East during the period from 1955  
to 1975.   [6] 
 
Source C 
Origin:  Shlomo Ben-Ami, an Israeli historian and politician, writing in an academic 

book published in 2006. 
 
Purpose:  To provide an overview of the conflict in the Middle East. 
 
Value:  Since the book was published over 30 years after the events in question, it is 

likely to benefit from hindsight.  It can provide an insight into an Israeli 
perspective.  An academic historian’s book is likely to have been carefully 
researched, with possible access to declassified documents. 

 
Limitations:  The author’s Israeli status could mean that his analysis may offer only an 

Israeli perspective.  Also, the title of the book suggests that it is offering a 
broad overview.  This could mean that it may not provide an in-depth study of 
developments within the period (1955–1967). 

 
Source E 
Origin:  An extract from the Khartoum Resolutions, the outcome of the third Arab 

Summit that was attended by eight Arab heads of state in 1967. 
 
Purpose:  To convey to the rest of the world, and in particular to the Middle East region, 

the viewpoint and decisions of Arab leaders with regard to the Palestinian-
Israeli conflict. 

 
Value:  Since this was agreed by eight Arab leaders, the statement gives an insight 

into the attitudes and aims of the Arab world at that time. 
 
Limitations:  Since this was a document for public consumption it does not necessarily 

show the true intentions of the Arab leaders, it may be, to a great extent, 
rhetorical.  Its purpose was to boost Arab morale and thus may be glossing 
over any differences between the Arab leaders. It cannot tell the historian 
whether these Resolutions were subsequently applied.  Given its origin, this 
source can only provide an Arab perspective. 

 
Do not expect all the above.  Ideally there will be a balance between the two sources, and 
each one can be marked out of [3], but allow a [4/2] split.  If only one source is assessed, 
mark out of [4].  For a maximum of [6] candidates must refer to both origin and purpose,  
and value and limitations. 
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4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, examine the involvement of outside powers in 
the escalation of tension in the Middle East during the period from 1953 to 1967.  [8] 
 
Source material 
Source A  Demonstrates the interest and activities of the USSR in the Middle East as 

part of its strategy to win the support of Third World countries, and thus gain 
an advantage in its Cold war rivalry with the West.  The arms supply from 
Czechoslovakia upset the military balance in the Middle East and thus 
increased tensions. 

 
Source B  The cartoon shows US–Soviet Cold War competition in the Middle East.   

Both sides are seeking to win Nasser’s support with gifts, which shows 
willingness on their part to get involved in the area, and this alarmed Israel. 

 
Source C  Ben-Ami suggests that the Soviets were giving strong support to Egypt and 

that France was seeking friendship with the Arab world.  The US was playing 
no active role in the Middle East (probably because of its preoccupation with 
Vietnam), and Britain was also inert.  This reinforced hawkish tendencies on 
the part of Israel. 

 
Source D  Demonstrates Cold War rivalry between the US and the Soviet Union in the 

Middle East; the US is selling arms to Israel in order to balance Soviet sales to 
Egypt.  However, the source also shows US attempts to reduce tension via 
peace initiatives and avoiding the alienation of the Arab world (by not shipping 
arms directly to Israel). 

 
Source E  Shows the uncompromising intention of the Arab states to confront Israel and 

to defend the rights of the Palestinian people.  Thus implying tension was 
caused by Arab hostility and not the actions of outside powers. 

 
Own knowledge 
In July 1956, the US withdrew its promise to fund the Aswan Dam project after Nasser’s 
arms deal with Czechoslovakia.  In October and November 1956, the Suez Crisis occurred 
after Egypt nationalized the Canal.  Israel invaded Sinai in co-ordination with British and 
French efforts to regain control of the Suez Canal (Sèvres Agreement, October 1956).  In 
January 1957, the Eisenhower Doctrine was issued, and in March of that year, under US 
pressure, Israel completed its withdrawal from Sinai, thus reducing tension.  In June 1967 the 
Six Day War occurred, prompted not only by Nasser’s increasing confidence but also by 
Israel’s sense of isolation.  
 
Do not expect all the above and accept any other relevant material. If only source material or 
own knowledge is used, the maximum mark that can be obtained is [5].  For maximum [8] 
expect argument, synthesis of source material and own knowledge, as well as references to 
the sources used. 
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Topic 1 Causes, practices and effects of wars

1. Examine the reasons why some 20th-century wars ended with a peace treaty while others did not.

2. Examine the role of economic factors in causing two wars, each chosen from a different region.

3. “Technological developments were not significant to the outcome of 20th century wars.”   
Discuss with reference to two wars.

4. To what extent did guerrilla tactics determine the outcome of either the Algerian War (1954–1962) 
or the Chinese Civil War (1946–1949)?

5. With reference to Pakistan’s defeat in the Indo-Pakistan War of 1971, discuss the political 
consequences for Pakistan.

6. Discuss the causes of either the Falklands/Malvinas War (1982) or the Gulf War (1991).
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Topic 2 Democratic states—challenges and responses

7. “Democratic electoral systems led to stable governments.”  Discuss with reference to two  
post-1945 states.

8. To what extent were the methods used by 20th-century political parties similar to those used by 
pressure (interest/lobby) groups?

9. Evaluate the ways in which two 20th-century democratic states responded to the challenges posed 
by either ethnic or religious groups.

10. Evaluate the effectiveness of economic policies in either Weimar Germany (1919–1933) or 
Argentina under Alfonsin (1983–1989).

11. Evaluate the success of social policies in either India (1947–1964) or South Africa (1991–2000).

12. Discuss the reasons why Johnson was more successful than Eisenhower and Kennedy in securing 
the passage of civil rights legislation.

N16/3/HISTX/BP2/ENG/TZ0/XX – 4 –

Topic 3 Origins and development of authoritarian and single-party states

13. To what extent did popular support for the aims and ideology of one authoritarian/single-party 
leader contribute to the rise to power of that leader?

14. Compare and contrast the conditions that led to the rise to power of two authoritarian/single-party 
leaders.

15. Evaluate the treatment of religious groups and minorities in two authoritarian/single-party states, 
each chosen from a different region.

16. To what extent did the structure and organization of government in Germany between 1933 and 
1939 contribute to Hitler’s maintenance of power?

17. Examine the role of education and propaganda in the maintenance of power in Mao’s China.

18. With reference to Castro (Cuba) or Nasser (Egypt), to what extent did the use of force contribute to 
his maintenance of power?
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Topic 4  Nationalist and independence movements in Africa and Asia and post-1945 Central 
and Eastern European states

19. With reference to Africa and/or Asia, to what extent did political ideology contribute to  
the rise of independence movements in two colonial territories?

20. With reference to Africa and/or Asia, examine the impact of the Cold War on the success of  
two independence movements.

21. “Armed struggle was not the most important factor in the achievement of independence.”  Discuss 
with reference to India or Indochina.

22. Discuss the factors that led to the end of Soviet control in two states in Central/Eastern Europe.

23. Evaluate the role of two of the following in leading their countries to independence: Ben Bella 
(Algeria); Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam); Mugabe (Zimbabwe); Nkrumah (Ghana); Walesa (Poland);  
Havel (Czechoslovakia).

24. Discuss the impact of racial and separatist movements in India or Pakistan or Yugoslavia.

N16/3/HISTX/BP2/ENG/TZ0/XX – 6 –

Topic 5 The Cold War

25. To what extent did the Sovietization of Eastern and Central Europe contribute to the emergence of 
the Cold War between 1945 and 1949?

26. Evaluate the impact of the Cold War on the outbreak and development of either the Korean War  
or the Vietnam War.

27. “The Cold War had a significant impact on the effectiveness of the United Nations between 1945 
and 1989.”  Discuss.

28. Examine the view that the policy of peaceful coexistence failed to promote good relations between 
the US and the USSR up to 1964.

29. Examine the cultural impact of the Cold War on two countries, each chosen from a different region.

30. To what extent did internal problems contribute to the break-up of the Soviet Union?

N16/3/HISTX/BP2/ENG/TZ0/XX
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Paper 2 markbands:  The following bands provide a précis of the full markbands for paper 2 published in 
the History guide (2008) on pages 71–74.  They are intended to assist marking but must be used in 
conjunction with the full markbands found in the guide.  For the attention of all examiners: if you are 
uncertain about the content/accuracy of a candidate’s work please contact your team leader. 
 
16–20: Answers are clearly structured and focused, have full awareness of the demands of the 

question, and, if appropriate, may challenge it.  Detailed specific knowledge is used as 
evidence to support assertions and arguments.  Historical processes such as comparison 
and contrast, placing events in context and evaluating different interpretations are used 
appropriately and effectively. 

13–15: Answers are clearly focused on the demands of the question.  Specific knowledge is applied 
as evidence, and analysis or critical commentary are used appropriately to produce a specific 
argument.  Events are placed in context and there is sound understanding of historical 
processes and comparison and contrast.  Evaluation of different approaches may be used to 
substantiate arguments presented.   

10–12: Answers indicate that the question is understood but not all implications considered.  
Knowledge is largely accurate.  Critical commentary may be present.  Events are generally 
placed in context and understanding of historical processes, such as comparison and 
contrast are present.  There may be awareness of different approaches and interpretations 
but they are not based on relevant historical knowledge.  There is a clear attempt at a 
structured approach.   

8–9:   The demands of the question are generally understood.  Historical knowledge is present but 
is not fully or accurately detailed.  Knowledge is narrative or descriptive in nature.  There may 
be limited argument that requires further substantiation.  Critical commentary may be present.  
There is an attempt to place events in historical context and show an understanding of 
historical processes.  An attempt at a structured approach, either chronological or thematic 
has been made.   

6–7: Answers indicate some understanding of the question but historical knowledge is limited in 
quality and quantity.  Historical context may be present as will understanding of historical 
processes but underdeveloped.  The question is only partially addressed. 

4–5: There is little understanding of the question.  Historical details are present but are mainly 
inaccurate and/or of marginal relevance.  Historical context or processes are barely 
understood and there is minimal focus on the task. 

1–3: Answers do not meet the demands of the question and show little or no evidence of 
appropriate structure.  There are no more than vague, unsupported assertions.  

0: Answers not meeting the requirements of descriptors should be awarded no marks.   
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so.  If an answer indicates that the demands of the question are understood and addressed but 
that not all implications are considered (eg, compare or contrast; reasons or significance; 
methods or success), then examiners should not be afraid of using the full range of marks allowed 
for by the markscheme: ie, responses that offer good coverage of some of the criteria should be 
rewarded accordingly. 
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Topic 1 Causes, practices and effects of wars 
 

1. Examine the reasons why some 20th-century wars ended with a peace treaty while others did not. 
 
Candidates are required to consider the factors that made peace treaties possible in some cases, 
but prevented peace treaties being signed in others.  Answers may be organized around common 
factors, or candidates may examine wars separately.  For an answer to be effective it is essential 
that there is at least one example of a war that finished without a treaty, and another of a war that 
finished with one. Candidates may also approach this question by referring to several wars as long 
as the focus remains on the demands of the question.  
 
Indicative content 
 
• Victorious powers did not always wish to make a peace treaty, regarded their victory as 

vindication of their cause and saw compromise as a betrayal of those who had fought. 
• Some wars ended with a victory so crushing that there was no defeated party left with which to 

negotiate a treaty. 
• In some cases UN Security Council resolutions took the place of peace treaties; or the presence 

of peacekeeping forces made a stalemate more acceptable. 
• The issues that caused the war may have been intractable. 
• In the case of the First World War the victorious powers were motivated by a desire to prevent 

such huge suffering in the future and a perceived need to revise European borders.  There was 
sufficient common ground between the victors to make a series of peace treaties possible. 

• In the case of the Second World War full peace treaties proved impossible as the victorious 
powers could not agree about key issues such as the treatment of Germany and the 
governance of Eastern Europe. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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2. Examine the role of economic factors in causing two wars, each chosen from a different region. 
 
Candidates should focus primarily on economic causes of wars, which could have taken a number 
of forms.  In the course of examining economic causes, candidates may make a judgment on the 
seriousness of economic issues, or they may consider these in relation to other causes. 
 
Indicative content 
 
• Countries may have engaged in wars in order to retain or obtain resources and/or territory vital 

to the national interest. 
• A country may have been in economic difficulty and war was a way of diverting attention from 

domestic problems. 
• Adverse economic circumstances could have contributed to the emergence of aggressive 

and/or expansionist leaders. 
• In the case of civil wars, sections of the population may have been suffering economically. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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3. “Technological developments were not significant to the outcome of 20th century wars.”   
Discuss with reference to two wars. 
 
Candidates are required to offer a considered and balanced review of the contributions that 
technological developments made to the outcome of two wars.  They may adopt a comparative 
approach and discuss the importance of technological developments in each war, or they may 
choose to identify and rank a range of alternative factors.  However, there is no prescribed 
response. 
 
Note: The Cold War is not an admissible example. 
 
Indicative content 
 
• Candidates may analyse the impact of weaponry such as machine guns, tanks, flame-throwers, 

poison gas, atom and incendiary bombs, precision bombing missiles and napalm. 
• Developments in transport, mobilization and weapon delivery such as railways, helicopters, 

aircraft carriers, rockets and submarines may be discussed. 
• There may be assessment of the role of defensive and detection systems such as radar, sonar 

and anti-aircraft and anti-missile systems. 
• Other factors may include strategies and tactics, numerical superiority, economic strength and 

fighting spirit. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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4. To what extent did guerrilla tactics determine the outcome of either the Algerian War (1954–1962) 
or the Chinese Civil War (1946–1949)? 

 
Candidates are required to consider the merits or otherwise of the suggestion that guerrilla tactics 
were a determining factor in one of the named wars.  In order to justify or refute the claim that 
guerrilla tactics were the most important factor other reasons for the war’s outcome are likely to be 
assessed and a clear conclusion reached. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Algerian War (1954–1962) 
• Candidates should be able to assess the impact of guerrilla campaigns, notably the 1954 

maquisard attacks and the guerrilla war of 1956 to 1957, and French counter-measures, which 
were militarily effective. 

• There may be analysis of French methods, which included sophisticated counter-insurgency 
tactics such as search-and-destroy missions, helicopters and promotion of divisions among 
nationalist forces.  This limited the effectiveness of guerrilla tactics. 

• There may be assessment of guerrilla tactics used by the Front de Libération Nationale, FLN 
(National Liberation Front), such as terrorism, for example bombings during the Battle of Algiers 
and torture. 

• The role of foreign support (that of Nasser for example) may be argued as having contributed to 
the outcome. 

• It may be argued that the brutality of the French campaign alienated domestic and international 
opinion. 

• By 1958, when de Gaulle took power, the political climate had changed.  French domestic 
opinion was ready to support Algerian self-rule, the military effort needed to retain control over 
Algeria had become unsustainable and unpopular with NATO allies, and pressure was 
mounting from the United Nations. 

• A summative argument could be that guerrilla tactics provoked fierce French repression,  
which alienated moderate opinion and led to the French decision to grant independence. 

 
Chinese Civil War (1946–1949) 
• Guerrilla tactics could be considered especially important in the early stages of the war,  

when Nationalist forces were vastly superior in numbers and weaponry. 
• It may be argued that victory was secured in conventional pitched battles such as the 31-day 

battle at Mukden/Shenyang. 
• There may be consideration of other reasons for Communist victory, for example Nationalist 

tactical errors such as the Manchurian campaign, which overstretched Nationalist supply lines 
and isolated Nationalist forces in PLA-controlled territory. 

• The erosion of Nationalist support because of the ill-treatment of Nationalist troops led to the 
high desertion rate. 

• Nationalist mismanagement of the economy (hyperinflation) and a failure to improve the lot of 
the peasantry were unpopular. 

• The Communist message was focused on land reform and improved educational opportunity; 
peasant support was vital to communist success. 

• Communist leadership was strong, there was a clear ideological message and Mao trusted his 
generals. 

• There may be some assessment of the role of foreign support, for example, the withdrawal of 
US funding for the Nationalists in 1948. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so.  
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5. With reference to Pakistan’s defeat in the Indo-Pakistan War of 1971, discuss the political 
consequences for Pakistan. 

 
Candidates are required to consider how Pakistan’s defeat in 1971 affected its political scene, both 
during and after conflict.  A possible approach may be to explain immediate, short-term and long-
term results; however, no set response is required. 
 
Indicative content 
 

• The decisive Indian victory resulted in the independence of Bangladesh.  The Pakistanis signed 
the Simla Agreement (1972), implicitly recognising East Pakistani independence and agreeing to 
procedures for resolving Indo-Pakistani disagreements peacefully.  Since 1971 there has not 
been a war. 

• As a result of defeat, Yayha Khan stood down in favour of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, the first civilian 
leader of a smaller Pakistan.  

• The Bangladeshi state, led by Mujibur Rahman, swiftly gained international recognition—
Bangladesh joined the UN in 1974. 

• Defeat may also have prompted Bhutto to embark on his secret nuclear programme in order to 
compensate for the imbalance in conventional forces. 

• Some believe that a long-term consequence was Pakistani support for Islamist forces in 
Afghanistan and Kashmir, with a view to entrapping India in a lengthy struggle in disputed 
Kashmir. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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6. Discuss the causes of either the Falklands/Malvinas War (1982) or the Gulf War (1991). 
 
Candidates are expected to offer a considered and balanced review of a range of factors, which 
could be long and short term.  These could include religious, economic, strategic and political 
themes.  Candidates may weigh up causes against each other to determine those that were the 
most significant. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Falklands/Malvinas War (1982) 
• The Argentines underestimated the resolve of the British government to retain control of the 

Islands, as closure of the British base on South Georgia had been announced, as had the 
withdrawal of the South Atlantic research vessel HMS Endurance. 

• The trigger for the war was Argentine landings on South Georgia and the Falklands 
Islands/Islas Malvinas. 

• A fundamental cause was the disputed title to the Falklands/Malvinas.  The Argentines argued 
that the British case rested on colonial ideology, while the British claimed that Argentine actions 
were in violation of international law. 

• US and UN mediation between the UK and Argentina failed; the British prime minister, Margaret 
Thatcher, was unwilling to compromise, while the Argentines believed that the British would find 
it very difficult to fight a war at such a huge distance. 

• There may be discussion of the influence of the leading personalities: Thatcher and General 
Galtieri, both of whom arguably wanted a quick victory to improve popularity and divert attention 
from domestic problems. 
 

Gulf War (1991) 
• Kuwait had been part of Basra province during the period of the British mandate, and Iraqis 

regarded it as rightfully theirs. 
• The war with Iran had left Iraq heavily indebted to Kuwait.  Iraq became increasingly angry at 

Kuwaiti overproduction of oil, leading to depressed prices and difficulties in paying off Iraqi debt. 
• Iraq had protested against Kuwaiti exploitation of the Rumaila oilfield, claiming that Kuwaiti 

drilling was under Iraqi territory.  The dispute over compensation was the trigger for the Iraqi 
invasion of Kuwait. 

• There had been long-term friction between the US and Iraq during the Cold War.  Iraq had been 
in the Soviet camp, and its support for the Palestinians was unacceptable to the US. 

• In the years leading up to the Gulf War, there was increasing friction between Iraq and its 
neighbours leading to fear of encirclement.  Iraqi isolation meant the US was able to form a 
coalition that included Arab states. 

• It may be argued that the West would not have become involved had it not been for their 
dependence on Middle East oil, the supply of which was threatened by Saddam’s aggression. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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Topic 2 Democratic states—challenges and responses 
 
7. “Democratic electoral systems led to stable governments.”  Discuss with reference to two  

post-1945 states. 
 
Responses will offer a considered and balanced review of the electoral systems in the candidates’ 
chosen states, focusing on how democracy led (or failed to lead) to stable governments.  
Candidates may refer to different types of democratic electoral systems such as proportional 
representation, electoral colleges and majority rule. 
 
Indicative content 
 

• Assessment of stability may include the longevity of administrations and their ability to tackle 
political, social and economic challenges. 

• Candidates may analyse the outcomes of elections to assess the importance of decisive 
mandates that may have contributed to stability. 

• There may be consideration of the strengths and weaknesses of, for example, coalition 
governments and how far these may have more accurately reflected political opinion but may 
have been less stable. 

• There may be consideration of the electoral system in a constitutional context: for example, for 
the US, the relationship between presidential, Senate and Congressional elections, and how that 
affected the stability of the government could be mentioned. 

• To challenge the statement, candidates may argue that democratic systems are too dependent 
on short-term support and that leaders are less likely to introduce unpopular but, perhaps, 
necessary policies to address, for example, economic crises or the conservation of resources. 

• Furthermore, candidates may argue that the ideology of democracy itself promotes governmental 
stability because of the belief that change occurs via the ballot box. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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8. To what extent were the methods used by 20th-century political parties similar to those used by 
pressure (interest/lobby) groups? 
 
Candidates are required to consider the merits or otherwise of the suggestion that the methods 
used by political parties were comparable with those used by pressure groups.  Arguments will be 
supported by a range of appropriate examples. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Similarities 
• Both political parties and pressure groups relied on attracting members and financial support, 

although some pressure groups, such as trade unions, represented the interests of specific 
groups closed to the general public. 

• In some cases, political parties, like pressure groups, focused on a narrow range of issues,  
for example the Green Parties who focused on environmental issues. 

• Both political parties and pressure groups used methods such as rallies, advertisements and 
poster campaigns. 

• Both may have offered financial support to political candidates. 
 
Differences 
• Political parties normally worked within the political system and aimed to gain direct 

representation inside elected assemblies: pressure groups relied more on lobbying these 
political parties. 

• Pressure groups commonly focused on a narrow issue or range of issues whereas political 
parties tended to look more broadly at a wide range of issues. 

• Political parties had to develop a programme for government if they wanted to be credible as a 
governing party whereas pressure groups did not. 

• Political parties rarely took direct action such as civil disobedience campaigns although these 
could quite commonly have been used by pressure groups. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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9. Evaluate the ways in which two 20th-century democratic states responded to the challenges posed 
by either ethnic or religious groups. 
 
Candidates are required to consider the ways in which two democracies approached challenges 
that arose from the presence of different ethnic or religious groups within the state.  The groups 
may represent a majority or a minority of the population and the ways in which the democracies 
addressed the challenges may be both positive and negative. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Ethnicity 
• In some countries, for example post-imperial or post-colonial countries, ethnic diversity may 

have challenged the legitimacy of the state that may have been established according to the 
principle of self-determination based upon a homogenous national group. 

• In others states, the immigration of ethnic groups may have caused destabilization and inter-
ethnic conflict. 

• Ethnic groups may have suffered discrimination and disadvantage, due to being under-
represented in a democratic system that favoured the majority. 

• The ways in which the state responded to such challenges may have included: ensuring the 
political representation of ethnic groups; legislation to protect and promote ethnic languages 
and culture; legislation that outlawed racial/ethnic discrimination; educational policies that 
encouraged the recognition of a country’s ethnic diversity. 
 

Religion 
• In some countries, there were clashes between the state and religious bodies over particular 

issues such as divorce, abortion and gay rights. 
• In some countries, religious belief had an impact on political debate with the religion of 

politicians having a significant impact on electoral success.  There may even have been the 
adoption of a state religion. 

• Alternatively, some democracies were clear and determined in their secularism.  Candidates 
may consider the reasons for this, and the degree of success achieved. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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10. Evaluate the effectiveness of economic policies in either Weimar Germany (1919–1933) or 
Argentina under Alfonsin (1983–1989) 
 
Candidates are required to appraise the effectiveness of the economic policies pursued in their 
chosen country.  Successes and failures should be identified and explained.  Candidates may also 
consider the impact of economic policies upon society in general in order to assess effectiveness. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Weimar Germany 
• Following the end of the First World War Weimar Germany was faced with significant inflation, 

unemployment, and the need to meet increased welfare bills to help support the widows, 
orphans and casualties of war.  It may be argued that, in the early years of the republic,  
the government was reluctant to reform the economy as this would be seen as facilitating 
reparation payments. 

• The Ruhr Crisis of 1923 resulted in the printing of money to meet government expenditure and 
this led to hyperinflation.  There may be analysis of the highly effective measures taken by 
Gustav Stresemann (Chancellor from August to November 1923) and Hjalmar Schacht in 
revaluing the currency.  The Dawes Plan may also be mentioned and linked to the boost that 
US loans gave to the faltering economy. 

• During the “Golden years” (1924–1928) the German economy appeared to prosper and 
expenditure on public housing schemes, for example, increased significantly,  
but there was a dependency on US loans. 

• Following the Wall Street Crash of 1929, problems arose as foreign loans were recalled, banks 
failed and unemployment soared to at least 6 million (although there was no inflation at this 
time).  Reluctant to introduce austerity measures, Chancellor Müller resigned in 1930 and his 
successor, Brüning earned the sobriquet “The Hunger Chancellor” for his willingness to cut 
benefits and impose deflationary policies. 

• Candidates may argue that it was the upturn in the world economy rather than government 
policies that resulted in the slight falls in unemployment by late 1932. 
 

Alfonsin 
• Candidates should focus on the struggles of the administration to address inflation, budget 

deficit and foreign debt.  Meanwhile, tax evasion and the unprofitability of state enterprises 
compounded the problems.  Alfonsin inherited a foreign debt of over US$40,000,000,000 with 
inflation running at over 400 per cent. 

• Policies included printing money to tackle the deficit, the Austral Plan (which introduced a new 
currency and imposed strict controls on wages and prices), cutting military spending and 
attempts at privatization. 

• Candidates may suggest that external factors also had an impact on the economy.  These 
included falling commodity prices, climate extremes such as droughts and floods, which 
affected agricultural production, and the collapse of share prices in 1987. 

• Candidates may argue that although Alfonsin achieved some success in his economic policies, 
as by the end of 1985, inflation and the government deficit had fallen dramatically, it was only 
temporary. 

• By 1989 the economy was once again in recession, inflation was rampant, and foreign debt 
repayments were overdue.  It was this economic crisis that led him to hand over power to his 
successor before his term was over. 
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• Candidates may argue that that Alfonsin’s priority was the establishment of democracy and his 
economic policies foundered on a failure both to confront vested interests and conduct 
fundamental reforms. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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11. Evaluate the success of social policies in either India (1947–1964) or South Africa (1991–2000). 
 
Responses should offer an appraisal of the successes and failures of social policy in their chosen 
country.  They may focus on policies towards women and education, coupled with social policies 
that were distinctive to either India or South Africa, such as the caste system or apartheid. 
 
Indicative content 
 
India 
•  Nehru’s educational policies saw the establishment of key educational institutions, such as the 

Institutes of Medical Sciences, Technology and Management, and the extension of primary, 
secondary and adult education. 

• ‘Untouchability’ was abolished by Article 17 of the Indian constitution and outlawed in 1955,  
but it may be argued that the law failed to produce the desired change. 

• Laws were passed that promoted monogamy, women’s right to divorce and to inherit land and 
wealth although it may be argued that attempts to improve the rights of women met with limited 
success. 

• A land reform programme was attempted in order to reduce the concentration of land ownership 
among the wealthy but its application was limited. 

• Attempts were made to promote Hindi as the national language, although resistance from non-
Hindu speakers as well as the universality of English meant that it was not completely 
successful. 

• Some answers may question Nehru’s top-down approach to reform and propose that a focus on 
the grass roots may have produced better results.  The placing of so much responsibility on 
state governments to enforce legislation may also be seen as a reason for limited success. 

 
South Africa 
• With regard to education, attempts were made to integrate schools and to provide a better 

standard of education, although these attempts had only limited impact on improvements in 
teaching and attainment for the black majority. 

• Public health policy was intended to direct investment towards primary and community care.  
The success of this policy was affected, however, by the closure of nursing colleges and the 
reduction of doctor’s salaries as this reduced the numbers of trained medical staff.  The 
existence of an AIDS epidemic also the increased pressure on health care facilities (as well as 
other social programmes). 

• Discrimination on the grounds of gender was prohibited by the constitution, and new laws were 
passed to promote women’s rights.  There were significant barriers to success in this field, 
however, and progress was limited. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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12. Discuss the reasons why Johnson was more successful than Eisenhower and Kennedy in securing 
the passage of civil rights legislation. 
 
This question focuses on the reasons why more was achieved by Johnson than his two 
predecessors.  Candidates may compare the political climate in which the presidents operated,  
the presidents’ motivation and commitment to civil rights and their ability to enact legislation, which 
was often influenced by the level of support in Congress. 
 
Indicative content 
 
• Eisenhower continued the desegregation of the military and some progress was made in the 

desegregation of education, for example, Little Rock, 1957.  The Civil Rights Acts of 1957 and 
1960 were both passed during his administration although he had little to do with these.  
Kennedy attempted to facilitate the voting rights of people in the South and to pass the Civil 
Rights Act of 1963 but was assassinated before significant change could be achieved.  
Johnson, however, was able to build on Kennedy’s actions and utilize changing public attitudes 
to pass the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and gain approval of the 24th 
Amendment, which eliminated poll taxes. 

• With regard to political position, Eisenhower, despite victories in 1952 and 1956, had control 
over Congress for only two years while Kennedy had a very narrow victory in 1960 and had no 
command over Congress.  Johnson had a landslide victory in 1964 and enjoyed a great deal of 
support in Congress and so was much better placed to pass legislation. 

• With reference to their commitment to the cause, Eisenhower did not prioritize civil rights, 
Kennedy was preoccupied with foreign affairs and Johnson made social change, including civil 
rights, a priority. 

• Public attitudes changed over time and events such as the Freedom Riders, the March on 
Washington, the Selma March the influence of leaders such as Martin Luther King and Malcolm 
X, made the nation more aware of inequality and discrimination and more likely, by 1964, to 
support desegregation. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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Topic 3 Origins and development of authoritarian and single-party states 
 
13. To what extent did popular support for the aims and ideology of one authoritarian/single-party 

leader contribute to the rise to power of that leader? 
 
Candidates are required to consider the importance of aims and ideology in the rise to power of a 
leader but also other factors that may have been less, more or equally important.  Candidates may 
discuss aims and ideology separately or together.  Aims could be interpreted as the method for 
gaining public support because they may have been a more accessible way to communicate 
ideology. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Aims and ideology 
• Candidates may begin by outlining the main aspects of the aims and ideology of the chosen 

leader and how this contributed to popular support. 
• In some cases, it may be relevant to consider such factors as ultra-nationalism, economic 

reform or territorial ambitions in gaining support. 
• Aims may include calls for the abandonment of unpopular governmental policies or diplomatic 

agreements.  Similarly, some leaders called for specific changes to the economic structure of a 
state to alleviate hardship or the recovery of territory lost through war or the need to acquire 
new territory.  These aims may have gained popular support or, alternatively, failed to resonate. 
 

Other factors 
• The use of force and intimidation may also have reduced opposition or created a climate of fear 

that encouraged support for a strong leader. 
• Propaganda and the media may have been used to vilify opponents as well as to gain support. 
• Circumstances such as poor economic conditions or weak government may have made aims 

and ideology more appealing. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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14. Compare and contrast the conditions that led to the rise to power of two authoritarian/single-party 
leaders. 
 
“Conditions” refer to the circumstances that prevailed during the rise to power of a leader and, 
although the methods used by the leader may be of relevance to illustrate the importance of certain 
conditions, these would not be the main focus of the response.  Candidates are required to give an 
account of the similarities and differences in the conditions that were relevant to the rise to power 
of the chosen leaders in order to demonstrate a clear understanding of the requirements of the 
question. 
 
Indicative content 
 

• Economic hardship as a result of high unemployment or high inflation may have influenced the 
appeal of a strong leader who promised to address these problems. 

• The failure of current governments to ameliorate the impact of crises on the population may have 
resulted in frustration and the search for alternative leadership. 

• The perceived weakness of a government associated with defeat in war may have provided 
opportunities for a would-be leader to rally support by calling for a resurgence in militarism and 
revanchism. 

• A promise to rescind government policies perceived as prejudiced against minorities or, 
alternatively, giving undue support for minorities may have increased support for a leader. 

• When ignored by incumbent governments, a leader’s promise to address demands for increased 
workers’ rights and/or the re-distribution of wealth or land may have garnered support. 

• The leader of a political movement may have received support from external powers to assist 
with the overthrow of a government. 

• Promises to address/reverse social change brought about by war or a shift in economic wealth 
may have provided opportunities for leaders to appeal to more conservative elements in the 
population. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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15. Evaluate the treatment of religious groups and minorities in two authoritarian/single-party states, 
each chosen from a different region. 
 
Candidates are required to appraise the treatment of religious groups and minorities in two states, 
chosen from different regions.  Candidates may elect to adopt a comparative approach; however, 
this is not a requirement.  Nevertheless, a reasoned conclusion is expected. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Positive actions by the state 
• Laws may have been passed to prevent discrimination. 
• Financial aid may have been given to help establish, or preserve, places of worship or housing 

for minorities. 
• Facilities may have been provided to allow for separate education for the children of 

minorities/religious groups (although this could also be seen in a negative light). 
 
Negative actions by the state 
• Laws may have been passed to impose restrictions on the religious practices of certain groups, 

or on their right to worship freely. 
• Laws may have been passed to deny rights to minorities. 
• Education in their own language may have been denied to minorities. 
• Genocide may have been attempted, or carried out, against groups in certain states. 
• Financial penalties may have been imposed by the state, for example, through the application of 

additional taxation. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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16. To what extent did the structure and organization of government in Germany between 1933 and 
1939 contribute to Hitler’s maintenance of power? 
 
Candidates are required to consider whether the structure and organization of the government 
assisted Hitler in his maintenance of power up to 1939.  Other factors that may have been as,  
or more, important may also be identified. 
 
Indicative content 
 
The structure and organisation of government 
• The Enabling Law (March 1933) allowed Hitler to rule without the Reichstag, which still existed 

but rarely met.  There was also a Cabinet, but this, too, met only infrequently. 
• In 1933, Hitler replaced all the governors of the Länder with Nazis and, in theory, this gave him 

control over different regions. 
• As Chancellor, Hitler had five offices that directly represented him and so confusion over duties 

and control over the implementation of policies was commonplace. 
• The nature of the Führerprinzip meant that all authority devolved from Hitler who, alone, had the 

ultimate say on all policy making. 
• The hierarchy within the government of the Third Reich was not clear and this led to internal 

rivalry (for example, Heinrich Himmler and Ernst Rohm in 1934) and this can be seen as 
inhibiting cooperation and efficiency. 

• “Working towards the Fuhrer” became the key phrase to describe how subordinates would offer 
ideas and policies that would be in line with Nazi ideology but that could also be viewed as 
spontaneous and not necessarily part of an overall plan. 

• Such factors may be seen as weakening Hitler’s control over the Reich or, alternatively,  
as helping him to maintain power by not being directly responsible for policy-making. 

 
Other factors 
• Hitler’s apparently successful economic policies that, for example, reduced unemployment and 

increased production. 
• A strong ideology with concepts such as Gleichschaltung and Volksgemeinschaft that promoted 

social cohesion. 
• The use of scapegoats such as the Jews and the Roma, as well as campaigns to rid Germany 

of people who were deemed unfit or unable to contribute to the well-being of the state. 
• Propaganda and the creation of various organizations to unite workers, the youth and/or 

women. 
• In 1934, the army swore an oath of loyalty to Hitler and so brought this institution under his 

control and its support was further enhanced by a drive for rearmament and a successful 
foreign policy that renounced many of the clauses of the Treaty of Versailles (although for  
Topic 3, foreign policy need not be mentioned). 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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17. Examine the role of education and propaganda in the maintenance of power in Mao’s China. 
 
Candidates are required to consider the role of education and propaganda and how it was used to 
help maintain power in China during Mao’s rule. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Education 
• Literacy campaigns were carried out in the early years of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 

to enable the population to read party propaganda and to become familiar with party ideology. 
• Mao’s personality cult was strongly linked to his writings and, during the Cultural Revolution,  

to the “Thoughts of Chairman Mao”.  Familiarity with his writing and “thoughts” was an important 
aspect of political and social control. 

• Children were exposed to Maoist teachings throughout their education and this was intended to 
make them devotees of Mao and so impose conformity of ideology; The Young Pioneer youth 
movement ensured that children from primary school onwards were familiar with Mao’s 
teaching. 

• The Red Guards were the vanguard of the Cultural Revolution, but it may be argued that this 
was the antithesis of education as Mao was very critical of how it had remained the preserve of 
the bourgeoisie. 

• Candidates may argue that Mao took charge of education at this time and turned it into his own 
preserve.  This could then be linked to politics as it assisted Mao to recover his authority over 
the state and so to maintain power following the failure of the Great Leap Forward. 
 

Propaganda 
• The use of popular campaigns involved the whole population in carrying out policies aimed at 

ending corruption (3-Antis and 5-Antis), this gave a sense of everyone being part of the 
revolution and affirmed the authority of Mao and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). 

• The Speak Bitterness Campaign rallied support in the countryside for the state and against 
landlords. 

• The Hundred Flowers Campaign was followed swiftly by the Anti-Rightist campaign with 
perceived opponents being sent to thought-reform camps.  This helped to consolidate Party 
control over the population. 

• The Great Leap Forward and all the propaganda associated with it attempted to revolutionize 
family life, suppressing individualism and emphasizing the collective as a social unit that, also, 
was more easily controlled. 

• During the Cultural Revolution, the distribution of the Little Red Book meant that everyone had 
to learn the Thoughts of Chairman Mao consolidating Mao’s personality cult and his control over 
the Party and the state. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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18. With reference to Castro (Cuba) or Nasser (Egypt), to what extent did the use of force contribute to 
his maintenance of power? 

 
Candidates are required to consider how far the use of force contributed to the maintenance of 
power by the chosen leader. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Castro 
• Show trials were used to punish opponents. 
• CDR (Committees for the Defense of the Revolution), an important form of public surveillance, 

were used to prevent counter-revolutionary activity. 
• Labour camps were used to “re-educate”, although these were closed in 1968. 
• The Mariel boatlift and other forms of emigration could also be mentioned. 
• Other factors may include: the use of propaganda; populist policies; attempts to improve 

education and health care; economic support from the USSR; US attempts to destabilize his 
regime that gave Castro a scapegoat for Cuba’s problems and an external enemy to unite the 
people. 

 
Nasser 
• The military was fundamental to Nasser’s rule and provided a base for state security. 
• Prisons were used to hold Communists and members of the Muslim Brotherhood, in particular, 

and opponents in general. 
• A large security apparatus was used to remove political rivals or opponents. 
• Other factors may include: the cult of personality that flourished especially as Nasser was both 

charismatic and a strong orator; the strong appeal of nationalism and Pan-Arabism; the use of 
external enemies to unite the population; widespread use of propaganda, especially the radio 
station, “The Voice of the Arabs” that broadcast Nasser’s speeches in Egypt and elsewhere; 
anti-imperialist policies such as the nationalization of the Suez Canal; the building of the Aswan 
Dam and his support, in general, for the fellahin.  The apparent benevolence of Nasser, as seen 
in a description of Egypt as “a dictatorship without a dictator”. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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Topic 4 Nationalist and independence movements in Africa and Asia and post-1945 Central 
and Eastern European states 

 
19. With reference to Africa and/or Asia, to what extent did political ideology contribute to the rise of 

independence movements in two colonial territories? 
 
Candidates are required to consider the merits or otherwise of the suggestion that ideology was a 
key contributor to the rise of independence movements.  Other factors may also be considered in 
order to present a balanced view.  Arguments should be supported with relevant and accurate 
evidence. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Political ideology 
• Political ideologies may have provided a programme of aims and beliefs that formed a basis for 

political action. 
• Ideology may have provided links to similar movements in other countries that may have 

provided support and financial and/or military aid. 
• Ideology also may have been explained to the people through the use of propaganda and this 

may have helped to win support. 
• Ideology may have provided justification for political and/or economic change or it may have 

been used to justify armed rebellion. 
 
Other factors 
• Economic hardship, regardless of ideology, may have motivated demands for independence. 
• Charismatic leadership, regardless of ideology, may have gathered support  
• The granting of independence by the colonial power may have made political ideology less 

relevant. 
• Tribal identity, rather than political ideology may have provided the strongest bond among 

members of a movement. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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20. With reference to Africa and/or Asia, examine the impact of the Cold War on the success of  
two independence movements. 
 
Candidates are required to consider the impact of the Cold War upon the development of 
independence movements in two states.  These may be chosen from Asia alone, Africa alone or 
there may be one example from each continent.  Responses may also consider other factors that 
led to independence in order to reach a judgment as to the impact of the Cold War. 
 
Indicative content 
 
• The appeal of the ideology of either the USSR or the US may have been important in providing 

the core belief of a nationalist movement.  Communism may have appealed because of its anti-
imperialist ideology, leading to the rise of anti-colonialism and to calls for independence.   
The ideology of democracy may also have given support to calls for self-determination and 
independence. 

• Support may have been given by either (or sometimes both) superpower in the form of financial 
and/or military aid and so assisted in eventual victory. 

• The success of independence movements in neighbouring states may have facilitated the 
spreading of ideology and, on a more practical level, financial assistance or shelter for guerrilla 
movements as well as access to resources. 

• Independence movements may have resulted in armed struggle that, in turn, became proxy 
conflicts with superpower support that was maintained until independence was achieved. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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21. “Armed struggle was not the most important factor in the achievement of independence.”  Discuss 
with reference to India or Indochina. 
 
Responses are expected to provide a considered and balanced review of the suggestion that 
colonial power was not as effective as it had once been, and that it was this – rather than armed 
struggle – that paved the way for the independence of either India or Indochina. 
 
Indicative content 
 
India 
 
Armed Struggle: 
• An early revolutionary movement in 1906 led by Tilak called for an armed uprising was  

short-lived and not decisive. 
• The Indian National Army (INA) led by Subhas Chandra Bose fought in Burma against the 

British to try and gain independence.  At the end of the war thousands of INA soldiers were put 
on trial for treason.  There was the threat of mutiny in the Indian Army and Navy and 
widespread popular support for the INA prisoners.  It may be argued that this had a marked 
effect on the timing of the British retreat from India that may not have taken place as early as 
1947 if not for the legacy of the INA. 

 
Other factors: 
• Candidates may argue that Britain emerged from the First World War with a weakened 

economy and with greater awareness of the growth of nationalism within its empire.   
This arguably, helped the passage of the Government of India Acts in 1919 and 1935. 

• After the First World War, the ideology of imperialism lost ground and the League of Nations,  
for example, called for progress towards decolonization. 

• The Second World War led to the further weakening of Britain’s role as an imperial power and 
lessened its resistance to granting Indian independence. 

• The civil disobedience, non-cooperation and Quit India campaigns, led by Gandhi, helped to 
mobilize the population of India and to turn the call for independence into a mass movement. 

• The legal methods used by the Congress Party were also significant in achieving 
independence. 

 
Indochina 
 
Armed Struggle: 
• There was nationalist resistance to the Japanese occupation of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia 

during the Second World War but, especially in Vietnam and Cambodia, this increased with the 
return of the French in 1946.  Candidates may argue that armed struggle was of greater 
importance in Vietnam, for example, than Laos and Cambodia. 

• In Laos, the Communist Pathet Lao were supported by the Vietminh and fought alongside them 
to achieve independence that was granted in 1953. 

• In Cambodia, Prince Sihanouk declared independence and resisted the encroachment of the 
Vietminh.  In 1953, France granted independence to Cambodia.  

• In Vietnam, the Communist Vietminh, under the leadership of Ho Chi Minh, declared 
independence but had to fight to prevent the resumption of colonial government.  This led to the 
French-Indochinese War.  Candidates may argue that the defeat of France by 1954, was crucial 
to the achievement of independence. 

• France’s war against the Communist Vietminh became, to some extent, a Cold War conflict with 
the US supporting France with arms and money.  This was insufficient, however, to prevent the 
defeat of France. 
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• The cost of the war damaged the French economy to the extent that even the Marshall Aid 
received by France was less than a third of the cost of the war.  This made the conflict 
uneconomic and French withdrawal more likely.  Candidates may argue that the armed struggle 
was so decisive that it greatly weakened France as a colonial power and so the two factors are 
very closely intertwined. 

 
Other factors: 
• The defeat of France by Nazi Germany in 1940 had damaged France’s reputation and, despite 

France’s desire to remain a strong Empire, it had lost considerable prestige, especially in its 
colonies. 

• The Brazzaville Conference of 1944 indicated that France was ready to allow greater autonomy 
within its African empire. 

• Despite US support for a continued French presence in Indochina, after the establishment of the 
People’s Republic of China and the Korean War, France could no longer afford the cost of 
waging war. 

• As with Britain, the post-war climate was critical of colonization and public opinion was less 
likely to support imperialism. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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22. Discuss the factors that led to the end of Soviet control in two states in Central/Eastern Europe. 
 
Candidates are required to assess the strengths and limitations of the factors that led to the break-
up of Soviet control in two states from Central and Eastern Europe.  They may consider internal 
factors as well as external factors, including the impact of Gorbachev’s policies. 
 
Indicative content 
 
• Economic problems contributed to discontent with the ruling party and this exacerbated existing 

tensions. 
• Open discussion of events such as the Katyn Massacre (Poland), the Hungarian Revolution,  

the Prague Spring and the 1953 Riots in East Germany led to a re-examination of how Soviet 
control had been imposed. 

• The spread of organized dissent through movements such as Solidarity and Charter 77 made 
opposition more organized and public. 

• The role played by religious institutions such as the Catholic Church and the Lutheran Church 
was significant as it provided a space for alternative viewpoints, critical of the state, to be 
discussed. 

• External influences such as Human Rights Watch Committees as well as Western governments, 
that linked up with different opposition groups, were important for lending support to domestic 
opposition groups. 

• The impact of Gorbachev’s policies and reforms in the Soviet Union encouraged the demand for 
similar reforms in the satellite states. 

• Gorbachev declared the abandonment of the Brezhnev Doctrine and refused to send Soviet 
troops to prop up the governments of the satellite states. 

• The refusal of some governments to carry out reforms made their demise more likely. 
• In August 1989, events in Poland and Hungary and the opening of the Austrian border with 

Hungary sparked mass demonstrations in East Germany.  The Berlin Wall fell in November 
1989 and protests followed in other satellite states such as Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and 
Romania. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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23. Evaluate the role of two of the following in leading their countries to independence: Ben Bella 
(Algeria); Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam); Mugabe (Zimbabwe); Nkrumah (Ghana); Walesa (Poland);  
Havel (Czechoslovakia). 
 
Candidates are required to appraise the strengths and limitations of the role of two of the leaders 
mentioned in leading their countries to independence. 
 
Indicative content 
 

• Charismatic leadership may have increased popular support for independence. 
• Political or military experience may have provided expertise in leading independence 

movements. 
• The ability to use propaganda effectively to explain and popularize the call for independence. 
• An international profile may have provided access to influential support from outside the 

country. 
• During the Cold War, ideological ties to the US, Soviet Union or China may have given access 

to support and assistance. 
• The ability to take advantage of changing world opinion that was more likely to support calls for 

independence. 
• A reputation for resistance to authority and, perhaps, a demonstrated willingness to suffer 

imprisonment or exile in order to achieve their aims. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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24. Discuss the impact of racial and separatist movements in India or Pakistan or Yugoslavia. 
 
Responses will provide a considered and balanced review of the impact of racial and separatist 
movements on their chosen country.  In many cases, regional movements were based on one or 
both of these factors and there may, where relevant, be links to linguistic and/or religious views. 
 
Indicative content 
 
India 
• Possibly, the best known separatist movement was in Kashmir.  Despite agreements about 

demarcation boundaries there were several conflicts.  The impact on India was considerable 
both in terms of conflict and because it symbolized the deep divisions between India and 
Pakistan. 

• In Punjab, the separatist movement of the majority Sikh population demanded autonomy soon 
after partition.  There was a threat to the security of the state as the movement became more 
militant.  The Indian Army entering the Golden Temple in 1984 had significant repercussions 
including the assassination of Indira Gandhi and subsequent killing of thousands of Sikhs. 

• There are many other smaller groups who were vocal in their demands for autonomy such as 
the Naga people, the people of Tribura and in the Tamil-speaking region of southern India.  In 
all cases, candidates should explain the impact these had on the state. 

 
Pakistan 
• Candidates may refer to the breaking away of East Pakistan in 1971 with the formation of 

Bangladesh and the impact this had upon what now became Pakistan.  The implications were 
far reaching and affected internal politics with the emergence of Bhutto as a non-military leader, 
as well as Pakistan’s relations with India and may be linked to Pakistan’s determination to 
become a nuclear power. 

• The Sindh separatist movement may be mentioned and its impact assessed as rather limited as 
its political support was quite small. 

• The Balochi separatist movement, including supporters from Iranian Balochistan, had 
considerable impact on Pakistani politics. 

• Similarly, the Pashtun on both sides of the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan 
demanded autonomy and/or political influence in both countries. 

 
Yugoslavia 
• After the death of Tito in 1980 there were calls for autonomy, especially in the northern 

republics that felt that the federal system was hindering their economic growth.  Some republics 
also resisted Serb ambitions under the leadership of Slobodan Milosevic. 

• In the early 1980s, there was growing demand in Kosovo, where a significant percentage of the 
population was of Albanian descent, for autonomy from Serbia. 

• There was also a breakaway movement in Montenegro that resisted closer ties with Serbia. 
• Demands for autonomy grew in Croatia and Slovenia by the end of the 1980s. 
• The calls for autonomy were also prompted by the dominance of Serbia in the Communist Party 

Congress and the difficulty of preventing this as Serbia had more representatives. 
• Elections in the republics led to the ousting of Communist Parties in Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia 

Herzegovina and Macedonia. 
• The impact of separatist movements was the end of Communist control, except in Serbia and 

Montenegro, a series of conflicts and the break-up of Yugoslavia. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 

 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so.  
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Topic 5 The Cold War 
 
25. To what extent did the Sovietization of Eastern and Central Europe contribute to the emergence of 

the Cold War between 1945 and 1949? 
 
The term “Sovietization of Eastern Europe” refers to the expansion of Soviet influence over Eastern 
European countries by the end of 1949.  Candidates are required to consider the merits, or 
otherwise, of the suggestion that Sovietization had an impact on the emergence of the Cold War 
during the given period.  Other factors may be used for context and debate but the response must 
deal with the named issue and make a supported judgement on the importance of that issue. 
 
Indicative content 
 
• It may be argued that communist governments were established in contravention of the 

Declaration on Liberated Europe agreed at Yalta. 
• There was US criticism of the use of “salami tactics” by the Soviet Union.  These were carried 

out by the infiltration of rival political parties, the rigging of elections and abuse of power, often 
through interior and defence ministries. 

• The US and Britain were particularly concerned about the fate of Poland.  Pledges for free 
elections were not upheld and the Lublin Government was firmly in place before the elections 
were held in 1947.  There was criticism of the USSR from both the US and Britain for this 
apparent failure to keep a promise. 

• Candidates may argue that Sovietization was a response to the Truman Doctrine and the 
Marshall Plan with Cominform being resurrected in 1947 and COMECON set up in 1949. 

• Events in Germany may be used to support arguments that there was a fear of Sovietization 
spreading into the Western zones and that this had contributed to the breakdown of the Allied 
Control Council in 1948.  Conversely, it may be argued that the Berlin Blockade, for example, 
was Stalin’s response to Bi- and then Tri-zonia that hardened the line between the Soviet and 
the other zones of Germany. 

• Other factors to be considered and assessed may include: fundamental ideological differences, 
Great Power rivalry, mistrust and suspicion, the roles of Truman and Stalin whose intransigence 
was apparent even at Potsdam. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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26. Evaluate the impact of the Cold War on the outbreak and development of either the Korean War 
or the Vietnam War. 
 
There are two parts to the question, both of which need to be addressed.  When evaluating, 
candidates should appraise rather than merely list the reasons for and types of impact.  Responses 
should consider the impact of both Cold War and internal tensions on the outbreak of their chosen 
conflict.  Similarly they should consider whether the Cold War factors contributed to the duration 
and outcome of either conflict. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Korea 
• Border conflicts between the North and the South had been frequent since the withdrawal of 

occupying troops in 1948 (Soviet Union) and 1949 (US).  Both Kim Il Sung and Syngman Rhee 
wanted to be leader of a reunited Korea. 

• Kim Il Sung invaded South Korea in June 1950; he did so after receiving (after much 
persuasion) the approval of Stalin possibly because the US Defense Perimeter Speech 
suggested that the US had no interest in fighting to defend South Korea.  Thus it could be 
argued that the initial conflict was an internal one about control of Korea and was not caused by 
Cold war tensions. 

• The war rapidly became a Cold War conflict with the US calling a meeting of the UNSC and, 
due to the absence of the USSR, being able to pass a resolution condemning the invasion.  
Truman was concerned about the spread of communism in Asia and believed that Kim was 
acting on Stalin’s orders. 

• Truman persuaded an initially reluctant Congress to approve the recommendations of NSC 68, 
which led to American assumption of the dominant world role in containing the spread of 
communism.  Truman was keen to demonstrate that he was not soft on Communism after the 
“loss” of China in 1949. 

• The Cold War had a significant impact on the development of the war since the US provided the 
greatest number of troops in the UN forces commanded by US General MacArthur.  When UN 
forces approached the Yalu River, Cold War tensions contributed to the Chinese decision to 
actively support North Korea with 300,000 “volunteers”. 

• Stalin’s involvement was very limited as he had no wish for a direct conflict with the US but 
recent interpretations suggest he supported a proxy war, with China pitted against the US. 

• Despite intensive fighting the conflict became a stalemate by 1951 Truman was now committed 
to a limited war in Korea.  Eisenhower took a similar view although there was some worry that 
he might sanction the use of atomic weapon if peace talks which had begun in 1951 continued 
to stall.  An armistice was signed in July 1953 with the division of Korea along the 38th parallel.  
Cold war tensions had prolonged the war and to some extent prevented a permanent peace. 

• Candidates could argue that the Cold war was a significant factor in causing the conflict 
although many Koreans desired a reunified country.  Recent interpretations place much 
emphasis on the actions of Kim Il Sung causing the conflict in order to extend his power to 
South Korea.  They may also point out that the involvement of the US and the Chinese were 
very much a consequence of Cold War factors. 
 

Vietnam 
• The US had supported the French financially in fighting the Viet Minh, who had emerged 

victorious by 1954. 
• Eisenhower’s domino theory, a version of containment, committed the US to preventing the 

spread of communism.  The US feared that Laos, Cambodia and Indonesia would fall to 
Communism. 
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• After the 1954 Geneva Conference, the Vietminh were persuaded to accept the temporary 
division until after elections in 1956.  Elections were not held in the South and by 1959, there 
was active Viet Cong guerrilla warfare against the government of President Diem.   
North Vietnam wanted unification under Communism and worked to undermine Diem’s corrupt,  
US-supported regime.  This meant that concerns about superpower areas of influence were 
influential in the build up to the outbreak of war. 

• Kennedy regarded Vietnam as vital to US security.  US advisers were present in South Vietnam 
carrying out “search and destroy” missions.  Kennedy’s commitment was shaped by his stance 
as a “Cold Warrior” and US supported prevented the collapse of the regime in South Vietnam. 

• By 1965, it was clear that the South could not survive without direct US military assistance.  
Johnson used the Tonkin Gulf Incident in 1964, to escalate the number of US forces in Vietnam 
and to authorize bombing raids on the North.  The North was supported by China and the Soviet 
Union and was able to continue the guerrilla war in the South. 

• Changing Cold war alignments allowed Nixon to gain Soviet and Chinese support for peace 
talks on Vietnam with a ceasefire arranged for January 1973.  By 1975 South Vietnam had been 
taken over by the North and Vietnam was reunited. 

• It could be argued that Cold War issues led to US, Chinese and Soviet involvement prolonging 
the conflict.  However, it could also be argued that improved relations between the US, China 
and the Soviet Union helped bring the war to an end. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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27. “The Cold War had a significant impact on the effectiveness of the United Nations between 1945 
and 1989.”  Discuss. 
 
Candidates must review, in a considered and balanced way, how the UN was affected by the Cold 
War.  The aims of the UN and the impact of the Cold War on the UN may be examined with 
reference to specific conflicts and issues, with a focus on how far the UN was able to act effectively 
to fulfil its aims during this period. 
 
Indicative content 
 

• Aims of the UN could include a commitment to peace and security, support for human rights 
and improved living standards. 

• The veto powers of each of the permanent five members of the Security Council made it difficult 
to reach agreement.  For example, when North Korea invaded South Korea in 1950, the UN to 
was able to condemn the aggression only because of the absence of the USSR from the crucial 
vote.  Once the USSR returned to the Security Council the UN was paralysed.  This impasse 
was alleviated by the adoption of the Uniting for Peace resolution. 

• It may be argued that the UN was more under the influence of the US in the immediate post-war 
period but that decolonization during the 1950s shifted the balance more towards the USSR. 

• The UN failed to prevent conflict in Vietnam and Afghanistan as well as genocide in Cambodia 
and Guatemala. 

• It may be argued that superpower tension made UN intervention in the Congo more prolonged 
and less effective than it might have been. 

• In 1956, for example, the Suez Crisis was referred to the UN General Assembly and, despite 
being Cold War allies, the US criticised both France and Britain. 

• The UN installed a peacekeeping force in Sinai after both the 1967 and 1973 wars.  Similarly,  
the UN had peacekeeping forces in Lebanon (UNIFL) from 1978 onwards. 

• There may also be discussion of the more successful aspects of the work of the UN, setting 
international standards of human rights, and improving health care in the developing world,  
for example.  Although relevant, these would need to be linked to the Cold War and its impact, 
possibly by mentioning that both the US and the Soviet Union looked for opportunities to 
influence and gain the support of developing nations. 

• It may also be argued that the UN was more effective as Cold War tensions eased after 1985, 
and there was success in establishing the independence of Namibia and bringing about a 
constitutional settlement in Cambodia.  Candidates may see this as a reflection of both the US 
and the Soviet Union working for reconciliation through the UN. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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28. Examine the view that the policy of peaceful coexistence failed to promote good relations between 
the US and the USSR up to 1964. 
 
Candidates are required to consider the concept of “peaceful coexistence” and how far it failed to 
promote good relations between the US and the USSR up to the given date.  The term, which 
meant that competition between communism and capitalism would be by non-violent means, was 
associated with Khrushchev, who was also, arguably, a reason for its mixed success. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Failure to promote good relations 
• There was continued anti-Russian rhetoric from the US administration, notably from John Foster 

Dulles. 
• The Guatemalan coup of 1954 was planned and carried out because the US suspected that the 

Soviet Union was interfering in its sphere of influence by supporting President Arbenz. 
• There was an expansion of Soviet influence in the developing world as relations improved with 

India and countries in the Middle East and this aroused the suspicion of the US. 
• Tension over the “missile gap” was exacerbated by the launch of the Sputnik satellite in 1957. 
• Khrushchev’s 1958 Berlin Ultimatum and the building of the Berlin Wall caused tension. 
• The U2 crisis ended the Paris summit of 1960 this could be blamed on the US. 
• At the Vienna Summit of 1961, Khrushchev and Kennedy had an acrimonious exchange over 

Berlin. 
• The Cuban Missile Crisis led to an extreme risk of nuclear war between the US and USSR. 
 
Examples of improved relations 
• At the negotiations at the Geneva Conference in 1954, and the Geneva Summit of 1955, 

relations seemed to be improving and reference was made to the “spirit of Geneva”. 
• There was agreement over Austrian neutrality and the Austrian State Treaty was signed in 

1955. 
• The US and the Soviet Union both condemned Britain and France during the Suez Crisis (prior 

to the declaration of the Eisenhower Doctrine on the Middle East in 1957). 
• Khrushchev visited the US in 1959 and there was an agreement to seek a peaceful resolution of 

the Berlin issue. 
• Post- Cuban Missile Crisis relations were good with Kennedy also making a “peaceful  

co-existence” speech in 1963. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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29. Examine the cultural impact of the Cold War on two countries, each chosen from a different region. 
 
This question gives an opportunity for study of a wide range of Cold War influences.  Popular 
culture will probably provide the main focus, but sport and other cultural forms may also be 
discussed. 
 
Indicative content 
 
• The US will be a popular choice, and candidates may analyse the impact of McCarthyism on the 

film industry and the prevalence of spy movies, novels and television programmes which 
portrayed the Russians as the enemy.  For example, the James Bond movies reflected and  
re-enforced Cold War stereotypes. 

• In Russia, films glorified the Soviet way of life although after the death of Stalin, there was less 
popular demonization of the West. 

• Culture was used as propaganda: communist states sent their best ballet companies, symphony 
orchestras and folk ensembles to the West, while jazz artists, for example, visited the USSR. 

• Sport, an aspect of popular culture, was also used to promote the capitalist and communist 
ways of life.  Even the poorer countries devoted resources to the training of athletes to succeed 
in international arenas such as the Olympic Games. 

• The impact of the Cold War on popular music may be mentioned.  The Vietnam War, for 
example, inspired protest songs written by Bob Dylan, The Beatles and Joan Baez. 

 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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30. To what extent did internal problems contribute to the break-up of the Soviet Union? 
 
Candidates should consider the role played by internal problems in causing the break-up of the 
Soviet Union and gauge their importance in the context of wider factors. 
 
Indicative content 
 
Internal factors 
• Acute economic problems had resulted from an over-rigid central planning system which, had 

failed to produce economic growth and to improve living standards. 
• Candidates may discuss the difficulties of reforming the Soviet political and economic system, 

which had been propped up by an ageing leadership. 
• Gorbachev started to reform the economy but his policies were opposed by hard-liners in the 

Politburo.  This encouraged Gorbachev to carry out political reforms that resulted in nationalists 
gaining seats in the Supreme Soviet. 

• The policy of glasnost also led to more open discussion of the problems confronting the Soviet 
Union and with this, more criticism of the government. 

• In a downward spiral, glasnost and perestroika led to more serious economic problems (such as 
inflation and unemployment) and this unleashed even stronger opposition. 

• Responses may refer to unrest in the republics, the coup against Gorbachev in August 1991 by 
members of the leadership who feared plans to give more power to the republics weekend 
Gorbachev’s position.  Yeltsin encouraged nationalism and in December declared the formation 
of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS). 

 
External factors 
• The policies of Ronald Reagan, that saw increased spending on defence including the “Star 

Wars” project, alarmed the Soviet Union.  This increased Soviet defence spending that the state 
could not afford. 

• American-inspired economic warfare included the deliberate suppression of the price of oil and 
gas and opposition to deals supplying Soviet gas and oil to Europe.  This prevented economic 
recovery. 

• Financial assistance to Solidarity in Poland and very significant US military assistance to the 
Afghan mujahedeen led to greater problems for the Soviet Union. 

• The Soviet-Afghan War was also very expensive and a drain on economic recovery. 
• Economic reforms in China put pressure on the Soviet Union to enact change. 
• The rapid collapse of Communism in Eastern Europe in 1989–1990 (encouraged by 

Gorbachev’s “Sinatra Doctrine”) was an example to the Soviet republics who soon followed suit. 
 
The above material is an indication of what candidates may elect to write about in their responses.  
However, it is not exhaustive and no set answer is required. 
 
Examiners and moderators are reminded of the need to apply the markbands that provide the  
“best fit” to the responses given by candidates and to award credit wherever it is possible to  
do so. 
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Prescribed subject 1: Military leaders

Read sources A to D in the source booklet and answer questions 1 to 4.   
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: Genghis Khan c1200–1227 — Campaigns: Mongol 
military technology, organization, strategy and tactics.

1. (a) What, according to Source A, were the factors that encouraged Mongol expansion? [3]

 (b) What does Source D suggest about the Mongols’ military equipment and tactics? [2]

2. With reference to its origin, purpose and content, analyse the value and limitations of  
Source C for an historian studying Genghis Khan’s [Temujin’s] military campaigns and tactics. [4]

3. Compare and contrast what Sources B and C reveal about the factors that led to the  
success of Genghis Khan’s military campaigns. [6]

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent do you agree that Mongol military 
strength under Genghis Khan contributed to the Mongol takeover of Central Asia and the  
Near East?  [9]

Prescribed subject 2: Conquest and its impact

Read sources E to H in the source booklet and answer questions 5 to 8.   
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: The final stages of Muslim rule in Spain — Impact: 
Forced conversions and expulsions; Marranos, Mudéjars.

5. (a) What, according to Source F, were the effects of the abandonment of the pluralist  
[diverse] society in Spain? [3]

 (b) What does Source H suggest about changes in the life of the Jewish population of  
Spain under the Catholic monarchs? [2]

6. With reference to its origin, purpose and content, analyse the value and limitations of  
Source G for an historian studying the expulsions of the late 15th century. [4]

7. Compare and contrast what Sources E and F reveal about the treatment of Jews and  
Mudéjars in the late 15th century. [6]

8. “The expulsion of the Jews from Spain was carried out for religious motives” (Source F).   
Using the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent do you agree with this claim? [9]
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Prescribed subject 3: The move to global war

Read sources I to L in the source booklet and answer questions 9 to 12.  
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: Japanese expansion in East Asia (1931–1941) — 
Causes of expansion: The impact of Japanese nationalism and militarism on foreign policy.

9. (a) What, according to Source I, were the challenges facing Japanese national policy? [3]

 (b) What does Source L suggest about Sino-Japanese [Chinese-Japanese] relations  
in 1937? [2]

10. With reference to its origin, purpose and content, analyse the value and limitations of  
Source I for an historian studying Japanese foreign policy in East Asia. [4]

11. Compare and contrast what Sources J and K reveal about Japanese foreign policy aims in  
East Asia.  [6]

12. Using the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent do you agree with the suggestion  
that Japanese foreign policy aims up to 1937 were to be achieved through “gradual and  
peaceful ways” (Source J)? [9]

Prescribed subject 4: Rights and protest

Read sources M to P in the source booklet and answer questions 13 to 16.   
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: Civil rights movement in the United States  
(1954–1965) — The role and significance of key actors/groups – Key actors: Malcolm X and Lyndon B 
Johnson.

13. (a) What, according to Source M, were the problems faced by African Americans in the US? [3]

 (b) What does Source O suggest about the situation in 1963 regarding the granting of  
civil rights? [2]

14. With reference to its origin, purpose and content, analyse the value and limitations of  
Source M for an historian studying the social position of African Americans in the US. [4]

15. Compare and contrast what Sources N and P reveal about the struggle for civil rights. [6]

16. Using the sources and your own knowledge, examine the view that government inaction in  
the US was the main obstacle to the establishment of civil rights between 1954 and 1965. [9]

Turn over
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Prescribed subject 5: Conflict and intervention

Read sources Q to T in the source booklet and answer questions 17 to 20.   
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: Rwanda (1990–1998) — Impact: Social impact; 
refugee crisis; justice and reconciliation.

17. (a) What, according to Source Q, were the difficulties faced by Rwanda after the civil war  
and genocide in 1994? [3]

 (b) What does Source R suggest about the situation of Rwandan refugees in 1996? [2]

18. With reference to its origin, purpose and content, analyse the value and limitations of  
Source S for an historian studying the Rwandan refugee crisis. [4]

19. Compare and contrast what Sources S and T reveal about the problems of the refugee  
camps on the border with Rwanda. [6]

20. Using the sources and your own knowledge, discuss the challenges faced by the Rwandan 
government in finding justice and reconciliation from the end of 1994 through to the end of  
1998.   [9]
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Instructions to candidates

 y Do not open this source booklet until instructed to do so.
 y This source booklet contains the sources required for history higher level and standard level 

paper 1.
 y Read all the sources from one prescribed subject.
 y The sources in this paper may have been edited and/or abridged: word additions or 

explanations are shown in square brackets [ ]; substantive deletions of text are indicated by 
ellipses … ; minor changes are not indicated.
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1: Military leaders A – D

2: Conquest and its impact E – H

3: The move to global war I – L

4: Rights and protest M – P

5: Conflict and intervention Q – T
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8817 – 5302

Prescribed subject 1: Military leaders

Read sources A to D and answer questions 1 to 4.   
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: Genghis Khan c1200–1227 — Campaigns: Mongol 
military technology, organization, strategy and tactics.

Source A Morris Rossabi, a professor of Chinese and Central Asian history, writing in a 
general history book, The Mongols: A Very Short Introduction (2012).

A fragile economy in a demanding environment and a Chinese dynasty’s denial of trade for vital 
products are a few of the general conditions that gave rise to the Mongol eruption [expansion] from their 
homeland, but the specific motivations for the Mongol assault on the rest of the world are in doubt.  Their 
military superiority is often used as an explanation for their emergence.  The toughness of steppe life, 
according to some scholars, compelled the Mongols to be aggressive, and their aggressiveness spilled 
over [developed] into attacks on neighbouring states.  Other scholars assert that the Mongols’ hunger 
for booty [riches] inevitably caused them to raid and assault the settled civilizations.  Their military 
advantages and circumstances certainly enabled them to succeed spectacularly in the 13th century, but 
they do not explain the motives for the Mongol migrations into other lands.  They tell us how the Mongols 
conquered much of Asia, but not why.

[Source: Republished with permission of Oxford University Press, 
From The Mongols: A Very Short Introduction, Morris Rossabi, 2012;

permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.]

Source B Peter Jackson, a professor of medieval history, writing in an academic book,  
The Mongols and the West, 1221–1410 (2005).  

The cohesiveness of the Mongol military stood in sharp contrast with the disunity of their enemies,  
which Genghis Khan and his successors took care to exploit.  The political fragmentation of early  
13th-century Rus’ under the prolific Riurikid dynasty is well known.  But division also characterized the 
two most formidable powers confronting the Mongols.  Jurchen rule was deeply resented by the Khitan 
still living in the borderlands of China, large numbers of whom joined the Mongols or coordinated their 
own operations against the Chin [Jin] with those of Mongol commanders.  Subsequently, even native 
Chinese and Jurchen officers and troops defected to the invaders.  In western Asia, the Khwarazm 
shah’s bitter quarrel with the ‘Abbasid Caliph impaired [weakened] his capacity to pose as a champion of 
orthodoxy and the Jihad, while the unreliability of significant elements in his recently gained dominions 
undermined his preparations for resistance.  By contrast, the religious tolerance that characterized 
Genghis Khan’s empire also served the Mongols well, so that the Gur-khan’s Muslim subjects in  
eastern Turkestan, who had been persecuted by Kuchlug, welcomed them as liberators.

[Source: From: The Mongols and the West, 1221–1410, Peter Jackson, 2014,  
Routledge, reproduced by permission of Taylor & Francis Books UK.]
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Source C Jack Weatherford, a professor of anthropology and a specialist in tribal peoples, 
writing in an academic book, Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World 
(2004).

[Mongol] tactics seemed to be, at least in part, a combination of older fighting techniques and hunting 
strategies; yet the consistent inability of the perplexed [confused] enemy to respond effectively to this 
form of warfare indicated that Temujin [Genghis Khan] had introduced enough innovation to make these 
strategies uniquely his own.  Temujin had produced a new type of steppe army based on a greater 
variety of tactics and, most important, close cooperation among the men and complete obedience to their 
commanders.  They were no longer an attacking horde of individuals; they were now a united formation.  
Temujin used a set of manoeuvres that each man had to know and to which each responded precisely 
and without hesitation.  The Mongols had a saying: “If he sends me into fire or water I go.  I go for him.”  
The saying reflected not just an ideal, but the reality of the new Mongol warfare, and it made short order 
of [rapidly defeated] the Naiman.

[Source: Excerpt(s) from GENGHIS KHAN AND THE MAKING OF THE MODERN WORLD by Jack Weatherford,  
copyright © 2004 by Jack Weatherford. Used by permission of Crown Books, an imprint of the Crown Publishing Group,  

a division of Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved. Any third party use of this material, outside of this publication,  
is prohibited. Interested parties must apply directly to Penguin Random House LLC for permission.]

Source D Giuseppe Rava, a military history artist, depicts Mongol horse archers.

[Source: “Mongol horse archers” by Giuseppe Rava;
reproduced with the kind permission of the artist.]

End of prescribed subject 1
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Prescribed subject 2: Conquest and its impact

Read sources E to H and answer questions 5 to 8.   
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: The final stages of Muslim rule in Spain — Impact: 
Forced conversions and expulsions; Marranos, Mudéjars.

Source E Atalia Omer and Jason Springs, professors of religion and peace studies, writing 
in the academic book Religious Nationalism: A Reference Handbook (2013).

In 1469, Isabella of Castile and Ferdinand of Aragon were married [in order] to unite the two crowns of 
the Spanish Empire.  This act was intended to resist the regionalism of Hispania [Spain] by centralizing 
power and consolidating a shared identity.  Though the monarchs did not actively seek to construct a 
nation, they recognized the need to harness [encourage] a certain degree of popular allegiance based 
on a common Catholic faith.  The Spanish Inquisition consolidated a Spanish–Catholic identity by 
purging Jewish and Moorish elements in an effort to promote support for a nation that would be only 
for Spanish Catholics.  Hence, as Anthony Marx has suggested, “Jews or converts were described as 
separate, alien, or as enemies, implying that everyone else shared a blood relationship … habit or faith”.  
The Inquisition sanctioned [approved] and institutionalized pre-existing anti-Semitism by intentionally 
excluding Jews.  The language of “purity of blood” was integral [central] to the Inquisition; consequently, 
it provides a clear example of the important interconnections between religion, nationality, and ethnicity.

[Source: Republished with permission of ABC-CLIO Inc, from Religious Nationalism: A Reference Handbook,
Omer, A. and Springs J., 2013, Santa Barbara; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc]

Source F Henry Kamen, an historian and Fellow of the British Royal Historical Society, 
writing in the academic book Spain, 1469–1714: A Society of Conflict (2005).

The expulsion of the Jews from Spain was carried out for religious motives that had long been in the 
making; the forcible conversion of the Mudéjars was by contrast an abrupt move.  It is very likely that 
the Catholic monarchs expected a further programme of evangelization [preaching] to produce a nation 
truly united in religion.  This, however, did not happen.  Instead, the abandonment of a pluralist [diverse] 
society led to the creation within Christian Spain of two great disadvantaged minorities, conversos and 
Moriscos, which suffered all the disabilities of prejudice but enjoyed few of the benefits of conversion.  
From the early 15th century various official bodies began to discriminate against the New Christians, 
setting in motion the social pressure for “purity of blood”.  The university college of San Bartolomé 
in Salamanca was the first to introduce, in 1482, rules forbidding any but those “of pure blood” from 
becoming members.  The principal impulse [trigger] to the spread of this practice was the founding of 
the Inquisition, which made Spaniards familiar with the image of conversos as a danger to religious 
integrity and national security …  The Inquisition adopted as its rule (1484) that descendants of those it 
condemned were not entitled to hold any public office, thereby giving support to the notion that guilt for 
heresy remained in the blood generation after generation.

[Source: From: Spain, 1469–1714: A Society of Conflict, Henry Kamen, 2005,  
Routledge, reproduced by permission of Taylor & Francis Books UK]
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Source G Extracts from The Alhambra Decree or Edict of Expulsion, written in March and 
issued in April 1492.

We have learned from the inquisitors as well as others of the great harm that comes to Christians who 
interact with the Jews, these Jews who employ many and all manners to subvert the holy Catholic faith 
and who keep Christian followers from embracing their beliefs.

It is thus clear, taken from the confessions of these Jews, that their corrupt ways have resulted in great 
harm and injury to the holy Catholic faith.

After much deliberation it has been decided in council, having reunited the eminent men, knights and 
other persons of sense and knowledge of our supreme realm, that all Jews and Jewesses must leave 
our kingdom, never to be allowed to return.

It is also hereby ordered in this edict that before the end of July of this year comes, Jews and Jewesses 
of all ages residing within our domains and territories must depart from such taking with them their sons 
and daughters, their servants and their close and distant relatives of every age. It is they who must not 
dare to return to our lands, nor cross our borders, and if any among these Jews were not to accept this 
edict and were found to be living within our domains or if these Jews were to return to our lands, they 
should be condemned to death and their wealth seized.

We hereby command that, under penalty of forfeiting all of their lands and fortresses as well as their 
hereditary privileges and wealth, no person of our kingdom, no matter their position or noble status, may 
hide, keep or defend any Jew or Jewess after the month of July has passed nor in the following months 
whether publicly or secretly, in their homes or throughout our domains.

Source H Joaquín Turina y Areal, a Spanish artist, depicts an historical scene in the 
painting “La expulsión de los judíos de Sevilla” [The Expulsion of the Jews from 
Seville] (late 19th century).

[Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Expulsi%C3%B3n_de_los_jud%C3%ADos_de_Sevilla.jpg]

End of prescribed subject 2
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Prescribed subject 3: The move to global war

Read sources I to L and answer questions 9 to 12.   
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: Japanese expansion in East Asia (1931–1941) — 
Causes of expansion: The impact of Japanese nationalism and militarism on foreign policy.

Source I An extract from a Japanese government statement, “The Fundamental Principles 
of National Policy” (August 1936).

 
(1) Japan must strive to eradicate [eliminate] the aggressive policies of the great powers …

(3) … in order to promote Manchukuo’s healthy development and to stabilize Japan-Manchukuo national 
defense, the threat from the north, the Soviet Union, must be eliminated; in order to promote our 
economic development, we must prepare against Great Britain and the United States and bring about 
close collaboration between Japan, Manchukuo, and China.  In the execution of this policy, Japan must 
pay due attention to friendly relations with other powers.

(4) Japan plans to promote her racial and economic development in the South Seas, especially in the 
outlying South Seas area.  She plans to extend her strength by moderate and peaceful means without 
arousing other powers.  In this way, concurrently with the firm establishment of Manchukuo, Japan must 
expect full development and strengthening of her national power.

[Source: Republished with permission of Taylor & Francis Group LLc Books,  
from Japan: a Documentary History, David J. Lu, 1996;

permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc]

Source J William Beasley, a professor of the history of the Far East, writing in the academic 
book Japanese Imperialism, 1894–1945 (1987).

Central to the basic propositions was the intention that Japan … must establish cordial [friendly] relations 
with the peoples of the area founded on the principles of co-existence and co-prosperity.  It would 
also undertake economic expansion on its own account by creating a strong coalition between Japan, 
Manchukuo and China and by extending its interests in South-East Asia in gradual and peaceful ways.  
There were some conditions.  The army must be given forces in Korea and Kwantung [Guandong] 
sufficient to deal with any attack from Soviet Russia.  The navy must have a fleet capable of maintaining 
ascendancy in the west Pacific against that of the United States.

Sino-Japanese [Chinese-Japanese] cooperation, designed to detach Nanking [Nanjing] from its 
communist affiliations [links], though highly desirable must not be allowed to stand in the way of treating 
north China as a “special region” to be brought into close relationship with Japan and Manchukuo.   
It was, for example, to provide strategic materials, in order to strengthen their defences against the 
Soviet Union.  As to the south, a gradual and peaceful approach was intended to avert fears in countries 
of the area concerning Japanese aims …

From the point of view of the ministers in Tokyo, none of this was meant to bring about territorial 
expansion.  They still thought in terms of informal empire, that is, of securing an increase in Japan’s 
privileges through pressure exerted on Asian governments, including that of China.

[Source: JAPANESE IMPERIALISM, 1894-1945 by Beasley (1987) p.202. By permission of Oxford University Press]
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Source K Hans van de Ven, a professor of modern Chinese history, writing in the academic 
book War and Nationalism in China: 1925–1945 (2003).

By 1933, Japan’s military strategy aimed at defending itself against the Soviet Union, China and the 
British and American navies.  Massive investment programmes in the heavy, chemical, and machinery 
industries followed to give Japan the industrial base to sustain itself in time of war, and also of course to 
deal with the problems of the Depression.  In 1936, Japan stepped up its military expenditures when a 
new cabinet accepted the build-up of national strength as Japan’s highest priority …

Japan therefore developed a strategic doctrine aimed at defending Japan by aggressive off ensive 
operations of limited duration, to be concluded before its major enemies could concentrate their forces 
in East Asia.  To defeat China before such a war was part of this strategy.  Worried about war with the 
Soviet Union and the Western powers, the “removal of China”, as the aggressive General Tojo stated in 
a telegram from Manchuria to Tokyo in early 1937, would eliminate “an important menace from our rear” 
and release forces for service on more critical fronts.  If the military build-up and the political infl uence of 
the army in Japanese politics were causes for worry in China, so were the expansionist tendencies of the 
Kwantung [Guandong] Army in Manchuria.

[Source: From: War and Nationalism in China: 1925–1945, Hans van de Ven, 2003, 
Routledge, reproduced by permission of Taylor & Francis Books UK.]

Source L John Bernard Partridge, an illustrator and cartoonist, depicts Japan threatening 
China in an untitled cartoon for the British magazine Punch (21 July 1937).
Note: The word on the tail is Manchukuo.

S.O.S.
Chinese dragon: I say, do be careful with that sword!  If you try to cut off  my head 

I shall really have to appeal to the League again.

[Source: PUNCH Magazine Cartoon Archives www.punch.co.uk]

End of prescribed subject 3
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Prescribed subject 4: Rights and protest

Read sources M to P and answer questions 13 to 16.   
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: Civil rights movement in the United States  
(1954–1965) — The role and significance of key actors/groups – Key actors: Malcolm X;  
Lyndon B Johnson.

Note: In the following sources the word “Negro” is used to reflect the place and time of these original, 
English language sources.  Today, in many countries, the word is no longer in common usage.

Source M Daniel Patrick Moynihan, a former US Navy officer and a sociologist who was 
Assistant Secretary of Labor for President Lyndon B Johnson, writing in the report 
The Negro Family: The Case for National Action (March 1965).

Delinquency and Crime
The combined impact of poverty, failure, and isolation among Negro youth has had the predictable 
outcome in a disastrous delinquency and crime rate …  It is probable that at present, a majority of 
the crimes against the person are committed by Negroes.  There is, of course, no absolute evidence; 
inference can only be made from arrest and prison population statistics … In Chicago in 1963,  
three-quarters of the persons arrested for such crimes were Negro; in Detroit, the proportions were the 
same.  In 1960, 37% of all persons in Federal and State prisons were Negro.  In that year, 56% of the 
homicide and 57% of the assault offenders committed to State institutions were Negro …

The Armed Forces
The ultimate mark of inadequate preparation for life is the failure rate on the Armed Forces mental test … 
A grown young man who cannot pass this test is in trouble.  56% of Negroes fail it.  This is a rate almost 
four times that of the whites …  Service in the United States Armed Forces is the only experience open 
to the Negro American in which he is truly treated as an equal …  In food, dress, housing, pay, work—the 
Negro in the Armed Forces is equal and is treated that way.

Source N James Patterson, a professor of history, describes some features and events of 
the civil rights movement in the US academic journal History Now (2006).

[In the 1960s] many young black people became impatient with the slow progress of legal cases … 
they believed that direct action protest, especially if it provoked violence by white extremists, was the 
most productive means of civil rights activity …  By May 1961, the first interracial freedom rides from 
Washington DC, to New Orleans were underway, designed to force southern officials to honor a recent 
Supreme Court decision that had called for the ending of racial segregation in interstate bus terminals.  
Violence quickly followed, as one bus was firebombed in Alabama and its riders were injured …  These 
bloody confrontations attracted considerable public attention.  They also revealed that the Kennedy 
administration, concerned mainly with Cold War issues, was reluctant to jeopardize [threaten] its political 
strength among whites in the South and southerners in the Congress.  Kennedy was slow to recognize 
the moral passion of civil rights demonstrators or to employ force in order to stem the implacable 
[uncompromising] resistance and rage of many southern white people, police, and politicians.

[Source: Patterson, James T., The Civil Rights Movement: Major Events and Legacies. 
(The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History)]
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Source O Victor (Vicky) Weisz, a political cartoonist, depicts two senators outside the 
US Congress responding to the civil rights programme of President 
Lyndon B Johnson [LBJ] in the cartoon “Now, we mustn’t let him rush us into 
things!” for the British newspaper the Evening Standard (29 November 1963).

Note: The text on the placard is “Half the way with L.B.J.”  and the text on the 
newspaper is “‘We have talked long enough about equal rights.  We have talked 
for 100 years …’ – President Lyndon Johnson”.

[Source: Victor (Vicky) Weisz, ‘Half the way with L.B.J’,The Evening Standard, 
29 November 1963. Reproduced with permission.]

Source P Malcolm X, a civil rights leader, explains “Black nationalism” to a New York press 
conference (12 March 1964).

End of prescribed subject 4

Removed for copyright reasons
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Prescribed subject 5: Confl ict and intervention

Read sources Q to T and answer questions 17 to 20.  
The sources and questions relate to Case study 1: Rwanda (1990–1998) — Impact: Social impact; 
refugee crisis; justice and reconciliation.

Source Q Gerard Prunier, an historian specializing in African history, writing in the academic 
book Africa’s World War: Congo, the Rwandan Genocide, and the Making of a 
Continental Catastrophe (2008).

[Tutsis returning from exile] would take any salaried job, and this meant pushing the Hutu out of the 
towns—and out of the jobs.  This contributed to further social tensions in the country.  To make things 
worse, over 150,000 houses had been destroyed and even without any illegal occupations there would 
not have been enough houses to go around.  There were also nearly 300,000 children without parents 
… living lives of incredible fear and loneliness, at times miles away from the nearest adult.  Most 
of the police were dead or had fl ed abroad with the former government, as had most of the judges, 
schoolteachers, doctors, and nurses … even the churches, which were full of dead bodies, were closed.

[Source: Republished with permission of Oxford University Press, from ‘Africa’s world war: Congo, 
the Rwandan genocide, and the making of a continental catastrophe’, Gerard Prunier, 2008; 

permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. 
Language rights granted by Eulama International Literary Agency]

Source R Chris Riddell, an illustrator and political cartoonist, caricaturing the situation in 
refugee camps in an untitled cartoon for the British newspaper The Observer 
(11 November 1996).

 Note: The text on the knife is “Hutu Militia” and on the bowl it is “Refugees”.

[Source: Chris Riddell/Guardian News & Media.
Copyright Guardian News & Media Ltd 2017]
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Source S Sadako Ogata, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, outlines her 
findings in a speech to the United Nations Security Council in New York  
(28 June 1996).

New comprehensive initiatives are urgently needed to break the deadlock in the repatriation of 1.7 million 
Rwandan refugees.  Extremist elements among the refugees in Zaire are responsible for increasing 
armed incursions into Rwanda and have reportedly also been involved in the massacres in the Masisi 
region, thus creating regional tension.  A climate of intimidation in the camps and fear of arrest or 
retribution [revenge] in Rwanda remain the two major obstacles to large scale repatriation.

Achieving lasting repatriation and contributing to reconciliation remains our objective…  Let me say a few 
words about the relocation of camps.  We believe that it would improve regional and refugee security … 
When combined with the separation of the former army and leadership, relocation would also help break 
their control of the refugees.  It might then enable and induce many … refugees to repatriate …
Separation would make it easier to exclude from international protection those guilty of genocide, in 
accordance with the OAU [Organisation of African Unity] Refugee Convention.  This has thus far been 
practically impossible.

Let me add that I am worried about the assertion by some that the forced return through various means 
of Rwandan refugees from Zaire is the only “solution”.  There are still human rights concerns in Rwanda.  
I am also convinced that in that case large numbers of refugees would spread out and destabilize other 
regions of Zaire, as happened in Masisi.  On the other hand, a sudden mass return to Rwanda could 
have serious humanitarian and security implications.

[Source: Remarks by Mrs. Sadako Ogata, United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees,  
to the United Nations Security Council, New York, 28 June 1996]

Source T Philip Gourevitch, a journalist, writing an account of his experiences in Rwanda 
following the Rwandan Genocide in the book We Wish to Inform You that 
Tomorrow We Will Be Killed with Our Families: Stories from Rwanda (1998).

End of prescribed subject 5

Removed for copyright reasons
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Instructions to candidates

 y Do not open this examination paper until instructed to do so.
 y Answer two questions, each chosen from a different topic.
 y Each question is worth [15 marks].
 y The maximum mark for this examination paper is [30 marks].
 y Where the word region is used it refers to the following four regions: Europe, Asia and Oceania, 

the Americas, and Africa and the Middle East.
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Topic 1 Society and economy (750–1400)

1. With reference to two societies, evaluate the factors that were most effective in the transmission of 
ideas and cultures.

2. With reference to two societies, compare and contrast the treatment of religious minorities.

Topic 2 Causes and effects of medieval wars (750–1500)

3. With reference to two wars, to what extent do you agree that competition for resources was the 
main factor contributing to the outbreak of conflict?

4. “Taxation was the most effective means of raising an army.”  Discuss with reference to two wars, 
each from a different region.

Topic 3 Dynasties and rulers (750–1500)

5. To what extent were two rulers successful in achieving their aims?

6. “Governing institutions relied more on religious law than on secular law.”  Discuss with reference to 
two dynastic states.

Topic 4 Societies in transition (1400–1700)

7. Evaluate the significance of two intellectual/scientific figures.

8. Evaluate the methods used to achieve religious expansion and conversion in two societies.

Topic 5 Early Modern states (1450–1789)

9. Compare and contrast the methods of government in two established states.

10. “The political organization of colonial states was mainly influenced by the relationship between the 
state and religion.”  Discuss with reference to two states.
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Topic 6 Causes and effects of Early Modern wars (1500–1750)

11. Evaluate the importance of leadership in determining the outcome of two Early Modern wars.

12. Evaluate the social and religious impact of one Early Modern war.

Topic 7 Origins, development and impact of industrialization (1750–2005)

13. To what extent did industrialization in two countries rely upon developments in transportation?

14. Discuss the impact of urbanization on two industrialized states.

Topic 8 Independence movements (1800–2000)

15. To what extent did external factors rather than internal factors contribute to the growth of  
two independence movements?

16. “Strong leadership was essential to the success of independence movements.”  Discuss with 
reference to two independence movements, each from a different region.

Topic 9 Evolution and development of democratic states (1848–2000)

17. Evaluate the impact of domestic crises on the development of two democratic states.

18. “The maintenance of democracy was dependent on freedom of expression in the arts and media.”  
Discuss with reference to two democratic states, each from a different region.

Topic 10 Authoritarian states (20th century)

19. To what extent did economic factors contribute to the emergence of two authoritarian states,  
each from a different region?

20. “The maintenance of power was dependent on the successful control of opposition.”  Discuss with 
reference to two authoritarian leaders.

Turn over
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Topic 11 Causes and effects of 20th-century wars

21. Evaluate the impact of the mobilization of human and economic resources upon the outcome of 
one 20th-century war.

22. Evaluate the impact of two 20th-century wars on the role and status of women.

Topic 12 The Cold War: Superpower tensions and rivalries (20th century)

23. “Confrontation rather than reconciliation ended the Cold War.”  Discuss with reference to the period 
from 1980 to 1991.

24. Evaluate the impact of two leaders, each from a different region, on the course of the Cold War.
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